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Spiritual direction is a very old tem used to describe the practice of spintual 
guidance given to a directee by a spintual director. The purpose of spiritual direction is to 
enable a directee to explore and enhance their understanding and relationship with their 
God. In group spirituai direction the group leader facilitates the participants to provide 
spiritual guidance. The group is empowered to aire for one another. In each session one 
group member claims the session and becomes the directee, while the others provide the 
spiritual guidance. The group spiritual direction program endeavors to meet the spiritual 
needs of the specifïc group members. 

Group spintual direction is reIatively new and there is nothhg written on its use 
with people with mental health problems. This thesis is prophetic in that it is the sharing 
of research that proves the value of group spiritual direction in helping the heaiing process 
of people diagnosed with mild to moderate depression. 

The preferred treatrnent of depressed persons is cognitive therapy and change is 
accomplished through addt leaming. In this thesis project the group members were 
coached in the use of cognitive therapy to address the spintual needs of the member who 
chose to be the directee in any given session. The mode1 of learning is an adult mode1 and 
leaniing was facilitated through the practice of reflection, and is known as Transfomative 
Leaming. This research, through qualitative and quantitative methodology, has show 
that group spiritual direction irnproves the mood of the clients who are mildly to 
moderately depressed. 
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CB[APTER ONE INTRODUCTION: SURVEYING THE HORIZONS 

Pastoral Care in the mental health field presents a challenge because people with 

mental illnesses .often feel alienated fkom society. The challenge is also tme of the 

traditional instrument of pastoral care, the Church, who often hesitate to access assistance 

when the mentally iii have spirihial needs. People with mental ihess resist seeking 

extemal help including help from God, because they generdy have low self-esteem and 

consider themselves unwonhy of assistance. Thinking in absolutes, they see themselves 

negatively which affects their spintuaiity- This negativity may be evident in their lack of 

focus or feelings of hopelessness. Those who d e r  fiom depression as an illness may 

prefer to condemn themselves and theù Go4 rather than conside~g the possibility of 

being cared for by a loving God. Self confidence is impaired by their condition and 

consequently the lack of energy or motivation necessary to address spintual issues 

conf?onting them is also fnistrating. The combination of these factors regardiing the 

mentaiiy iii contribute to making ministry to the mentally iil a unique one requiring special 

skills. 1 have endeavored to prepare myseif personaliy and professionaiiy for the 

challenges of this special rninistry. Early in my years of rninistry in the health care field 1 

realized that i f1 could respond appropriately to the spiritual needs of the mentally dl, then 

1 would also respond effkctively to the spiritual needs of those who are weli. 

The chaUenge of assessing spirituai needs of the mentaiIy il1 and endeavoring to 

respond with effective treatment or prograrns became my goal. 1 felt it was inappropriate 

to settle for the traditionai pastoral me ,  ministry of visitation. Much more is needed. 

While psychiatrie care is, in essence- the care of the psyche, and necessary for the ment* 



ill, invariably these people require a p a t e r  care, one that is spirituai, and gives special 

attention to the soul. My desire to take on the spintual care of the mentally iil inspird rny 

research for this project. Appropriate pastoral care dehered by capable and wing people 

cm make a signincant contribution to the h&g process of those who are mentdy ill. 

This is the broad theme that 1 address in ttùs thesis. 

The broad theme having been identifieci, 1 now focus on depression as the specific 

illness to be considered. Society is generaily aware that depression is a common illness 

today. m e n  a feeLing of helplessness hovers when dealing with these people as we seek a 

cure for their illness. For those in ministry, sunilar feelings of helplessness often occur 

when dealing with the spinhial needs of these people because great energy is required to 

support and encourage them. This goal of devising an appropriate means of treatrnent for 

people encouraged me to make it the focus of my research. My thesis is to demonstrate 

that a weli constructed program for group spiritual direction can assist the healing process 

for people who are diagnosed as rnildly to moderately depressed. 

In the mid nineteen seventies as a newly ordained minister 1 knew intuitively that 1 

needed spiritual direction as 1 explored religious Me through the Third Order Frmciscans. 

At that tirne 1 met with little success in my endeavors to learn the practice of spiritual 

direction because 1 was not totally clear on what 1 wanted or needed, and no one in the 

rural area in which 1 lived seemed to understand or have the t h e  to assist me. The 

searching was a lonely exploration in the desert, accompanied by books by Thomas 

Merton, Brother Roger of Taire, and other spiritual guides. This exploration has 



remaineci relativeiy donnant for the past twenty years as 1 was busy "working" at ministry, 

with M e  time for reflection and meditation 1 fiel üke 1 have negiected my sou1 in favor 

of doing rather than being. Recently the hunger for deeper awareness of myseif and God 

has retumed. Consequently, 1 began to explore the topic of spiritual direaion as a specific 

response to people who require guidance and cornpanionhg in their spintual joumey, 

specincaliy the people with the diagnosis of depression. The expenence has been like 

visiting and getting to know an old fiiend whom 1 saw for the fïrst time in twenty years. 

Therefore 1 chose spintual direction as the response to approach the treatrnent of people 

with depression. It offered me a renewed challenge and seerned to fit as an appropnate 

approach to the empowennent of those suffering fiorn the illness, depression. The strong 

motivation 1 have and have had for this topic is an important factor in the choice of 

spiritual direction as the means of spinhial guidance of depressed persons. The quest for 

meaning, the help of spiritual companions, even though limiteci, and the awareness of my 

own hopelessness or depression at times made me think that spiritual direction could help 

reliwe depression. 

As a teaching supeMsor in the Chca l  Pastoral Education Programs, group work 

has become an important means of assisting people in their growth and their healing 

process. The knowledge of the value of group therapy inspired me to put group work and 

spiritual direction together, and to study the method of group spirituai direction as a 

possible treatment for the mental illness, depression. 



Therefore the specific focus of this research project is to demonstrate that the 

mood of mildly to moderately depressed persow is helped through a program of group 

spiritual direction. In order to undertake this project, it was necessary to do an in-depth 

shidy of depression, group theory, spiritual direction, and to reflect theologically on the 

situation of people with mental illness, specifiicdy depression. This anaiysis was required 

prior to the formulation of a program appropriate for a group of depressed persons. 

Because this is a research project, I had to also devise a methodology to measure the 

change in mood of the depressed persuns who took part in the group spiritual direction 

program. 1 chose a qualitative research project with support fiom some quantitative 

methods. The quantitative aspect requked that 1 involve an additionai eight people with 

the diagnosis of depression, in addition to those of the spintual direction group. These 

depressed people were placed on a waiting-iist for the next time 1 would oEer this spiritual 

direction program, and would participate in the project by agreeing to answer the sarne 

tests as those in the group spiritual direction program. 

The study of group spiritual direction of persons with depression is a work in 

progress because it endeavors to deepen the understanding of a topic that is relevant to a 

large number of people, considering the frequency of people with the diagnosis of 

depression and aiso considering the number of people interested in spiritual direction. Yet 

iiterature and intemet searches have derived a relatively small amount of matenai 

indicating that the topic remains relatively under-researched. The searches have revealed 

that the study of group spintual direction is minirnai and the study of the group spiritual 

direction of people with mental disorders is non-existent. This represents a gap in 



research that is addressed in this research project. The study is a quest to develop 

understanding and knowledge for the use of spinhial direction with depressed persons for 

the purpose ofevaluating the impact on their mental heath. 

We seem to be most aware of our spirituai needs when we experience a crisis. The 

expectation is that in acute care situations assistance is sought frorn people of a specinc 

religion or fkom niends and family who endeavor to help the person in crisis to find a 

meaninfil way through the event. In the event of the death of a loved one assistance is 

sought fiom a clergy or a fimeral home representative to provide a ceremony or a process 

that helps facilitate our r e m  to normal k g .  The ceremony or fimeral service is usuaUy 

predetermined by the clergy providing the service. There is Little or no attention paid to the 

unique needs of the person in crisis unless the person exhibits specific syrnptoms that 

require medical attention. The expectation is that the ceremony suits evexyone's spiritual 

needs. 1 argue that this is indeed not the case and that people have unique spiriniai needs 

that need to be identined and responded to with appropriate spirituai guidance in order to 

facilitate the r e m  to good mental health. 

The combination of personai experience of spirituai needs and ministry experience 

is the context that has inspired the formulation of this research project. Because 1 have felt 

that my unique spiritual needs have not always been adequately served 1 can ody assume 

that others expenence the same dilemma When 1 have felt discouraged or depressed the 

experience of someone helping me to make sense of my struggies has enabled me to move 

out of my negative feelings. The best gift  1 have been given in the "dom tirnes" has been 



someone who has listened attentively and provided objective feedback regard'mg the 

specific concems 1 have r a i d .  

Based on my intuition and my experience 1 have set out on a process of discovery 

to gain an inforneci understanding of what is necessary to provide appropriate spiritual 

guidance to those who experience the mental illness, depression 1 have learned that many 

spiritualIy orienteci people have themselves experienced depression and have discovered 

that it has also been a pathway to a deeper understanding or has given deeper meanhg in 

their lives. 1 am also aware that I, like others expenence fear or resistance to change when 

1 feel down and that this tends to prohiiit my growth. Behg alone in the state of 

depression without the assistance of others cm lead to a worsening of the depressed 

condition, including dficulty making decisions. However, when appropriate concem or 

assistance is provided the depressed person may gain new understanding that lads to 

more contented feelings and to a p a t e r  abiiity of managing life in the fuhire. 

The energy available for wping with Living is reduced when one is depressed. The 

energy level is like the water level in a well that rises and fds. Just as a well may require 

a rainfall to raise the water level, so too depressed people may need the infusion of new 

energy available through the companionship of a spiritual mentor. The mentor listens and 

facilitates the person to gain insight into his or her life experience. Life rnay be compared 

to a puzzle in which the mentor helps the person to work towards the completion of the 

pichire that is his or her life story. 



This thesis project is one particular section of my We. In the development of this 

project 1 received assistance from an individual mentor as well as from a support group 

who 1 called together to provide guidance, in effect modeling the process of group 

spiritual direction. Therefore I equate my experience of this project to an inner spirihial 

joumey. The process of the project is grounded or rooted in my basic philosophy that 

influences my rninistry in Me; that 1 can leam fiom a variety of people or situations 

including those who an considered to be marginalized by our society. This belief is 

rooted in the scripture reference in which Jesus says that when we neglect the lest  of his 

fnends we negiect him (Matthew 25:40), and the reference in which Jesus c d s  the Little 

children to him and beckons the disciples to be like the children (Luke 18: 16). 1 have been 

continualiy chaiienged to l e m  Corn my Mie expenence and have found that some of my 

most meaningfùl learning has been in the least expected life experiences. 1 have felt 

depressed and have learned fiom it that one needs assistance in these times because of the 

acute immobilized aate of being that is prevalent in the midst of feeling depressed. 

1 have identined in this introduction the ministry context out of which this thesis 

project has grown. As has been stated, the research methodology is prïmady qualitative. 

The persona1 bias is factored into the research and an effort has been made to provide 

objective analysis both of the process notes and the test results of the program. 1 have 

found it helpful to use a construction metaphor to assis me in the creation of this thesis. 

I identQ in the second chapter the survey of the landscape since it includes mapping out 

the necessary lirnits for the study, that is, the definitions and the literature review. 1 name 



in the third chapter the foundations made up of building blocks, since it is an o v e ~ e w  of 

the theories that have informeci this study. I illustrate in the fourth chapter the mortar that 

holds together the building blocks of the foundation. This chapter focuses specifically on 

the theological underpinnings of the study addressing both the topic in general and the 

specinc issues of depressed persons. Chapter five illustrates the commencement of the 

construction of the superstructure, spdcally a bridge. 1 chose to use this illustration 

because of the need for a co~ection between depressed persons and others who hopefuliy 

become for the former a bridge to good heahh or a new He. This chapter on research 

methodology includes an outline of the details of the study program as weil as the specific 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies. 

Prior to the opening of any bridge, there must be a senes of tests or an analysis of 

the standard of the construction so as to confirm the quality of the structure. This is 

containeci in the sixth chapter where the analysis of the results of the study, hcluding the 

recomrnendations for the delivery of future programs, is presented and verses the vdidity 

of the research. The h a i  chapter illustrates the official opening of the bridge which 

represents the conclusion and the surnmary of the thesis project. 
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CHAPTER TWO SURVEYING LANDSCAPE: 

DEFINITIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

The use of the metaphor, "sunreying the landscape," is an effort to explore the 

meanllig of the terms that are the background for this research project. This chapter 

provides an overview of the topic so as to provide the basis necessary to understand the 

research. 

Ministry and Theologicai Perspective 

Mùiistry in this study focuses on the healing of people with mental health 

problems, specifically depression. Ministry to the mentaiiy il is a specialized ministry 

requiring understanding of mental health problems. It also requires an understanding of 

spiritual formation that is appticable to people with mental illness, taking into 

consideration the specific stage of their illness and their stage of spiritual development. 

The method of ministry being researched in this study is the use of group spiritual 

direction by the researcher. The chdenge is the effective use of group spintual direction 

to prove that the facilitation of a spiritual direction group prograrn contributes to the 

healing of depressed people. Heahg in this context refers to a holistic approach to 

improved heaith and well being, but it is not necessarily a cure for a specific illness. A 

person may continue to have some of the symptoms of depression, but may also be more 

peacefbl or content with his or her life. People who experience isolation may become 

depressed because of a loss of purpose. Fostering a sense of belonging to cornmunity 

through a group experience may alleviate the loneliness and help the heaiing process. A 



change in the situational perspective of clients may reduce stress enough to raise their 

sense of weU-being, thus ficilitating heatuig. 

The book Ministn, to Theolonv: Pastoral Action and Reflection by John Patton 

defines pastoral theology as one that focuses on data fkom the practice of rninistry. He 

goes on to claim that God's creativity stirs human creativity and imagination and 

empowers action in muiistry, relationship in comrnunity, and interpretation of meaning. 1 

The specific ministry of this study is the spintual care that addresses the needs of people 

who are often isolateci and ignored because of their he s s .  The power or energy of this 

ministry is consistent with theology of liberation. The needs of depressed persons are so 

intense that it inspires ministry which has to be creative and liberating. The awareness of 

the unique needs of the marginalized of Our society, specincally the mentally depressed, 

motivates or energizes this research project to discover the appropriate spiritual care that 

aids or facilitates their healing process. Therefore this study is energized by the 

paramount needs of depressed persons and the potentiai for accessing the grace of God in 

group spiritual direction. 

The perspective one has on depression seems to be critical in determinhg its 

treatment. In the book Shadows of the Heart: A Spirituaiity of the Negative Emotions by 

Evelyn and James Whitehead, a reference is made to heaithy and unhealthy depression. 

John Patton, From Ministry to Theolow: Pastoral Action and Reflection 
(Nashde: Abingdon Press, 1 WO), 1 8. 



In healthy depression our despondency cornes and goes, leaving us still able to 
function. But by denying these paintiil signals or refushg to respond we risk Our 
depression deepening into an unhealthy mood disorder. 

This leads to the importance of the theological reflection necessary for this study since the 

use of therapy such as religious cognitive therapy may prevent the healthy depression fiom 

moving to being an unhealthy depression. Persons with healthy depression who believe in 

God may have their negative thought pattern challenged by the question "did God 

abandon the Israelites in the Old Testament, or Matthew the tax collecter or Mary 

Magdalene in the New Testament?" Therefore the next approach is for the depressed 

persons to consider what rnakes them think God wiii abandon them. This is a disputation 

of the person's tendency tc! overgeneralize, and based on the theory of cognitive therapy 

helps the person to expenence a mood change and feel better. 

In the book Care of the Soul: A Guide for Cultivating Depth and Sacredness in 

Everydav Life, Thomas Moore refers to depression as a M. He says that "care of the 

sou1 doesn't mean wallowing in the symptom, but it does mean trying to l e m  from 

depression what quaiities the sou1 needs." Gerald May in Care of the Mind. Care of the 

Soirit ' stresses the importance of discernent of the depression as to whether it rnay be 

a natural and graced event in one's spiritual growth, in which case one would do well to 

2 James D. Whitehead and Evelyn E. Whitehead, Shadows of the Heart: A 
S pirituality of the Neaative Emotions (New York: Crossroad Publishing 
Company, 1995)' 165. 

  ho mas Moore, Care of the Soul: A Guide for Cultivatina Depth and 
Sacredness in Evetyday Life (New York: Harperperenniai, 1994)' 1 53. 

4 May, Care of the Mind. Care of the Spirit: A P-hiatrist Explores S~iritual 
Direction (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1 W2), 102. 



let it happen. Thomas Moore and Gerald May reflect on depression fiom a hopefiil, faith 

perspective, looking for the pouibiiity of spiritual growth in spite oc and even through the 

negative experience of depression. Undoubtedly in a group of eight people there are some 

who are inspired to have hope. When group cohesion is encouraged the clients who are 

hopeful impact upon the others in a positive way so that aii the phcipants gain a new 

perspective. 

Joann COM uses Robert Kegan's development phases to explain the potential 

depression has in one's maturation, which is an addition to the theory that depression may 

be seen as an opporhinity to grow. She says: 

From Kegan's constructive-developmental perspective, the anger and loss which are 
common features of depression in most theories are viewed as developmentai phases 
within depression itself. 

The group experience aliows the clients to share their stories and by supporthg one 

another they corne to tems with their anger and loss. Surely this helps them c l a h  the 

reality of their pain and hopefuiiy learn to move out of it. 

These theories of the potential of spirituality irnpacting upon depression connects 

very weU with the theology of suffering. In fact Thomas Hart in his book Hidden Sprinm: 

the S~iritual Dimension of Thera y emphasizes that God does not send us pain and 

5 Joann W. Conn, S~iritualitv and Personal Matunty (Lanham, Maryland: 
University Press of Amenca, Inc., 1989, 146. 



dering,  but works with us in them for good. Hart quotes Philippians 2: 13, "For God is 

at work in yoyn to iuustrate the importance of fkith that sufferings and stniggles are 

rneaningfid. It is indeed of great value when clients can discover that their de r ing  has 

not been in vain. This is a spintuai joumey as they encounter the meaning of their lives 

including their darkest moments. 

Other theological considerations for this study are addresseci in articles by 

VandeCreek, Nye, and Herth, and by Hauser. Richard Hauser has a similar perspective to 

Thomas Moore and contends that God is present in the suffering, which is of course 

relevant to the topic of depression since it is considered a source of great dering.  ' The 

article by Larry VandeCreek, Christine Nye, and Kaye Henh addresses the need for 

developrnent of hopefiilness through bolstering self-esteem, which effects a positive mood 

8 change. Self-esteem is undoubtedly nurtured in an atmosphere where people listen and 

numire one another, which is the plan in the facilitation of this program. 

Spirituaiity 

Ministry in any context requires an understanding of the meaning of spirituality. 

This is especially so in this ministry of group spintual direction. The facing of obstacles in 

6 Thomas Hart, Hidden Sonne: The Sointual Dimension of Therapy (New 
York: Paulist Press, 1994), 42. 

7 Richard J. Hauser, "Where is God in Suffering?'Creiehton Universitv 
Whdow, (fall 1994), 17. 

Larry VandeCreek, Christine Nye, and Kaye Herth, Where There's Li& 
There's Home, and Where There is Hope, There 1s.. .. .," Journal of Relieion and Health, 
Vol. 33, No. 1, ( S p ~ g  1994), 51. 



life such as mental illness includes a dimemion of holistic health that tends to be ignored 

because of its abstract nature, that is, the dimension called "spirituality." Ioann Conn in 

her book S~iritualitv and Personal Mahirity defines spirituality fint fiom a philosophical 

perspective, and secondly fiom a religious perspective illustrating humanity's movement 

towards a theistic perspective of Me: 

Spintuality (philosophical meaning) is based on a distinction between the material and 
the spiritual, the spiritual being understood as the capacity for self-transcendeme 
through knowledge of love which characterizes the human being as a person. Thus in 
the philosophical sense of the term, ail humans are essentially "spirihiai" and actualize 
that dimension of seIfhood through the estab lishment of human relationships. 
Spirituality (religious meaning) is based on the conception of what constitutes the 
proper and highest ac tub t ion  of the hurnan capacity for self-transcendence in 
personal relationships, namely, relationship with ~ o d . ~  

A development of We that is hedthy requires a person to practice love or to practice being 

in relationship. It is in this context that one finds purpose and meaning, and that one is 

energized to stnve for a quality of life over and above what is considered a mere existence. 

Based on Corn's definition of spirituaiity, one can see that the development of the 

person through the drive for human relationships is consistent with Toews's understanding 

of mental health. Toews refers to Freud's definition of mental health and says: 

to be mentaiiy hedthy we must be capable of meaningfbl activities that sustain us  and 
we mua be in loving relationships with others." 

People need to work and play, and also need to be in meaninfil relationships at the same 

9 Conn, 29. 
10 John Toews, No Longer Alone: Mental Health and the Church (Waterloo: 

Herald Press, 1995),25. 



t h e  as e x p l o ~ g  and reflecting upon the significance oftheir lives. Spirituality is critical in 

the quest for wholeness because it enhances the activities of M g .  As spirituality fosters 

good mental hedth, it obviousiy emphasizes the importance of the rninistry to those who 

expenence mental ill-health. 

Spintuality is more than human relationships in that it inspires people to think and 

act beyond the immediate circurnstances. As seen in the following quote fiom Kenneth 

Leech: 

Spintuality is the specifically hurnan capacity to expenence, be conscious oÇ and relate 
to a dimension of power and meaning transcendent to the world of sensory reality 
experienced in the particul~ities of a &en historical and social conte* and lads 
towards action congruent with its meaning." 

The spiritual emphasis represents a quest to fhd meaning, and to develop the inner 

essence of the person. Therefore spirituality might be best sumrnarized by Gerald May in 

Wfi and Spirit: A Contem~lative Psycholoav. who says "Spintuality consists of an 

expenence and interpreted relationship among human beings and the mystery of 

creation."12 Ministry acknowledges the spintual dimension of life and encourages people 

to make sense of their experiences, relationships and creation in general. Making sense of 

Life is especiaily important when one is experiencing mental health problems. This is 

because depressed persons tend to despair or lack purpose when contemplating their 

11 Kenneth Leech, Spirituah and Pastoral Care (Cambridge, MA: Cowley 
Publications, 1 gag), 55. 

12 Gerald May, Wdl and the S~int :  A Contem~lative Psvcholoey - (New York: 
Harper Br Row, Publishers, Inc., 1982), 23. 



Spirituai Direction 

Prior to the rise of science, illness was wnsidered God, se& or demon inflicteci and 

therefore healing was considered to be of a spirihial nature. People sought the heip of 

medicine men and women, shamans, people with the God-given gift to heai, holy people, 

in order to be healed. The entire spectrum of the spintual was accessed for healing 

purposes including the use of dreams and visions, conversed with the gods and spirits, 

they used animais, drums, rades to ward off spirits, and they utilized naairal potent and 

dmgs to induce ecstatic states as weii as using dance and chants to connect their inner and 

outer worlds. l3 

In the western world even scientinc healing had religious roots, onginating with 

Gaien and Hippocrates who were Greek doctors of the cult of Asklepious. In fact 

Acklepious had two sons one who did the first known surgery and the other who was 

known to have healed invisible ilis, including those of the soul. In the fifth century B.C. 

Hippocrates has an esclapeion, a place of healing as well as a place of medicine, in Kos 

with some 6,000 medical herbs. It had religious as weli as medical signifiicance in that 

each esclapeion was dedicated to the god ~ s c a l a ~ u s . ' ~  

l3 Dolores Hall, "Communities of Justice and Compassion," Paper presented at 
conference entitled, "Hurting, Healing, Hoping: Transformïng Our Communities," St. 
John's, NF., 1995. 

14 Henryk S kolimowski, "Wholeness, Hip pocrates, and Ancient P hiloso phy ," in 
Spirihial Asoects of the Healinn Arts, ed. Dora Kunz (London: The Theosophical 
Publishing House, l98S), 15. 



It is clear fiom the study of medical history that modem medicine is W y  rooted 

in the spiritual center of the person indicated in the conneaion with the religious practices 

of our earliest ancestors. Bruce G. Epperty reports, 

The National Institute of Healthcare Research m) has recently compiled a four- 
volume study of medical research relating to the 'Yaith factor," or the role of 
spirituality, fath, and religious cornmitment in promoting good health. l5 

Gerdd May supports this by pointing out that fkom the tirne of Christ to weli after 

the Reformation, there was little Werentiation made between psychological and spiritual 

disorder, indicating the relatively short time that the two have been clinicaily separated. l6 

May's combination of psychotherapy and spiritual direction is evidence of his 

perspective being grounded in history. His book, Care of the Mind Care of the Spirit, is 

especidy helpfiil because of his ability to combine the psychiatrie with the spiritual. Joann 

Corn complements this work in her book Spirituality and Personal Maturity in which she 

has a detailed historic perspective on spiritual direction. In her reference to the work of 

St. John of the Cross she refers to the dark night of the sou1 which is equivalent to a 

spiritual perspective of depression. 

This histo ric bac kground is a prerequisite for understanding spiritual develo prnent, 

which is an important factor in determinhg what is the appropriate care necessary in the 

1s Bruce G. Epperly, S Uituaiitv and Health Health and Soirituality: A New 
Joumev of Spirit. Mind and Bodv (Mystic: Twenty-Third Publications, 1997), 74. 

16 Gerald G. May, Care of Mind. Care of Soirit, 2. 



facilitation of spinhial direction. Sarah Taggart in her book LiWin As If  Belief Systems 

in Mental Heaith Practice stresses the necessity for people to have spirituai quests in their 

lives, indicating the very important ingredient of personal motivation in the process of 

spiritual development. " Helminiak in his book Spiritual Develo~ment: An 

Interdisciplinq Studv as well as Corn in her book S~intuality and Personal Mahirity 

complement Taggart with reference to the developmental stages of Fowler, Kohiberg, 

Erikson, and Kegan, and consequently emphasize spintuality as the essential ingredient in 

human growth towards wholeness. An expansion of the value of spintual development is 

found in Morton Kelsey's book Companions on the Inner Way where he identifies and 

explains seven stages of spiritual development. Kelsey says that people who are in stage 

five, "Mid-We Crisis," are prone to depression because it is the conffonting of our inner 

depth or meaning. Kelsey addresses the struggie of mid-Me cnsis in the following quote: 

Behind much of the mid-We crisis Lied the problem of meanhg for which our secular 
society on the whole shply has no answer of expenencing that meaning or purpose, 
we are left with two unsatisfactory alternatives. Either we remain in Our chaos or we 
accept some sectarian religion that requires giving up our independence and Our critical 
capacities. 18 

The relevance of this theory for this research is that a concerted effort is made to provide 

a spintual direction program that is suited for the needs of the individuals in the group, 

individuals who may indeed be stmggling with mid-life crisis. The stmggie with mid-iife 

- - - -- 

l7 Sarah R. Taggart, Livina As If Belief Svstems in Mental Health Practice (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publications, 1 994), 9. 

18 Morton T. Kelsey, Companions on the Inner Way: The Art of Soiritual 
Guidance (New York: Crossroad Pubiishing Co, 1991), 189. 



issues may contniute to the depression and therefore require attention in the faditation of 

the group of depressed persow. 

Another consideration in the study of spiriaial direction is the theological 

perspective of the mlliistry of spintuai direction. WiIliam Barry in his book S~iritual 

Direction and the Encounter with God l9 sees spiritual mentoring as discemment of God's 

spirit in the heart. The grace of God influences both the relationship of God with the 

individual and with groups of people or community. Barry sees the importance of 

comrnunity in the quest for knowledge and awareness of God's spirit active in the heart. 

This too is significant to the study as it places emphasis upon the impact of group 

dynamics on the healing of the depressed individuals. An example of the benefit of group 

dynamics would be in the practice of clients forgiving one another and thereby giving one 

another a positive point of reference for fuhire relationships. For the participants to 

discover meaning in the connections they make such as in the case of forgiving or being 

forgiven, it is necessary for them to understand the changes they experience. The positive 

experience of being forgiven when it is not one's usual experience may significantly impact 

upon one's sense of seif and therefore improve his or her mood. 

In addition to the benefit of the experience of spiritual direction., consideration is 

given to the specific role of myself as group spintual diiector in this ministry. The role of 

the facilitator is similar to the role of a person providing individual spintual direction, 

l9 William A. Barry, Spiritual Direction and the Encounter with God: A 
Theoloaical Inquiry (New York: Paulist Press, 1992), 95. 



which is to encourage a pemn to deepen their spirihiality by showkg compassion through 

active listening and the use of knowledge of developmental psychology. Spllihial 

direction r e q k  an understanding of the spiritual growth and development of the human 

person. In the words of Carolyn Gratton: '&the aim of spiritual guidance bewmes that of 

helping persons get the various parts of th& Life in tune with the larger Mystery as it flows 

throughout the whole."" In addition the spiritual director of a group must know the 

theory of group dynamics so as to maxirnize the benefit of group interaction for the 

purpose of the spirituai growth of individuais. 

Depression 

This study illustrates an effective use of the rninistry of spiritual direction for the 

treatment of those who are mentally ill, specifïcaiiy the depressed. Depression is 

considered a mood disorder and is characterized by a distinct quality of mood, a feeling of 

sadness, which nins on a continuum fiom rnild/mconvenient to severdmcapacitatinggZ1 

The preferred treatment for people with depression may include either one or a 

combination of psychotherapy and medication. Alternative treatments include electro 

convulsive therapy and seif-help support groups. The Agency for Health Care Policy and 

Research (AHCPR) defines mild depression as that present when a person has some of the 

symptoms of depression and it takes extra effort to do the things they need to do. 

Whereas moderate &presion is present when persons have many of the symptoms of 

20 Carolyn Gratton, The Art of Soiritual Guidance (New York: Crossroad. 
1995), 5 .  

21 Joseph W. Cimcchi, A Minister's Handbook of Mental Disorders (New 
York: Integration Books, Paulist Press, 1993), 80. 
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depression that often keep them from doing things that they need to do. 22 

Mental ilinesses üke depression are specifïcaiiy diagioseci according to the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manuai @SM-IV) of the Amencan Psychiatrie 

Association(APA). This association dehes mentai disorder as 

a clinically signifiant behavioral or psychological syndrome or pattern that occurs in a 
person and that is associateci with present distress (a painful symptom) or disability 
(impairment in one or more important areas of hctioning) or with a signincantiy 
increased risk of dering,  death, pain, disabiiity, or an important loss of &dom. " 

Mental iilness may be seen as an Unpairment to wholeness or wehess and to spiritual 

growth. The ministry of caring for the person with mental heaith problems in a spiritual 

way facilitates the joumey back to mental health because of the co~ec t ion  with the 

person's inner need for rneaning and purpose. 

This thesis focuses on how this rninistry, with a spintual emphasis in the use of 

group therapy facilitates the heaiing of depressed persons. Daniel Benor. a psychiatrist in 

London, combines orthodox psychotherapy with spirituai heahg in his practice. He 

defines spirituai heaiing as, "capitalizing the improvement in body, emotions, mind or spirit 

of another living organism without intervention through physical means [that i s  drugs, 

mechanical devices, or surgery]." 24 Gerald May, a psychiatrist at the Shalem Institute for 

" Phiîiip W. Long, Consumer Guide 5: Depression (Intemet Mentai Heaith, 
1995), 12. 

23 Ciarrocchi, 5. 
24 Tom Harpur, The Uncornmon Touch: An Investination of Spintual Heaiinq 

(Toronto: McCeiiand & Stewart Inc., 1994), 120. 



Spiritual Formation in Washington, D.C., contends that physicians and psychotherapists 

foster the natural healing process in the human mind. He descnies therapy as the b ~ g i n g  

of the diseased part into a more natural state. Therapy that eradicates irrational fears' 

obsessions and womes, arnounts to purification and cleansing of the person7s mind? 

The emphasis of the thesis is the use of group spiritual direction to foster the 

heaiing process. Points made in the article by Robert Struminski is that spintual direction 

is "the release of the client's own spirihial dynarnism for maximum growth as a person and 

especiaily as a Christian," and that in spiritual direction "the point of emphasis wili Vary, 

sometimes more spiritual, other times more psychologicai/physicaI, but never one to the 

exclusion of the other." The accessing of a person's own resources within themselves 

and the use of proven therapies while at the same t h e  drawing on the potentiai benefit of 

a caring community can contribute greatly to alleviating the depressed mood. 

1 feel that spiritual direction done in the group context allows for people to assist 

one another in their process towards health and wholeness since relationships are an 

important consideration in spirituality. Spiritual direction traditionally has meant a one- 

on-one experience of a director facilitating a directee. This is limited in cornparison to the 

potentid for individuals assisting one another with the facilitation of a group director. 

Gerald May, Sirnply Sane: The S~irituality of Mental Health (New York: 
Crossroad Publishing Co., 1993), 75. 

" Robert Struminski, "Conversion, Pastoral Counseling, and Spirituai 
Direction," in The Christian Ministry of S~iritual Direction, ed. David L. Fleming 
(St. Louis: Review for Religious, 1988)' 372. 



This thesis focuses specincally on group spintuai direction for mildly to moderately 

d e p r d  people who are joined together in a group of eight, which became sk for a 

period of twelve weeks. This study naturdy requires an understanding of depression 

The Chicai Handbook of Pastoral Counselina. Volume 2, is an adequate resource for the 

purpose of this study, since it specificaiiy mentions the designation of mild to moderate 

depression. In the Minister's Handbook of Mental Disorders, Ciarrocchi supports the 

ernphasis on the spirituai or pastoral as being as e f f d v e  as traditional cognitive- 

behavioral therapy in the treatment of moderately depressed people.2" In the book 

Lon~er Alone: Mental Health and the Church, John Toews emphasizes the importance of 

loss as a factor to be considered in the care of persons who are predisposed to depression. 

He also stresses the importance of loneliness or social isolation as a factor that perpetuates 

the vicious cycle of depression. Consequently a group of people with simila. depressed 

moods should through their empathy for one another heip each other to find new meaning 

and purpose through this group spiritual direction experience. The spirihial direction 

program is intended to facilitate spiritual growth and to encourage the quest for new 

meaning in the lives of the clients. 

An extensive library search of joumals has produced significant titerature on the 

Howard Stone, "Depression," in Clinicai Handbook of Pastoral Counselin% 
Volume Two, ed. Robert J. Weeks and Richard D. Parsons (New York: htegration 
Books, Paulist Press, 1993), 422. 

28 Ciarrocchi, 9. 
29 Toews, 113,115. 



abject of spirihial direction in relation to depression. An historic perspective that 

compares melancholy and depression fiom a Judaic perspective is found in an article 

entitled "Melancholy or Depression, Sacred or Secular?" by Michael Dudley. Another 

valuable article entitled "Depth Psychotherapy and Spiritual Direction" by Eugene 

Geromel recognizes eight of Yalom's eleven curative factors as significant in group 

spiritual direction. 3 1 Susan and David Larson write about research in the area of 

spintuality and mental health in an article in the journal Second O~inion entitled "Religious 

Cornmitment and Hedth: Valuing the Relationship." 32 A very creative article entitled 

"Soui-Dye and Salt: Integrating Spiritual and Medical Understanding of Depression" by 

Mary Louise Bringle was fust given as the key-note address at the conference on 

"Depression and the Soul," Chicago, October 1994. One of the creative aspects of the 

article is the suggestion that there be a s k t h  axis in the evaluation of psychiatrie illness 

according to DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), for the 

33 assessment of the persun's spintuality. These articles illustrate the current budding 

interest in the development of spiritual direction in the treatment of mental ilinesses, 

specificdy depression. They are helpnil in gaining an understanding of depression and its 

treatment from both a secular and religious or sacred perspective. 

30 Michael Dudley, 'LMelancholy or Depression, Sacred or Secular?" '& 
International Journal for the Psycholow of Reliaion, Vol. 2, No. 2 (1992), 87. 

3 1 Geromel, 148. 
32 David Lanon and Susan Larson, "Religious Cod tmen t  and Health: Valuing 

the Relationship," Second Opinion, Vol. 17, No. 1 (July 1991), 38. 
33 Mary Louise B ringle, "Soul-Dye and Salt: Integrating Spirituai and Medical 

Understanding of Depression," Joumal of Pastoral Care, Vol. 50, No. 4, (Witer 1 W6), 
332. 



The study and treatment of depression has been a relevant dimension of the 

fiterature search for this thesis. The study recognizes the importance of cognition in the 

treatment of depression. Stone says that, 

the depressed evaluate their own selves lower or of less value than when they are not 
depressed (lowered seIf-esteem). They commody hdulge in blarne (of self or other) 
and self-criticisrn. 34 

Beck devised the very successi%l treatment of depression known as cognitive therapy. He 

contends the value of cognitive therapy with depressed persons on an underlying rationaie 

that an individual's afEect and behavior are largely detennined by the way in which he or 

she structures the world. 35 A coiieague of Beck David Bums, has developed programs 

based on cognitive therapy for use with depressed persons. One such program focuses on 

self-esteem in which Burns wntends the foiiowing: "Participants learn specific skills to 

n 36 overcome depression and develop greater joy in daily living. The integration of the 

leaming gained through the practice of cognitive therapy rnay be described through the 

use of transfomative learnhg. This adult education mode1 is defined as follows: 

the development of revised assumptions, premises, ways of interpreting experience, or 
perspectives on the world by means of criticai self-reflection.j7 

34 Howard W. Stone, "Depression," in Clinical Handbook of Pastoral 
Counseling, Vol. 2, ed. Robert J. Wicks and Richard D. Parsons (New York: Integration 
Books, Paulist Press, 1993), 42 1-422. 

Aaron Beck, A. Rush, Bnan Shaw, Gary Emery, Cognitive Thera~v of 
Depression (New York: The Guildford Press, 1979), 3. 

36 David D. Bums, Ten Davs to Self Esteem: The Leader's Manual (New York: 
Quiil William Marrow, 1993), 13. 

37 Patricia Cranton, Understanding and Promotinn Transfomat ive Learning (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1994), ni. 



The use of selfkeflection is comrnon to transfomative leamhg as well as cognitive 

therapy, and both are helpfùl for personal growth and development. Cognitive therapy 

and transfomative leaming foster adult learning because they place the responsibility for 

change and development upon the client or leamer. Tranfomative learning is relatively 

new since Jack Mezirow only began developing its theory in 1975. The resource book 

that 1 found helpful for understanding transforrnative leaming has been Understanding and 

pro mot in^ Transforrnative Learniq by Patricia Cranton. 

L. Rebecca Pmpst. Richard Ostrom, Philip Watkins. Tem Dean, and David 

Mashbum expanded cognitive therapy to give it a new focus. Their scientific study has 

reported 

that religious individuals receiving a religious cognitive therapy reported more 
reduction in depression, as measured by the BDI (Beck Depression Inventory) and the 
HRSD (Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression) and greater improvement in social 
adjustment and general symptomotology, as measured by the SAS (Social Adjustment 
Scale) and the GST (Global Severity Index), than did patients in the standard CBT 
(Cognitive Behavioral ~ h e r a ~ ~ ) .  38 

This literature is supportive of the use of cognitive therapy, including group cognitive 

therapy, in the treatment of depression, and therefore is of value in this thesis. The 

support for the use of cognitive therapy. however. is only one aspect of spiritual direction 

L. Rebecca Propst, Richard Ostrom, Philip Watkins, Tem Dean, David 
Mashbum, "Comparative Efficacy of Religious and Nonreligious Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy for the Treatment of Clical Depression in Religious Individuals," Journal of 
Consulting and Clinical Pwchology, Vol. 60, No. 1, (1 992), 10 1. 



that is used in this program. Cognitive therapy is presented as a rnethod of "self tak" to 

aid each individual in his or her effort to gain a more positive outlook and thereby lift him 

or her fkom their depressed mood. 

Group Process 

The group process itself fosters healing of depression since it is similar to the 

group dynamics experienced in a self-help group. Kaplan and Saddock in Com~rehensive 

Group Psychothera~y contend that in the group experience members receive support and 

usefbl input, feel potent and useful when they can oser heip, and are reassured to discover 

39 that others are sufEering similar ailments. Goals with these benefits in mind were 

developed as well as a basic group structure that fostered the development of group 

cohesiveness. In essence a spintual community was developed in which there was a 

bonding that went beyond hurnan expectations, a product of the group energy which 

exceeds the sum total of the individual's energy. Dougherty says, 

that at times the strength of spiritual community lies in the love of people who refrain 
from getting caught in the trap of trying to fix everything for us, who pray for us and 
allow us the pain of our wildemess, our wants, so that we might become more deeply 
grounded in God. " 

The group contracted to support one another and buiid cohesiveness which facilitated 

human wehess or irnproved mental health. 

39 Harold 1. Kaplan and Benjamin J. Saddock, Comprehensive gr ou^ 
Psychotherapy (Baltimore, Maryland: Wfiams and Wilkins, 1993), 185. 

" Rose Mary Dougherty, Group Spiritual Direction: Community for 
Discernent (New York: Paulist Press, 1995), 13. 



The value of the group process in helping with the healing of rnildly to moderately 

depressed people is especially well put forward by Irvui Yalom in his book The Theorv 

and Practice of Grouo Psychotherapv. He tists eleven curative factors evident in group 

psychotherapy, eight of which are spdcai ly  related to spirituai diection according to 

Eugene Geromel in "Depth Psychotherapy and Spiritual Direction," an essay found in The 

41 Christian Mïnistrv of Soinhial Direction. One of these curative factors is the instillation 

of hope, which is quite a challenge for a group of depressed people. It's necessary to 

consider the potential for the group experience and myself as spirituai director, to 

encourage this hope. 

Two other books, namely gr ou^ S~irituai Direaion: Cornmunity for Discernent 

by Rose Mary Dougherty and Soiritual Friend: Reclairninp the Gift of Sointual Direction 

by Tilden Edwards, both emphasize the value of goup spintual direction. These books 

stress the importance of building a caring community focused on God-seeking, which is 

c e r t d y  an important factor to be considered in the heaiing process of depressed persons. 

The choice of clients for the group who have named their spiritual inclination and who are 

free of religious ideation, becornes an important factor in this research. It is also important 

to note that rarely is this spiritual focus given consideration in the treatment of depressed 

clients. In spite of the wealth of experience of these spiritual directors, Rosemary 

4 1 Eugene Geromel, "Depth Psychotherapy and Spintual Direction", in The 
Christian Ministrv of Spiritual Direction, ed. David L. Fleming (St. Louis: Review for 
Religious, 1988), 149. 



Doughezty, Tiden Edwards, and Gerald May, all of whom are associateci with the Shalem 

Insatute for Spiritual Formation, neither one seems to have addressed the topic of group 

spiritual direztion for de pressed persons. Consequently this thesis endeavors t O address 

what is perceived to be a gap in the research of both spiritual direction and the healing of 

depressed persons. 

The importance of group work in this thesis is supporteci in three articles, hcluding 

one by Donna Lord, one by Richard Gallagher, Amy Manierre, and Carolyn CasteIli, and 

one by Ronald Sandison. Doma Lord contends that the group members become spiritual 

directors for one another, thus üiustrating the signifïcance of the group in the healing 

process. 42 Lord's article like Geromel's fkst appeared in the journal Review for 

Religious. Richard Gailagher et ai. fiirther supports the group approach in the following 

quote: 

persona acceptance and encouragement by others in the group and the recognition that 
others have stmpgied with similar fears and seGdoubts are critical in reinforcing the 
individual insights and preventing the experience fkom being sterile and 
i~tellecniaiized.~~ 

Sandison promotes healing in group work and contends that the healing is attributable to 

42 Donna Lord, "An Experience of Group Spirituai Direction", The Christian 
Ministry of S~iritual Direction, ed. David L. Fierning (St. Louis: Review for Religious, 
1988), 446-437. 

43 Richard E. Gallager, Amy Manierre, Carolyn Castelii, "From the Valley of the 
Shadow of Death: A Group Mode1 for Borderline Patients," Journal of Pastoral Care, 
Vo1.48, No. 1 (Spring 1994), 51. 



the presence of God in the group process. His article is fiom Group Analvsis (March 

1993). and is entitled "The Presence of God in the Group: A Neglected Dimension," the 

title of which reflects the potential of the importance of the grace of God in a group 

process. 

Conclusion 

The headings selected in this chapter are intended to provide a thumb-nail-sketch 

perspective that is necessary in order to gain an appreciation for the theoreticai foundation 

of this research project. These key words or topics lead now into the focus on the 

foundation of the project which 1 c d  the building blocks. 

Ronald Sandison, "The Presence of God in the Group: A Neglected 
Dimension," gr ou^ Anaivsis, Vol. 26, No. 1 (March 1993). 55. 



CHAPTER-E THE FOUNDATION: THE BUlLDtNG BLOCKS 

Introduction 

The structure of this thesis required the systematic study of various topics that 

combineci together rnake up a foundation for the research project. 1 refer to the topics as 

buildimg blocks. The first topic or building block is the identined treatment of depression. 

The next one is the theory of group spiritual direction, wbich is the specific group method 

chosen for the program. The final one is Cransformative learning, which is a theory of 

adult leamhg that assists with the understandimg of how this program has assisteci the 

clients to integrate into practice their selfkare learned in the group sp&d direction 

experience. 

First Buüding Block: The Trutment of Depression 

The theoretical approach to the treatment of depression requires a multi- 

diensional or holistic perspective. For instance the recognized p referred medicai 

treatment of clinicai depression is drug therapy, and for sorne clinicians this is the uni- 

dimensional or the only recognized treatment. However, when one thinks multi- 

dimensionally, one must consider the psychotherapeutic and spinhial treatments. The 

preferred psycho therapeutic treatment for depression is cognitive therapy . The spiritual 

treatment in this program is the use of goup spiritual direction as one specific element in 

the deiivery of pastoral care. 

In order to create the foundation for this research it is necessary to consider 

depression and its treatment. The intention of this research is to approach the need to treat 



depressed persons nom a holistic perspective. 'The truly multidirnensional or holistic 

perspective addresses spiritual needs as wefl as cognitive, physical, and emotional needs. 

Because of the intention to approach the treatment of depression fiom a holistic 

perspective 1 have decided to provide the care of the spirit as an additional and essential 

treatment to  the previously identified preferred treatments of drug and cognitive therapies. 

This part of the chapter is a review of the various therapies that 1 have d i am on to 

assist wÎth the study of the holistic treatment of persons with depression. These therapies 

1 refer to as parts of the one building block, and they consist of the following: drug 

therapy, cognitive therapy, and group therapy. 

No one of these therapies is sufficient for the healing or understanding of 

depression, but rather it is the combination of them, woven together as a tapestiy by the 

depressed person with the help of the community of clinicians and frïends. As St. Paul 

says we see in a mûror dirnly irnplying that through faith someday we will see more 

clearly. 1 acknowledge that this perspective may still only be partial while claiming to be a 

holistic approach. Other possible considerations may be referred to as the unknown or 

mysteiy that awaits discovery as a person's Me unfolds or evolves. The process is similar 

to peeling an onion with each of the foundation blocks as a layer of the onion. The reality 

is that the onion is mufti-layered and the layers of depression may be uifinite because of 

the complex nature of the illness and the uniqueness of each individuai. Depression has 

been compared to the common cold for which no cure has been found. One compiicated 

factor in the consideration of depression is that the experience as an adolescent may be 



completely different fiom that experienceù at mid-life and may require a completely 

difEerent combination of therapies. The complexity of the iiiness and the person is one 

dimension of this study that remains inconclusive as it awaits further exploration beyond 

this research project. It is however important to recognize the need for the 

multidimensional approach to this subject in order to provide a more thorough approach 

to the care of people with depression. Just as a depressed person tends to Iimit his or her 

perspective to one dimension which fosters a feeling of despair, so too the uni-dimensional 

treamient of depression is narrow and subject to less than adequate results or changes. 

This first building block in the foundation of this project is to have an o v e ~ e w  of 

the iliness that is targeted in this study so as to explore the three significant treatments 

addressed in this study. Depression is a mental disorder afkcting a signincant portion of 

the population of North Amenca. There are three degrees of depression noted in this 

study: mild, moderate, and severe. Miid depression inchdes people who expenence the 

blues or are described as feeling dom. Miid depression if not attended to rnay worsen and 

become clinical depression that has specific and clear diagnostic syrnptoms. Everyone is at 

risk for depression. The circumstances of Iife may have an adverse effea on anyone and 

people are at nsk to become depressed depending upon their ability to cope with the 

unwelcome stress. Persons in some families, however, are more at risk of becoming 

depressed because of genetic factors. In some of these cases there rnay be mood changes 

without any apparent situational cause. The latter cases are especidy diflicult for people 

to cope with because of families, and society in general, tends to expect these people to 

snap out of their low mood, which is impossible. Another important factor to consider is 



the expectation that the depresseci person may have for themselves to be able to fight the 

depression without any extemal assistance. This expectation is totaiiy unrealistic as can be 

seen from the analysis of depression found in the next paragaph. 

An histonc approach to understanding the types of depression is based on the 

source of the iiiness. This typology is as foilows: 

1. endogenous (originating fiom within) depression; 2. bipolar (two poles) or manic- 
depressive syndrome; and 3. exogenous (originating from outside the person) 
depression. 

The more recent and preferred typology is based on the course of the illness. This 

classification of the d i r e n t  foms of depressive disorders, based on the syrnptoms of the 

illness are as foilows: 1. Major depression; 2. dysthymia (long te- chronic syrnptorns); 

and 3. bipolar disorder? The determination of the symptoms of the specific depression 

helps with the determination of the appropriate intervention or treatment. Some of the 

specific depressions require drug interventions andor electm convulsive therapy, and may 

benefit from the use of other interventions such as psychotherapy and Me-style change, 

which may include the focus on spirituality. Whereas other depressions such as the mild 

to moderate depressions rnay require dmg therapy, but definitely require psychotherapy 

and intentional action by the person such as attention to one's spiritual formation. 

Gilbert W. Buiford, The Pastoral Care of Depression: A Guidebook (New 
York: The Haworth Press, Inc., l998), 18-2 1. 

46 Marilyn Sargent, Plain Talk Senes, Plain Talk About ... Depression, National 
Institutes of Mental Hedth, Printed 1994, NM Pub iication no. 94-3 56 1. Available 
gopher:l/ ptadep at zippy.nllnh.nih.gov. 1-2. (1 Opages) 



Tnstmeot A: Dmg Thet-apy 

The first part in the foundation of this research project is the preferred treatment 

for depression, cimg therapy. The use of drugs to treat depression is relatively new, that 

is, having been introduced in the latter haif of this century. They are known as 

antidepressants and there are four groups: 1. tricyclics; 2. monoamine oxidase inhibitors; 

3. lithium; and 4. selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI'S).~' Lithium continues to 

be the drug of choice for the treatrnent of bipolar and some major depressions. Drug 

therapy directly addresses the need for a change in the person's chemistry specificaiiy in 

acute or severe depression. Antidepressants, however, are just one piece of the p d e  

necessary to effbct change in the depressed person's mood. 

Treatment B: Cognitive Therapy 

Drug therapy is oniy one of the treatments of depression. Psychotherapy, another 

treatment of depression, is seen as an important treatment necessary for the long term 

management of depression. For some peuple depression is accepted or toierated as a 

condition of life jus  the same as diabetes or asthma. Therefore people who have 

depression need to be helped to cope when life becomes stressful or their body chemistry 

changes affêcting their mood. 

The preferred psychotherapy for the treatment of depression is cognitive therapy. 

47 Jerrold S. Maxmen and Nicholas G. Ward, Essentiai Psychooatholo~v and Its 
Treatment. Second Edition (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1995), 235. 



Cognitive therapy was developed by Aaron Beck and it has its roots in behavioral therapy 

and rational-emotive therapy (Albert Ellis). Behavioral psychologists contend that if you 

change the stimulus you change the response, that is, when a person is made aware of the 

consequences he or she may be motivateci to change his or her response in a given 

situation. In the case of rationai-emotive therapy Albert E h '  thesis is that irrational ideas 

may cause and prolong emotional upsets. Cognitive therapy is both behavior change and 

rational thinking which when used together changes the way we feel. The depressed 

persons are helped to use self-talk to challenge or refite their assumptions, ideas, and 

attitudes? These irrational thoughts are automatic, consistent and unconscious, and if 

accepted may severely hurt or even lead to the seIfIfdestruction of the person by suicide. 

David Bums is a renowned cognitive therapist who has produced some excellent 

resources to help people better cope with depression. His self-help book The Feeling 

Good Handbook, teaches that changing the way we think wiU change the way we fed. 

Bums States: "Cognitive therapists befieve that these negative thinking patterns actudy 

cause you to feel depressed and anxious."" Depressed persons in effect distort the way 

they perceive the world. Consequently when a cognitive therapist, niend, or the 

depressed persons refutes theu pessimistic ideas they are helped to feel better. This may 

be described as a shift in their feeling which gives them energy to cope more effectively. 

- - -- 

" Gilbert, 42. 
" David D. Burns, The Feeling Good Handbook (New York: Plume/Penguin 

Books, L990), 5. 



Cognitive therapy empowers depressed persons because they are taught to accept 

challenge or to challenge their thinking. The integration of the leaming equips these people 

to withstand the potential for a relapse in their negative thinking and the retum of negative 

feelings. Just as people with a chronic heart condition are subject to a relapse if they don? 

take their medication, so too people who have experienced depression are subject to a 

relapse ifthey don? practice the coping skills taught in cognitive therapy. 

The use of cognitive therapy in conjunction with religious teachings is known as 

religious cognitive therapy. This is the effiive use of the teachings of a person's faith to 

challenge negative thinking. For instance if a Christian says I'm no good, he or she may 

be challenged to consider refemng to the great comrnandments and remlliding himself or 

herself that the Christian faith teaches that one is to love oneself 

Treatment C: Group Tberapy 

The last part of the 6rst building block in the foundation for this research project is 

the value of group therapy in aiding individual development, since low self-esteem is a 

characteristic of depressed persons. The value of group therapy as compared to 

individual, one-on-one therapy, is that the people in the group help one another as weil as 

receive assistance from the therapist or group facilitator. Some individual issues may be 

missed because of tirne restrictions and some individuals may be negiected because of their 

quiet nature. However, it is also known that people leam indirectly fiom h e a ~ g  about 

other's issues because they are close to theû own. 



The group energy is also an important fâctor when conside~g the value of group 

therapy. The sum total of the potential value or energy of the individuals in the group is 

less than the group energy, that is, to say that group potential and group energy exceeds 

the sum total of the potential energy of individuals. 

Another important value of the group approach to therapy is the importance of 

empowe~g and equipping the individuals to help one another. Depressed persons may 

corne to a group meeting feeling useless. In the session they are chdenged to support and 

encourage one another which undoubtedly helps the person to feel more useful and is a 

reminder that he or she is of value. 

Group therapy is relatively new having been developed since World War II in 

response to the need for the psychological care of penons affected by the trauma of 

experiencing war. Group therapy can be used effectiveIy to address the needs of a group 

of individuals through the sharing of comrnon problems. One of the concems in the past 

of using group therapy in the treatment of depressed persons has been the fear that 

depression will be compounded by hearing the negative stories of other depressed persons. 

This does not have to be the case when people are chaiienged to address their issues with 

cognitive therapy and a caring attitude. 



Second Building Block: Croup Spirituai Direction 

This prllnary theory, group spirituai direction, supports the organization and 

practice of this research project because it places the responsibility for healing upon 

clients. Spirituai direction is a very old term used to d m i e  a relationship between a 

spirihial director or guide and a directee. The spinhial director listens, prays, and strives 

to discem the presence or action of God in the Iifîe of the diiectee. This discernent 

requires the development of a deep trust between the director and the directee that is 

fostered by the promise of confidentiality on the part of the director towards the directee. 

The spiritual director needs to be a person of faith and have adequate Iistening and 

interpersonal skilis to facilitate the personai sharing and spiritual searching by the directee. 

The spiritual director must also care for the directee and cornmunicate this concem in a 

caring and direct manner. 

This spintuai practice by the directee combined with the support and 

encouragement of the spintual director helps the directee to trust this process of spintuai 

direction as the movement of God's spirit. Carolyn Gratton stresses that there exias in 

each person the inner Mystery that needs to be made real through a process of reflection 

and discussion, or in Gratton's term, through the process of qpraiisal. By taking this 

approach, Gratton makes this applicable to a wider Ncle of people beyond those who are 

identified as specincally religious oriented. She c o ~ s  the presence of Mystery, and 

invites al1 people to undertake a journey to make discovenes whiie being companioned by 

a feilow traveler who is aiso aware of the journey. The purpose being to assist the 

directee in disceming or appraising his or her We's process especidy as it relates to the 



meaning or purpose of life and to the relationship with the transcendent or Life beyond 

oneseK "The aim of spiritual guidance becornes that of helping persons get the various 

parts of their life in tune with the larger Mystery as it flows throughout the who~e."~~ The 

spiritual guide needs also to be cognizant of the discernent of the larger Mystery or God7 

through the use of his or her knowledge of specific faith traditions. This howledge 

enables the spintuai director to practice guiding the directee7 or as Gratton says: 

It means bekg responsible to point beyond oneseif to the coherence (docuinaliy and 
devotionaiiy) of a tmstworthy tradition, whether it be Catholic or Methodist, Buddhist 
or ~ ~ i d u . ' ~  

The danger in this praaice of spiritual direction is for the spiritual director to confuse his 

or her own issues with those of the directee, which is identified as countertransference. 

The spiritual director is strongly encouraged to participate in a support group of spintual 

directors as a means of reducing the possibility of mistaking his or her own spintual issues 

with those of the directee's. 

Spirituai direction is both an art and a craft because it is a blend of the giftedness 

of the spiritual director and the directee, and the lemed skills of spiritual direction or 

discernent. This artistic practice and cr& is tmly a creative process that is used to guide 

people into a deeper relationship with their God, their self, their community and ail 

50 Carolyn Gratton, The Art of Spiritual Guidance (New York: Crossroad, 1995), 
5 .  

Gratton, 112. 



creation so that they may experience growth in prayer, justice and charity. Spiritual 

direction may also be considered artistic because it focuses on the potential of human 

development rather than addressing specific hurnan problems. It is a craft that involves a 

cooperative effort, r e q u i ~ g  the directee to l e m  the craf€ or the practical skills in order to 

achieve his or her goals in spinhial direction. Through this symbiotic process the directee 

becomes a spiritual resource to others. Therefore spirihial direction lends itseif to a group 

approach as weii as to a one-on-one arrangement. This group approach is called g m p  

q k i f u a l  direction. 

While they are essentially the sarne, the diierence between group spiritual 

direction and individual spirituai direction is that in the former it is set in a group context 

with a leader. In this mode1 of spirituai direction the leader facilitates the group process 

and al1 the group members finction as spiritual directon of the others when they are not 

the one who is the diiectee. Rose Maiy Dougherty describes group spiritual direction as 

spirituai comrnunity and she contends there is strength in the spiritual cornmunity that is 

beneficiai to the participants. As previously quoted in Chapter Two, Dougherty says: 

At times the strength of spirituai cornmunity lies in the love of people who refiain f?om 
getting caught in the trap of trying to fix everything for us, who pray for us and aiiow 
us the pain of our wildemess, Our wants, so that we might become more deeply 
grounded in ~ o d . ~ *  

Group spirihial direction is a diflicult balance to maintain in order to avoid the temptation 

'* Dougherty, 13. 



of feeling the group has to fbc things for the directee. This is especiaily true when the 

group rnembers lack initiative or mergy, times when group member's tolerance is low. 

This is sometimes the case for people with depression. The best approach may be to wait 

on the directee to make his or her own spirihial appraisd so as to empower the person 

through the decision making process strengthening his or her ~e~es teern .  Other times a 

person may be irnrnobiiized and may require specific direction in order to rnake a 

necessary shifi or comection. Therefore it is essentiai that the spirituai director or 

spiritual directors, in the case of group spiritual direction, be flexible in their approach to 

the directee, especidy if the directee is depressed. 

Robert Schmitt's article, "The Spirituai Director as Life Servanf" refen 

spdca l iy  to spirituai directors who try to fk things for the directees. The role of fixer is 

one of the two distinct approaches to spiritual direction named by Schmitt. The 6rst  is the 

spiritual d i o r  who is in a lifeservant role, facilitating the diiectee in contemplation and 

discernent of a d ' s  actions in Mie as a whole. The second is the spiritual director in a 

Be-fixer role; this is more diagnostic, fûnctioning in assessrnent and intervention, which is 

a more medical or scientific approach. Schmitt sees these two approaches in relationship 

to one another as both exist in each spintual director. I prefer Schmitt's anaiogy of the 

two as circles in a Vem Diagram so that there is an area distinct to each and an area 

common to bath." The more desirable tendency is for spiritual directors to be Me- 

servants and not üfe-kers. However, there are times when the spiritual director slips into 

53 Robert Schmitt, "The Spintual Director as Life Servant," Presence: An 
International Journal of Spiritual Direction, Vol. 1, No. 2 (May 1995), 28. 



a fixa mode such as when he or she is experiencing countemansference and believes that 

he or she knows what is best for the directe. There are other times when being the We- 

fixer is necessary and appropriate such as when the directee's beiiefs produce violent or 

offensive actions against thernselves or others. In these cases the spiritual director must 

practice intervention and becorne directive in his or her approach to discernent. 

However, most timw the director will be fàcilitative and practice a He-servant approach. 

The important word here is "adaptability" because the spiritual director needs to know 

when to change his or her emphasis in the practice of spirituai direction so as to avoid the 

possibility of controüing the dûectee. This is especially important when working with a 

group who may be vulnerable and with specific needs such as those with depression. 

Group spiritual direction is a relatively new term, having only arisen in the nineties. 

This change to the group approach is partiy due to a greater sense of value for group 

experiences such as self-help groups. Business especidy has corne to recognize that the 

energy generated through a group effort has benefits that far exceed the individual 

experiences. People who gather for group spiritual experience aiso benefit fiom the 

variety of experiences of the participants and therefore are not limited to the experience 

and guidance of one spiritual director. Group spintuai direction üke group therapy is seen 

as havhg the potential of meeting the individuai need for spiritual guidance of many 

people who are unable to access competent spiritual directon. Group work is becoming 

popular because the demand for spirituai guidance presently exceeds the client capacity of 

the number of qualifieci spiritual directors. 



The cornparison of spinhiai direction to group spintual direction mua factor in 

some of the same benefits and some of the same disadvantages as the cornparison of 

individual and group therapies. In a spiritual direction group expenence ail of the 

participants learn some spiriniai direction skilis. In addition the individuals have the 

benefit of knowing they are being helped and prayed for by a smaU cornrnunity. This is 

especiaily important to people with depression who often experience loneliness. When 

people are helped to feel they belong to a group or a community, it Wtely helps improve 

their feelings of seEworth or seK-esteem, which is important in the treatment of 

depression. 

Third Buiiding Block: Transiormative Learning 

The building block, transformative leaming, in the structure of this research project 

is important because it emphasizes the clients integration of learning gained through group 

psychotherapy. It is a theory of adult learning that enhances the value of cognitive therapy 

as the preferred treatment of depressed persons. In transfonnative leamhg people are 

taught to revise their previous views through the practice of refleaion. Patricia Cranton in 

her book about Mezirow's transfonnative learning refers to the need to dispute the 

depressed person's negative mind-set as she says the following: 

Learning occurs when an individual enters a process of reconciling newly 
comrnunicated ideas with the presuppositions of pnor learning.. . . . "Reflective leamhg 
involves assessrnent or reassessment of assumptions," and "reflective leamhg becomes 
transfomative whenever assumptions or prernises are found t O be distorting, 



Cognitive Therapy fits well with the transformative learning beûuise it too is the 

practice of changing one's negative thinking. The cornmon goal of both cognitive therapy 

and transfomative leanllng is to transform the negative thinking of depresseci persons so 

as to efféct a positive change in their mood. A person who has been sexually abused as a 

child may be prone to depression because of their low seuiesteem. The cognitive therapist 

would strive to reniind the penon of their positive qualities. The aansformative learning 

would be the practice of the person reaching new conciusions or perspectives as he or she 

reassesses their assurnptions that they are no good or worthless to society. 

Transfomative leaming is an adult learning theory that represents how learning or 

treatrnent happens in cognitive therapy. Cranton contends for instance that "seLf-concept 

or ~ e ~ e s t e e r n  may be the most comrnon psychologicaüy distorted assumptions that the 

adult educator encounter~."~~ Cognitive therapy on the other hand is a treatment that 

specifïcally refutes the same psychologically distorted assurnptions. 

The theories that have been addressed as building blocks in the structure of this 

research are important contributon to support the need to address the spiritual care of 

people with depression. The way the building blocks are comected is vital to the desired 

effect of this research. The treatments for depression fit together as one building block, 

54 Cranton, 27. 
'' Iôid. 40. 



and the theones, group spirihial direction and transfomative leanilng, intercomect with 

one another and with the first building block. In addition transfomative leamhg is used in 

this structure to emphasize the necessity for the learning derived by the clients in the group 

experience to be integrated through practice of sharing. The cognitive therapy part of the 

treatments building block interconnects with the t r d o m t i v e  1e-g building block 

because both practice the disputation of assumptions in order to fàciiitate a change or a 

leamkg. This intercomectedness of the building blocks is cnicial, but for long iasting 

s t n i d  soundness it is necessary also for the blocks to be secured with a monar that is 

binding and resistant to externat forces. This mortar 1 represent as the theological 

supports for this research. 



CaAPTER FOUR SPIRITUAL MORTAR= THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Theology or God theory shapes spinhiality, a point which appears to be supporteci 

by Abbe Poumit's division of theology into three branches - dogrnatic, mord, and - above 

them but based on them - spiritual. " The interfacing of theology and spirituality is to 

as& people's understanding so that they may experience the exploration of fillth and the 

development of a spiritual Mie. Theology is indeed the study of God and Christian 

Spirituality is 

the lived experience of Christian betief in both its general and more specialized forms 
out of one's faith in God. Therefore theology directly impacts upon spirituality and 
thereby on the whole of We. It is possible to distinguish spirihiality fiom doctrine in 
that it concentrates not on faith itselfbut on the reaction that faith arouses on reiigious 
consciousness and practice. " 

Christian Spirituality is the dimension of theology in relation to life that is defïned as 

follows: 

It embraces the whole human person (body, soul, spirit), who is part of a constantly 
changing material created order (physical, plant, animai), who is symboiizing, 
ritualizing being, who lems and uses language for communication and self-expression; 
a person who is both an individual and a member of society, who is inculturated in 
place and time and so is affecteci by his or her social and personal history, a person, 
finaiiy, who is cded to serve others in the social, political, and economic orders." 

- - 

" Gordon S. Wakefield (ed.), A Dictionary of Christian Soirituality (London: 
SCM Press Ltd., 1983, 36 1. 

57 Bernard McGinn and I. Meyendorff(ed.), Christian S~iritualiw 1 (New York: 
Crossroad, l987), xvi. 

58 Michael Downey (ed.), The New Dictionaty of Catholic Soirituaiity 
(Collegevüle, MN. : The Liturgid Press, 1993), 932. 



Therefore theology directly impacts upon spirituality and thereby on the whole of We. As 

theology comects with Me in its entyity, it thereby impacts the ultimate meaning of Me. 

1 consider the spiritual focus or the theology that informs this study to be the 

mortar that holds the building-block-foundation or the study together. This study has 

been approached from a fath perspective, that is, faith that God makes a dinerence in the 

iives of depressed perwns, and fath that spiritual themes in the lives of depressed persons 

helps inspire weliness. 

The mortar of the research structure is held together by the spintual focus or the 

quest for meanhg in the face of a potentiaiiy Mie-destroying iilness, depression. The 

search for meaning and purpose in We is helped by the writings, discoveries, and beliefs of 

spintual people from the past. Christians for instance are inspired to faith by reading the 

stories of Bibiical chanicters and by the writings of saints, theologians, and scholars. This 

study therefore requires an understanding of a variety of theones including understanding 

depression, personaiity theones, education theones, and group dynamics in order to have 

a holistic perspective to Life and specificdy to healing humanity's broke~ess. These 

theones are iduenced and held together by the uniqueness of this project which is the 

spiritual perspective. 

Spïrituaüty is the living out of theology. The intention in this chapter is to connect 

spintuality to the theologies that relate to the life issues which are especidy relevant to 

depressed persons. A depressed person may feel lonely and unloved, having low self- 



regard. When penons are helped to recognk the love of God in thek tives and to 

respond W e l y  to God's love then kely they are helped to feel less lonely, more 

loved, and have more regard for thernselves. The impact of spirituality and theology upon 

the treatment of depression is therefore determineci by the client's awirreness, 

understanding, and response to spintual themes. The client's struggle with spirituai issues 

such as faith in God may be considered evidence of the grace of God communicated 

through the Spirit operative in lifé. 

A Biblicai Conneaion with Depression 

The Judeao-Christian scriptures, for instance, speak diredy to the needs of people 

who are considered to be weak in our society, certainly this is the reality for people with 

mental disorders such as depression. One example is from the Old Testament, Isaiah 63 :7- 

IO: 

1 wiil recount the gracious deeds of the Lord, the praiseworthy acts of the Lord, 
because of all that the Lord has done for us, and the great favor to the house of Israel 
that he has shown them according to his mercy, according to the abundance of his 
steadfast love. For he said, "surely they are my people, children who will not deal 
fdsely"; and he became their &or in al their distress. It was no messenger or ange1 
by his presence that saved them; in his love and in his pity he redeemed them; he lifted 
them up and carried them al1 the days of old. But they rebelied and grieved his holy 
spirit; therefore he became their enemy; he himself fought against th en^.'^ 

In this passage it is the d è r i n g  of the Hebrew people as they retumed nom exile that is the 

impetus or inspiration to be able to see God as a source of blessïng. God was seen as an 

" NRSV, Isaiah 63% 10. 



antagonist, since God who had not resaied the chosen people was now percaVed as their ody 

hope as a potential source of blessing. The Israeiites were challenged to d e c t  on their 

struggle and through Euth to h d  purpose and meaning in the d e r i n g  The challenge is to 

have the fàith to believe in G d ,  even when God is perceiveci to be an antagonist or is believed 

to have abandoned the chosen people. This is truiy a struggle to h d  hop for deliverance 

when one is in the rnidst of the d e r i n g  such a s  having feehgs of despair which may be the 

case for a person who is depressed. 

nie focus of the passage, Isaiah 63 :7- 10, is visionary in that t encourages gratitude for 

the past, and inspires hope in that it nurtures fiüth in order to proceed with confidence. It was 

indeed this tremendous attitude of hope in the fàce of despair that enableci the Hebrew people 

to rebuild th& iives and their holy city, Jerudem. This sarne need for hope may be apptied to 

people with depression since they too need to be inspireci to have fàith, beguuung with fith in 

thernselves or seIfanfidence. When depressed persons are remindeci that they are love- they 

are helped to have fkïth. 

The Prophet Isaiah was endeavouring to inspire the people of Israel to have faith, and 1 

compare this to Jesus' words in Mark 1052: 

Jesus said to him, "Go, your f%th has made you well." Immediately he regained his sight 
and foilowed hirn on the way.60 

" NRSV, Mark 1052. 



This is where Jesus says that it is one's fàith that helps the healïng process. 1 comparai this to 

awareness or acknowledgernent of the presence of God sahg the people of h l .  This 

message of nnth inspires those who féel abandoneci and isolated, *ch is often the case of 

depressed people. This was similady true for the Israelite people, since they too were prone to 

smiilar feelings of hopeiessness and discouragernent having to endure the hardship of their 

years in siavery and d e e  

A Theological Perspective on Depression 

The understanding of spûituality in today's society is of great importance as it is 

held together by the quest for meaning in iïfe and the quest to lcnow one's God through 

fiiith. Consequently, this illustrates the relevance of the title of this chapter, "Spiritual 

Mortar," in that it represents a bondiig force in relation to other dimensions of life 

including the physical, emotional, and Urtellectual. The bhding force of spirituality implies 

that it applies to aii people, individuaiiy, and ali groups of people. Consistent with this 

perspective is the fact that this research supports inclusion rather than exclusion, that is, it 

supports a tmly holistic approach to the treatment of depressed persons. Therefore an 

appropriate place to begin the theological focus is with a look at "liberation theology," 

since it represents freedom and liberation. 

In a sense "liberation theology" represents what it says, "Iiberation", and irnplies 

the liberation of people, especially groups of marginalized people: third world people, 

Black people, women, and the depressed. Liberation theology is thought to have had its 



source as a reaction against the inteiiectualism of traditional and modem t h e ~ l o ~ ~ . ~ '  It 

may also be seen as a reaction against the more transcendent focus on God in much of 

twentieth-century theology, and the need to balance it with the immanent focus. The tmth 

is that people who are rnarginalized need attention and this movement towards inclusion is 

manifesting itself in the rise of consumer, self-help, self-advocate groups. This whole new 

emphasis on the development of an ethicai culture is encouraging our health care system 

to behave more reponsibly, so as to empower the client rather than patronize them. 

This project of group spintual direction is grounded in a theology of liberation- 

The foundation of which consists of compassion and justice based on the two great 

comrnandments.(Luke 10:27) It is an invitation to love God, to love others, and especially 

in this context to love oneseK since low self-esteem and hopelessness are cornmon 

characteristics of depressed persons. The benefit of group process hrther offers 

liberation as a positive group experience counteracts the individual's histoly of the 

negative farnily and socid experiences. 

Leonardo B o e  a liberation theologian, stresses the balance between the 

transcendent and immanent nature of God. In fact he believes 

the mutual transparency jouis them together without destroying their particularity, just 
as the divine and human nature of Jesus are joined without any confiision and 
seParation." 

Stanley J. Grenz and Roger E. Olson, 20th Centtq Theoloqy (Downers Grove, 
Illinois: Inter Varsity Press, 1 WZ), 20 1. 

" Leonardo B o e  New Evangelism: Good News to the Poor (Maryknol17 N.Y. : 



This concept is an inclusive "bothland conceptn, rather than an "eithedor concept," that is 

exclusive. The bothland concept is appropnate in relation to the marBinalV;ed because 

they frequently experience exclusion fiom mainstream society, and especially fkom their 

families in the case of depressed persons. As a consequence the transcendent image of 

God becornes immanent for depressed persons. 

A fùrther indication of this mutuai transparency is evident in the theology of the 

later portion of Karl Barth's lifé. He began his theologicd career as a liberai theologian, 

but was won shocked by the shallowness of his counterparts in the face of German 

irnperialism. His reaction was to swing to the right which manifesteci itseif in his new 

emphasis on the transcendent God. Through the devetopment, or evolution of his 

theology, he seemed to mesh the two, that is, the liberal and the dialectical theologies, 

which seems to be reflected in his last and unfinished volume of Church Domnatics, 

volume four. The most notable revision of his earlier, more definitive theology, is their 

rt 63 "increasingly interactive account of the reiationship of God and the natural order . 

The strength of Barth's theology is of course his theocentricity, and specifically his 

Christocentric theology, which is the central Christian paradigm, giving transcendent 

balance to the immanent nature of God which is a definite shift away fiom liberal theology. 

Orbis Books, 199 l), 72. 
63 Sinclair B. Ferguson and David F. Wright (eds), New Dictionarv of Theolow - 

(Leicester, England: Inter Varsity Press, 1 988), 79. 
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Green writes about Barth's Christocentric theology: 

being-in-lhrist is inseperable fkom behg-in-the-community of Jesus. And this 
community is God's promise of community to the broken and d e r i n g  world. " 

Thus we see balance, u&e his more Liberal counterparts such as Paul Tich, balance that 

indicated greater attention on belief in the person of God. This lends itself to concern for 

the common person as evident in Barth's support for the establishment of unions and 

translates into support for the margïnalized of our society. 

Another emphasis of Barth's theology that deserves attention is his communal 

theology. This is evident in the eariy years of his career and is noted by his involvement 

with unions. He considered the Christian cornmunity, the church, to be a feliowship, a 

koinoia which lived out its faith in practice. This surely challenges today's society to 

embrace the marginalized and to explore the living out of the faith in terms of communal 

theology. Support for people who are depressed in the context of a caring cornmunity is 

surely evidence of living out the Christian fiiith. 

Side by side with Barth in his theocentricity and his communal theology, is Jurgen 

Moltmann. It appears that Moltmann has done more than anyone else since Barth to 

revitalize the doctrine of the Trinity in contemporary theology. " He appears, however, to 

-- - - 
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be more Trinitarian than Barth, giving more attention to the Holy Spirit as evident in the 

book, The Church in the Power of the Spirit: "In the power of the HoIy Spirit the church 

expenences itseif as the messianic feuowship of &ce for the kingdom of God in the 

~ o r l d " . ~  In addition to the theocentric emphasis, Moltmann takes the community 

emphasis to new and exciting dimensions of the church and specifically in ecumenical 

relations, similar to Barth in the later stages of his We. This emphasis is applicable to the 

plight of the depressed because of their need for a comrnon approach to their spintuaIity, 

d e r  than a divisive approach. Divisions or separation encourage fienation, when the 

depressed person needs integration. 

Moltmann has a strong emphasis on Christian cornmunity, as does John Cobb Jr., 

whose hope is strongly set in the potential of the church. Cobb's emphasis is rather on the 

"thinking church", that is, the church claiming its prophetic role and its working to 

overcome the emphasis on "institutionalism." He feels the church is being held back in 

ternis of its creativity by the traditional doctrines and images, which are retained and used 

for limited purposes.67 This strong support for change is a further indication that the 

church can embrace the depressed, emphasizuig cornmitment to the unique needs of the 

person over against the emphasis on the perpetuation of the institution. 

Hans Kung in the fonvard to his book Theolom of the Third MiIlennium, 

-- - - -  - - -  

66 Jurgen Moltmann, The Church in the Power of the Holy S~irit  (Minneapolis: 
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Press, 199 l), 63. 



indicates his intention to lay an ecumenical theological foundation for the third millennium. 

Kung contends: "Peace among the reiigions is the prerequisite for peace among the 

nations"." This reflects his switch in focus fkom his original her-Christian ecumenism 

towards a global ecumenism. In addition Kung reiterates that "Christian theology today 

can be carrieci on adequately only against the horizon of the world religionsw." He 

addresses paradigm changes in wodd religions that are shaping everyday existence 

especidy in regard to the search for ultimate mith 

In association with ecumenicai thwlogy is the perspective of universalism. 

Moltmann and Kung, as weU as Barth less specificdy, dl adhere to God's saivation of al1 

people. Kung in particular stresses the giobal dimension of truth, reflected in his 

understanding of God's c d  in Christ that all people are cded to relate to God without 

intennediary in~titutions.'~ Universalism is especially applicable to the depressed since 

society tends to see them as a burden or as unrnotivated persons. and consequentiy they 

need to be seen as having been blessed by God in their stniggle with depression. 

People with depression often feel aiientated. Society tends to isolate the depressed 

and the depressed isolate themselves. The need is for inclusivity and compassion for those 

who d e r  fiom depression. The new inclusive nature of contemporary theology owes a 

" Hans Kung, T h e o l o ~  for the Third Millennium (New York: Anchor Books, 
1990), 209. 

69 Kung, xiv. 
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great debt to Feminist theology. The strong reaction against the patriarchial emphasis of 

Christian theology has been an instrument to Eicilitate the paradigrn change in theology to 

a more practical and less inteliectual emphasis. Since the new emphasis appears to be on 

corning down on the side of discussion and reconciiiation, as indicated by Rose- 

Radford Ruethe?s emphasis on the shalom of God over agaïnst oppression, one rnight ask: 

Wad there been the feminist emphasis of today years ago, would there have been holy 

wars and would there have been the bumuig of witches?' She dso sees the necessity for 

conversion to a non-hierarchical system of interconnectedness of aIi parts of the creation." 

This of course goes hand in hand with the previously stated theologies, that is, iiberation 

theology, communal theology, and the emphasis on univerdsm, as ai I  are other-centered 

rather than selfkentered. This other-centered emphasis encourages regard for the whole of 

society and encourages the iiberation of the depressed ftom inferiority as is the case with 

the patriarchal emphasis of our society. 

In conclusion it is important to stress the need for emphasis on both faith and 

reason, that is, practical theology. The tnith is that humanity is comprised of men and 

wornen, extroverts and introverts, t hinkers and feelers, intuit ers and sensers, mainstrearn 

society as weli as the marginalized. Therefore the theological background necessary to 

facilitate a healthy, progressive spirituality must be inclusive rather than restrictive. The 

price that has been paid for the seperation of faith and reason has been the segregation of 

religion in general and Christian faith in particular to a corner which modem secular 

71 Rosemaiy Radford Ruether, To Change the World: Christolosg and Cultural 
Criticism (London: SCM Press Ltd., 198 I), 67. 



culture has provideci for it. Pannenberg refers to this corner as a seperation fiom modem 

secular culture, and attnbutes it to the Protestant pietism and revivalism emphasis on the 

importance of personal conviction over against the general cu~ture.~ 

These theologies emphasize inclusion of the depressed into society. The inclusion 

of the depressed aiiows for a better chance to effect a spiritual and exnotional shift in the 

lives of the depressed so as to innuence their health and well being. Thus the facilitation 

of the church to live out its' theology of love and nurture in wrnrnunity wili undoubtedly 

improve the üves of the depressed. 

Theologies Address Depression 

The approach to theology thus fkr is a more general approach supporting the need 

for society to practice more understanding of depressed persons. In regard to the 

depressed clients in this research project the challenge has been to facilitate the 

development of client's relationships with God and to facilitate the acknowledgrnent of 

God active in their lives. The ministry of group spiritual direction was to aid the clients in 

their desire to grow towards wehess, and in this experience to identify God's presence as 

a resource who desires weliness or wholeness for each person. In the case of depressed 

clients the challenge is compounded by the despair or the resistance that is evident in their 

depression. However, for a person of faith the reminder of the love of God can be a 

resource to the spiritual director and to the group in their effort to communicate hope 

n Wolfhart Pannenberg, 
Press, 1983)' 77. 
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where there is despair. I see this theologicaily as  the exercise of developing an experience 

of the God incarnate which is supporteci by incarnational theology, that is, God's presence 

in everyday Me. Many who are depressed feel judged negatively by Go4 which reinforces 

their low seIfksteem. The combination of spiritual direction and group work provides 

help so that clients expenence being cared for and af.£ïrmed by others, which 1 believe is an 

expenence of God through the Holy Spirit, and the incanuite nature God. 

Depression is often rooted in loss. Naming the loss and understanding it firom a 

theologicai perspective is a process. In the case of grieving, the loss of a signincant 

person in one's life can generate a wide range of emotions such as anger, abandonment, 

remorse, and emptiness. These emotions stimulate questions such as "why me?" and 

"what now?" They focus one's attention towards the meaning of Life and searching for 

discovenes that point persons towards grappling with their beliefs including their belief in 

God. The feelings evoked because of lou rnay also include anger tumed in on oneself. 

The person rnay be inhibited f?om expressing this anger appropriately because it rnay be 

aimed at a loved one who has died or towards God whom the person is told they must 

love. This process of coming to terms with the loss rnay be termed "reconciliation." It 

rnay also include the act of forgiving another, forgiving oneself, or even forgiving God. 

The experience rnay also involve seeking forgiveness fkom God or others so as to gain 

peace and ~e~respec t .  This experience rnay also be considered a redemptive expenence 

and provide the client with the experience of feeling renewed or restored to a previous 

date of well-being. 



Robert Kegan and Thomas Moore have an interesthg perspective on depression, 

seehg it as a pathway to persona1 development and healing. It may be compared to the 

Old Testament reference to p e e ~ g  into the face of God and survivhg, to the new 

testament reference to Jesus in the desert conf?onting the devil. and to John of the Cross' 

reference to dark night of the sou1 as a path to spiritual maturity. In some ways it mi& 

be compared to a theology of death and resurrection representing a pathway to new life or 

a rite of passage. This insight undoubtedly provides some who are depressed with the 

inspiration, hope, and f ~ t h  to persevere. Thomas Moore says: "we might also discover 

that depression has its remote places where it finds unique insight and enjoys a special 

vision." " His challenge to care rather than cure has practîcal implications for this process 

such as an awareness of the presence of Our loving God in the midst of the depression. It 

is this companionship of God that enabled individuals like Deitrick Bonhoeffer, Eric 

Fromm, Anne Frank, Elie W~esel, Etty Hiliesun, and others to survive the horrors of 

concentration camps in Nazi Germany . 

One of the expectations of this project was to acknowledge and facilitate the 

action of God's grace in the healing of depression. The goal was to help clients to become 

more aware of the strength of God's spirit operative in their lives in the s m d  group 

experience. This is, in a real sense, a liberation of captives. People who are depressed 

are their own captives. Moltmann says "working for liberation means t a h g  sides with 

73 Moore, 154. 



the oppresseci and the humiliated," " which is a need that is evident throughout this entire 

study. God's grace is evident as the strength of solidarity found in a cohesive group. 

Faith that is nurtured in a cohesive group experience becornes a vehicle of liberation, the 

hope for a new tomorrow. 

The intentionai spirituai direction ofa group of depressed people is intended to be 

a healing, Berating, experience, grounded in the basic spintual betiefs of loving God, 

oneselfand others. This is supporteci by the words of Dr. Eric Rarn who says, 

whenever we offer acceptance, love, forgiveness, or a quiet word of hope, we offer 
health. When we share each other's burdens and joys, we become channels of 
healing. '' 

Health is tmly a comrnunity responsibility to be worked out in a fath context. 

In reference to the natural healing process one may assume one means cure. 

The reality for many who have mental health problems is that they are never cured of their 

ihess. However their quality of Me rnay be irnproved and in spiritual tems their life 

may indeed become a blessing even though they may continue to be prone to the 

reoccurrence of the illneu. A broader definition of heahg seems more appropriate and 

would take into account spintuality: heaith as the state of complete physid, emotional, 

-- -- -- 
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social, and spiritual weU-being, which takes into account the wholeness of the person and 

the complex w o r b g s  of body, min& and soul. 

As previously noted, healing may be M t a t e d  by the use of a variety of methods 

of care. These include the conventional western medical care such as dmg therapy, and 

the relatively new alternative medicines which assist people in their process towards an 

improved quality oflife. Heahg is meant to embrace the whole person, uniike the recent 

past when healing was often fimited to the treatment of the disease someGmes neglecting 

the person's will to live. S. Levine is quoted in S~irituality and Health: 

If healing was as it seemed, the harmonizing of the disquieted, a balancing of the 
energies to bring about peace where before there had been war, then heaiing clearly 
was not limiteci to the body, or even the visible. It includes the possibility of quieting 
even the deepest, unseen wounds - the discornforts which make death seem a respite? 

Therefore heuhg is used to describe the process used to restore our bonds with 

the deepest parts of ourselves and to experience harmony within ourselves, with society 

and the earth? This definition lends itself to the healing of mental health problerns, 

because one may in fact gain a sense of peace and acceptance of oneseif without ever 

being free of the mental health problems. 

'' Catholic Health Association of Canada, Soirituality and Health: What's Good 
for the Sou1 Can Be Good for the Body. Too (Ottawa: Catholic Health Association of 

Canada, 1996), 20. 
" Ibid. 



TBE BRIDGE TO NEW LIFE: GROUP 

SPIRITüAL DIRECTION PROGRAM 

Bridge Foundatioa Under Constmction: Historieai Background and Preliminary 

Preparation 

The theoretical foundation that has been estabiished for this thesis is contained in 

the previous three chapters. 1 have compared it to a construction project includhg various 

building blocks, interlocked and held together by mortar. I now represent the actuai 

group spintual direction program as a bridge which 1 use to facilitate the heahg process 

of mildly to moderately depressed persons. 

This program was in the process of creation for about one year. However, my 

desire to provide appropriate, professional, spiritual direction to people to whom 1 

minister has been my goal for twenty-five years. In fact, 1 sought spiritual direction in the 

mid-seventies when 1 didn't know what it was 1 wanted. Therefore the bais for this thesis 

is grounded deeply in the roots of my ministry formation. 

The specific idea for the program evolved out of meetings with my ministry 

supervisor. 1 felt 1 was making connections with the foundation of my ministry formation 

and out of this process came the idea to focus my learning on this desire that had been 

with me for over twenty years of ministry. As the idea of leamhg spiritual direaion took 

shape 1 negotiated to do a course on this topic, which evenhidy becarne an accredited 

course with twenty-two participants. The work for the course evolved into my thesis. 

IMtialiy it was a product of my reflection on my work in the mental health setting and my 



onesn-one supervisory sessions. Part way through the Spiritual Direction Course 1 

recognized the need to have my ideas for the program critiqueci by a variety of 

professionals. 1 requested the assistance of a nurse clhician, a high school religious 

education teacher, a psychologist, a teacher working on her Ph.D., and a pastoral care 

manager/spiritual director, as weii as the ministry supervisor. We met once per week for 

five weeks at which tirne 1 formulate. the prograrn goals and objectives and had the 

specincs of the program critiqueci. 

The initial program was further developed in the study undertaken for the writing 

of my thesis proposal. This proposal phase initially produced a vety detailed and lengthy 

program, but was subsequently scaled down for final submission. The program outline 

was fomulated for submission to the Human Investigation Commiîtee (HIC) of the 

Mernorial University of Newfoundland, School of Medicine (see Appendix One, 

"Spiritual Direction Program7'). This was the bais of the planning for the prograrn that 

was eventuaiiy offered to my clients. 

Bridge Construction: The Group Spiritual Direction Progrnm Planning 

The foundation had to be securely in place before the prograrn could begin, that is, 

approval had to be granted by Acadia DiWiity College faculty, the Human Investigation 

Cornmittee of the Mernorial University School of Medicine, and the Research Proposa1 

Approval Cornmittee and the Commu~ty Mental Hd th  Assessrnent and Treatment 

Division of the Mental Health Program of the Health Care Corporation of St. John's. This 

process was £indy completed in early Odober, 1997, clearing the way for the program to 
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begin group sessions on October 22114 1997. 

The recniitment and selection of clients of the Health Care Corporation of St. 

John's was done through written and telephone contact with various clinicians in the 

Mental Health Program. The initial contact was by letter (see Appendk Two), taken fiom 

the Human Investigation Cornmittee (HIC) Application. The clinicians were asked to refer 

clients who were mildly to moderately depressed and who were interested in being apart 

of a spirituality group. The criteria that was foliowed for the final s e i d o n  of the clients 

may be found in Appendk Three, taken again fiom the HIC Application. I initiaily 

received fourteen referrals when I had hoped to have thirty. This presented a problem 

because of the low number. 

At the initial introductory meeting held on October 20th sorne of the referrals I 

had chosen for the group didn't show up, which meant that I had to ask if any of those 

who 1 had randomly designated to the proposed waiting-list ifthey would be willing to do 

the program commencing October 22nd rather than wait until the second time I'd run it. A 

result of these changes was that the treatment group becarne an all h a l e  group. This 

uni-gender group composition was better than if there had been just one or two males with 

six or seven females since the imbalance would have altered the group dynamics possibly 

resulting in the women having greater dficulty discussing their issues of victimiration by 

men. 1 had intended to have a gender balanceci treatment group, four males and four 

females, but because of the low number of referrals and the no-shows to the introductory 

session the best option was to go with an aü-women's jgoup. There were, however, two 



men at the introductory session and they agreed to be on the waiting-Est and to participate 

in the testing program. 

The waiting-iist participants continueci receiving their individual therapy includiig 

their dnig therapy for the duration of the treatment program, as did the treatment group. 

They never met as a group, but rather met with myseK the researcher, or with their 

chician to answer the respective tests on two occasions after the initial testing that took 

place at the introductory session. 



Bridge Construction: Program Description 

The Croup Spirituil Direction Program 

This project consists of twelve, two hour, weekiy sessions of group spiritual 

direction for cfients with mild to moderate depression. The god and objectives of the 

program are as follows: 

Program Goal and Objectives 

Goal: To enhance the clients' awareness of their spiritual strengths and to provide them 

with an understanding of their God or higher power operative in their Mie in order to 

improve theù weil being. 

Objectives: 

M e r  completion of this program clients should: 

1. Expenence reduced depression as shown by responses on the post-test in cornparison to 

the pre-test using the Beck Depression Inventory(BD1). 

2. Demonstrate an unakrsfanding of spiritual development which should be reflected in 

the researcher's process notes using a checklist of spiritual direction themes, and through 

a check for the spinhial themes in both the researcher's process notes and in the client's 

joumais. 

3. Receive support and feel a beneft f om the grovp eqerience as shown by participation 

in the group which will be evaluated by reviewing the researcher's process notes using 

h i n  Yalom's curative factors as a checklist of group characteristics, and client's 

participation as indicated in the researcher's process notes and in the client's personai 



joumals. 

4. Have gained knowledge of h m  to -st others as well ar themselves in the 

identification of their personai and relational (self and God) needs, which may be evaluated 

by reviewing the researcher's process notes as weii as the client's personal journals for 

themes which reflea personal and relational growth. 

Program Components 

Twelve to twenty sessions are suggested for group cognitive therapy, indicating 

twelve as a reasonable number for the effective use of group cognitive therapy.78 The 

program consists of twelve sessions. 

The initial action of the group process was the selection of the eight spiritual 

direction group members and the eight wait-list participants accordig to the foilowing 

critena: 

1. client designation of d d  to moderately depressed according to the Beck 

Depression Inventory (BDI)~' pretest. 

2. age range of twenty years and older, so that they have the potential for spirituai 

growth. 

3. gender balance of quai  nurnbers of male and female participants so as to avoid 

negative group dynamics that may be caused by gender irnbalance. 

4. a wiilingness to commit to a contract to participate in the research project and 

'' Beck, 339. 
' 9  Beck, 398. 



to sign a research consent form. 

Each participant was given a detded exphnation of the program, the purpose of the 

research, and relevant information such as a guide to journal keeping, included in 

Appendùr Four. At the sixth week and d e r  the cornpletion of the program the BDI was 

again administered to both the group and the wait-list participants. 

Program Outline and Content 

The outlie of the Group Spiritual Direction Program was formulated pnor to the 

commencement of the program and was submitted with the thesis proposai and the 

submission to the Huma. Investigation Cornmittee. This outline is included in Appendk 

Six. 

The specific objectives and the content of the program were formulated in 

accordance with the outhe in Appendix Six .  A detailed description of the program, 

outlinhg each of the twelve session and the introductory session is as foiiows: 

Introductory Session, The Group Spiritual Direction Program - October 20th. 1997 

Objective: 

The objectives were: to explore the impact of a group spirituai direction program 

on the mood of clients who were identined to be rnildly to moderately depressed; to 

endeavor to improve the quality of We for the group participants so that they had realistic 

hope to face the future; to foster good mental hd th  by promoting a sense of purpose or 



meanhg by fosterhg l o h g  relationships, and by fostering a search for meaning in We. 

SV 1. Purpose of research 

2. Theory of spiritual direction 

3. Testing 

4. Experience group spintual direction 

Presentation Outhe: 

1. What is expected of the treatment group and the wait-list clients. 

2. Group sessions outline: meditation 

theme presentation 

group spiritual direction 

personal reflection 

prayer 

3. Importance of confidentiality and explmation of contract and consent forms 

4. Explanation of group spiritual direction 

5 .  The benefit of the group expenence 

6. The benefit of spiritual direction 

At this introductory session 1 distributeci two handouts, one listing the agenda for 

the session, (see Appendix Four, Handout One), and the guide for story telling, (see 

Appendix Four, Handout Two). 

Session One, Introduction to Group Spiritual Direction and Getting Acquainted: 



October 22nd, 1997 

Objective: 

The proposeci objective was to begin community building and group spiritual 

direction, including instruction in joumai keeping and meditation. The group gathered at 

7:00 at LeMarchant House. Seven of the eight clients showed up. I welcomed people and 

facilitated a getting-acquainted activity, "speed introductions." 1 next introduced the 

session by outlinllig the agenda and the objectives for the evening. In my presentation 1 

reviewed the exphnation of group spiritual direction. 1 then explained journal keeping 

giving out a page description on the purposes of joumai keeping and the three aep 

description of the format I suggest, (see Appendix Four, Handout Three). 1 followed this 

with an introduction to meditation, focusing on the story of the wornan who touched Jesus 

garment and was made weU. I asked what they thought when 1 told this story and asked 

them to share their interpretation. During the second half of the evening 1 facilitated 

personal story telling, beginning with myself. 

Session Two, Program Review and Community Building: October 28th 1997 

Objective: 

My next step was to review the program and to continue building comrnunity 

through the use of group spirituai d i i o n .  The group started with music and scripture 

(Psah 88 and Ecclesiastes 4:9- 10). This was foliowed by a Transfer In, "Sharing 

Memones7' which brought home the reality of the condition of these people. 1 addressed 

Croup Spirihial Direction again and referred to a hand-out 1 had given them, entitled 

"Group Spintual Direction", (Appendix Four, Handout Four). I also spoke about 



Joumaling and the value of it in this program, specifically as regards their relationship to 

God. I then referred to a guide for reflection and fkith sharing which would make up the 

fiame work of the group spiritual direction session, (Appendix Four, Handout Five). 

Session Three, Knowing Self Through Personal Sdering: November 4th 1997 

Objective: 

In this session 1 introduced program section, "Knowing Seif', and to explore the 

specific theme, "recognizing one's brokenness so as to gain a perspective on the place of 

sufKe~g in relation to one's depression." 1 starteci with sofi music, a candle on the table 

and a prayer. 1 showed them broken pieces of glas  for the Transfer In. They each took a 

piece of broken glas and I asked them to identifi. how this piece of glas was like their 

brokenness. FoUowing this discussion 1 spoke about suffering, introducing three 

quotations: one nom each of Helen KeUer, a Buddhist, and Mother Theresa, (see 

Appendk Four, Handout Six). 

Session Four, Knowing Self Through Personal Strengths and Weaknesses: 

November 12th 1997 

Objective: 

Our next session focused on recognizllig one's personal strengths and weaknesses 

in relation to one's purpose in Me. 1 began this session with music, scripture and prayer. 

The Transfer In was for each client to narne one of their strengths, and to give thanks for 

them, to name one weakness, and to pray for a blessing. The readings 1 used were fiom 2 

Corinthians 4:7-10 and 12% 1 1, which basicaily say in our weakness is Our strength. I 



connecteci this with the reading 1 gave them on "Where is God in Suffering?" by Richard J. 

Hauser. 1 then had them list what they liked and disliked about themselves. Also in this 

session I introduced them to the beach rocks as a representation of hardness or a closed 

attitude. 1 shared a prayer as 1 distributed the beach rocks, (see Appendk Four, Handout 

Eight). FoUowing the presentation on suffering 1 laid down some guidelmes in regard to 

the group spiritual direction part of each session. The guidelines had been narned in the 

written matenal and 1 reinforced it, pointing out that in the group spirituai direction tirne 1 

would iike for one client to &are an issue, foilowed by silence, and then discussion. This 

was explaineci more fùiiy in a handout 1 gave them, (see Appendix Four, Handout Seven, 

entitled "Guidelines for Group Spiritual Direction"). 

Session Five, Knowing Self Through Inner Healing: November 1 8th 1997 

Objective: 

This session explored what one needs for Inner Heaiing. 1 began with music and 

read P s a h  l27:3 (children a g i f t )  and John 4: 1 - 12 (woman at well and water Mie giving). 

1 asked them to remember their strong hearts represented by the beach rock and to 

surrender their hard hearts as they ptaced their stones in the water. This was done while 

saying another prayer, (see Appendk Four, Handout Eight). 1 then moved into my 

presentation on healing the inner child. 1 spoke about myself as the example and my own 

joumey to nurture my inner child. 1 then led a guided imagery and invited them to idenw 

a time of pain, hurt, grief, or bittemess from their past. I asked thern to image God 

present in the incident and to ask God to help them make sense of their pain. 1 concluded 

this by suggesting that they retum to this exercise, continuing it until they felt at peace 



with the incident. For their self-help regarchg inner healing 1 suggested they read chapter 

one of The Feeling Good Handbook by David Burns, entitled "You Can Change the Way 

You Feel." This was an introduction to the use of cognitive therapy. 1 aiso gave them a 

quotation fiom the book Sadhanq (see Appendk Four, Handout Eight), that reinfiorceci 

that they, Oce Job, are exonerated for the dering they have endured, which was positive 

reinforcement. Included in Handout 8 is a prayer that was shared with the group by one 

of the clients. This was an indication of the investrnent they began to take in the spiritual 

direction process. 

Session Six, Knowing God Through Recognking God in LZe: November 25th. 1997 

Objedve: 

In this session the attempt was to recognize the movementlpresence of God in 

one's Me. 1 started by administering the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and the 

Spintual Experience Index - Revised (SEI-R)? I then used music, scnpture, and prayer. 

The scripture 1 used made reference to Emmanuel, God with us, and Matthew 28:9-10 

"retum to Galilee3' to emphasize Our need to return to the ordinary expenences we have of 

the presence of God. For the Transfer-in 1 had them brainstorm their ordinary experiences 

so as to acknowledge God in the ordinaiy events of their lives. In my presentation 1 talked 

about the positive presence of God in our lives. 1 told of how 1 had connected my 

memory of Dad with the goodness of Goci, and that it made me feel that he would have 

been proud of me. 

- - 

80 Vickie Genia, "The Spintual Experience Index: Revised and Reformulation," 
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Session Seven, Knowing God Through Appreciating God's Spirit in LXe: 

December 2114 1997 

Objective: 

The theme of this session was to appreciate God's spirit in our lives. 1 started the 

session with prayer and read fiom Psalm 130: 5-6 and P h  33 :20-22 which focus on 

"waiting". 1 then read a prayer on waiting and emphasized that we wait on God's 

reveaiing himselfin our lives. I facilitateci a h t a s y  or active imagination on the "book of 

Hé" which had them identi. chapters of their lives. 

Session Eight, Knowing God Through Prayer: Dec. 9th., 1997 

Objective: 

This next session explored how we experience the consolations of God in our lives 

- God with us and the effectiveness of Prayer. 1 started by reading Exodus 1 : 15-2: 10, 

Psalm 39-72 and Psah 139 to iiiustrate prayhg scripture and recognizing the gifts or the 

consultations of God. 1 emphasized the need to deepen their journaling and 1 passeci out a 

format sheet, see Appendix Four, Handout 9. 1 then went on to talk about God's 

presence, Our response and our resistance. I concluded with a guided Unagery of the 

"woman at the well." 1 had planned to use a story fiom the book Woman at the Well, but 

chose to go with the guided ïmagery instead. 

Session Nine, Knowing God Through Acknowledging and Celebrating God's Presence: 

Dec. 16th. 1997 



Objective: 

This was to achowleûge and celebrate God's Presence, 1 began the session with a 

reflectïon exercise on Psalm 23. They were asked to respond with descriptive words that 

came to their minds as this was read. The agenda was to emphasize God's gifts in our 

lives, but because of the bad news îhat one of the group had just received the session 

instead focused on support for her through her distress. 

Session Ten, ffiowing Self and God Through Life Les-g: December 30th, 1997 

Objective: 

This session was to explore the learning of "Knowing Sei£" and "Knowing God". 1 

started with Isaiah 49: 1 Sb- 16, "1 will not forget yod', which was to illustrate that God 

loves each of us. 1 asked how that made them feei. 1 moved ont0 the presentation part 

using Luke 12:22-34. I read it and asked for a key word or phrase. 1 read it again and 

asked them to apply this reading to themselves. 1 read it a thkd tirne and invited them to 

pray, which they did in silence. 

1 next moved to a guided imageiy to get them to think of a tirne they felt loved. I 

then explained how important it is to retum to these times in fantasy in order to chensh 

the fiiii joy of that moment. 

Session Eleven, Review and Preparing for Closure: Ianuary 6th 1998 

Objective: 



This was the beginning of the closure process, and we did so by reviewing the past 

ten sessions. 1 reviewed what we had done, the jomey or the process, moving fiom the 

introduction into the community building, ont0 the "knowing self' therne, then to the 

"knowing God" theme, and h d y  to the closure or conclusions. 1 encouraged them to 

identify what they had leamed. 1 began by readiig John 5, the woman at the weil passage, 

and emphasized that her bucket was fidi of baggage which Jesus invited her to throw out 

and fïli with Life-piiving water or new me. Mer  she lefi for the town the disciples insisteci 

Jesus eat but he wasn't hungry because he had been fed by the spirit, indicating the 

meaningfid encounter he had had with the woman at the weli. 

Session Twelve, Closure Through An Act of Thanksgiving: January 13th, 1998 

Objective: 

This was to recognize the contribution each of the participants in the poup had 

made to this group experience, we shed one another and the process through an act of 

thanksgiving. As people arrived some shared gifts. One brought crosses that she had 

made, one for each person. She said the cross now represents the hope, compared to 

having previously meant fear and suffering. This began the ritual of closure. Another 

client bought a card with a pin especidy suited for each person Then I handed out a 

builetin to cornmernorate the closing session. 1 said a prayer and then read Isaiah 61, 

comparing depressed persons to those whom God praised, the Israelites, who had been 

oppressed. I praised people who are s u ~ v i n g  depression. A s h a ~ g  session was then 

begun. 1 also encouraged them to access cornrnunity resources for individual direction and 

group activities, giving them the name of one local center that was willing to assist them. 



We moved onto offering God thanks for blessings which was our thanksgiving prayers. 

As a closing 1 invited them to fom a circle, hold hands, and say the Lord's Prayer, 

foliowed by a prayer of blessing. We moved to a time of feliowship, including tea, coffee, 

donuts and sandwiches. The program evolved as 1 endeavored to respond to the groups 

needs in addition to staying as close as possible to the planned program themes. 

Bridge Construction: Outiine of Methodology 

Project Design: 

This project is a process and therefore required primsrily qualitative research. 1 

wrote group process notes and made audio tapes of the group sessions. I instructed the 

members in journahg and requested them to maintain their personal journals. 1 requûed 

access to their personai journals as 1 deemed necessary so as to assis with the faciiitation 

with the group process. 

This project initiaily involved a combination of two types of research. The initial 

research included the creation of the spituai direction program as outlined above which is 

identified as trrmsformationaI resemch since it included the design and the evaluation of 

the program. In preparation for the project an historicai analysis of the topic was also 

undertaken, which included some research on spiritual direction. 

Subjects: 

'Denise" This client is a thkty-six year old female client who tives in St. John's with her 

family. She is manied with four sons, the oldest being thirteen and aIl of whom live at 



home. Up und three years ago she worked outside the home, but is now on a disability 

pension. Denise is very involved in her local comrnunity organization and is on the 

executive of a branch of a political party riding association. Her psychiatric diagnosis is 

depression. 

YHilda" This client is a forty year old woman presently LMng in St. John's. Her 

psychiatric diagnosis is depression, but she is aiso being treated for asthma- She is 

divorced and lives in a bed-sitter. Kilda has been seeing a counselor at LeMarchant 

House, the mental health clinic and the meeting place for the spiritual direction group. 

uRuth" This client is a woman in her forties who was married for about twenty years and 

is now divorced. She previously lived in a smaU rural comrnunity near St. John's, and 

moved into St. John's when she separated fiom her ex-husband. Ruth has four chiidren, 

two girls and two boys. Two of the girls continue to Iive with her. She is employed as a 

child-care worker, taking care of one smd child in the daytime. She has regularly 

attended Al-anon for rnany years, as her ex-husband is an alcohoiic. Ruth has been seeing 

a counselor at LeMarchant House for depression. 

"Linda" This client is a woman in her mid-€orties who was married and whose husband 

died about ten years ago. She receives a disability as she is unable to work because of her 

psychiaîric ilhess. She also iives in St. John's, but previously lived in a smd  comrnunity 

near St. John's. 



"Butrice" This is a forty-seven year old femaie client who is the mother of two 

daughten. She has been divorced 6om her husband for many years. She has a diagnosis 

of major depression. She lives in Mount Pearl, and is also off work due to her disability 

caused by her psychiatric illness. Her mother lives with her as well as her youngest 

daughter. 

"Idan This client is a forty-four year old woman who is the mother of two, one male and 

one fernale. Her daughter is married with one child, and her son is young man who has 

recently finished high school. She has been divorced for many years. Her ex-husband is an 

alcoholic and she suffered nom famiy violence while she was married to him. Ida's 

diagnosis is depression, anxiety disorder, and obsessive compulsive disorder. 

Research Measurements and Evaluation: 

The qualitative research of this project noted changes in the depressed mood and 

the changes in spiritual maturity of the treatment group clients . The source for this 

material was the researcher's process notes, the client's journals, and the audio tapes of 

the sessions. This matenai was studied and the themes relating to mood and spirituaiity 

were noted for future reference in the analysis. The change in the mood of the clients was 

especiaily important since the goal of the project was to record the effects of the group 

spintuai diiectjon program on the client's mentai health. The spiritual changes of the 

clients were noted by monitoring how the clients approached various spirituai themes and 

the impact of these themes on their overail spiritual maturity. 



The benefit of the group experience for the treatment group was noted by 

evaluating participation and the degree of cornmunity or group cohesiveness achieved in 

the process. This was reflected in the recorded observations of both the researcher and 

the clients. The group members assisteci each other in the identification of personal and 

relational needs that they shared in group discussion as they praaiced group spiritual 

direction. 

The quantitative research was in addition to the qualitative one and consisted of 

testing clients of the waithg-lia as weU as the treatment group using two specific tests. In 

addition a checklist and a final program evaluation were used with the treatment group to 

provide an additional objective andysis of the group spiritual direction experience. 

The fkst test was the Beck Depression Inventory(BDI), ( see Appendix Seven), 

which was used to keep a record of the specific level of depression of all the clients. The 

second test was the Spiritual Experience Index - Revised(SE1-R), (see Appendix Eight), 

which kept a record of the change in the client's spirituai maturity through the twelve 

week process. Both the BDI and the SEI-R were administered at three designated times in 

the program, that is, pre-test, mid-test, and post-test, to both the treatment group and to 

the waiting-list participants. The cornparison of the test results of the treatment group and 

the waiting-lia clients was to provide an additionai indicator of the value of the group 

spiritual direction program on the depressed mood of the clients as well as the changes in 

their spirituai maturity. 



The quantitative andysis ais0 included the use of two other instruments with only 

the treatment group clients. First there was the Checklist, (see Appendix Nine), which 

consisteci of nine characteristics of depressed clients, and was used by the Researcher to 

note changes in the treatrnent group client's state of being fioin week to week. The 

second one was the Group Spirituai Direction Evaluation, (see Appendix Ten), which 

recorded the clients assessrnent of their experience in the program and indicated the value 

of this experience in terms of their mental and spirituai health. 

In summary, the qualitative and quantitative research combined to present a 

comprehensive picture of the changes experienced by the treatment group clients as a 

result of having participated in the group spiritual direction program. 



CHAPTER SIX TESTING TEE STRUCI2TRE 

The construction of a bridge is a work of art, a complicated and intricate piece of 

work, a long and involved process. So too was this research project. ïhe  complicated 

mathematics that are required to get the pieces of the bridge to c o ~ e c t  ewctly, combined 

with the intricacies of having the numerous pieces placed in the right place in order to bear 

the huge Ioad of t&c traveling over the bridge, make it a major work project. The 

exactness of the bndge design and construction make it truiy a work of art. In addition to 

the actual construction there is the testing of the bridge in order to insure the d e t y  of 

people who will use the bndge. The sefety check involves a variety of tests including 

approvai by conunittees, stress tests, construction checks, as well as the requirement that 

it has to be fundonal and appropriately suited to the landscape. Similarly, in this thesis 

projecf approvai had to be obtained fiom the Faculty Cornmittee of the Acadia Divuiity 

College, from the Human Investigation Cornmittee, and eom the Health Care Corporation 

of St. John's prior to the commencement of the group spintual direction program so as to 

insure the safety of the clients who were to be involved in the thesis project. Just as tests 

must ali be verified prior to the bndge being approved for use by the public, verifkation is 

also needed here. The bridge testing may be woven together into a report that represents 

confmnation that ail is secured prior to the operating agency taking over responsibility or 

ownership kom the builders. This thesis requins a similar kind of weaving, as it too is the 

coming together of the various checks into a completed project ready for public scrutiny. 

Even the specific b d s  of testing required by the thesis is similar to the testing that is done 

in the process of a bridge construction project. The qualitative research is similar to the 

aesthetic tests that are done to make sure that the bridge suits the immediate environment, 



in tenns of both the view fiom the water and fkom the land. This may be complicateù 

because it is difncult to satisfy environmentalists, naturalists and cornrnunity planners, as 

weil as the general public, whiie havuig to keep the construction costs within budget. 

The quantitative research is simiîar to the structural tests that are necessary to 

confirm the dety of the bridge for use by the general public. In this research project the 

multiple components inciuded themes &om a variety of theoretical sources such as 

spirituaiity, theology, depression, and group process. The program addressed a variety of 

themes that were thought to be meaningful to people suffering fiom depression such as 

suffering, self-esteem, mernories, and awareness of God. The outline of the speci6c 

sessions is found in the Group Spiritual Direction Program Outline, (see AppendDc Six), 

with the specifics of the program in the Agenda, (see Appendix Five). The two composite 

themes for the sessions were "knowing Self" and "knowing God," out of which the 

specific session themes were developed. The combination of "knowing seif" and 

"knowing God" is suited to the spirituai focus of this program, since spirituality is the 

focus of findimg meaning in Me through oneself and beyond oneself to the transcendent 

dimension or being. The program's suitability for this project was dernonstrated to be 

appropriate both in the conclusions of the qualitative research as well as through the fuial 

evaluation completed by the six clients in the treatment group, the results of which are 

surnmarized in the Group Spiritual Direction Prograrn Evaluation: Summary, (see 

Appendix Thirteen). 



The group spintual direction program also included a variety of bibiical themes 

such as suffering, cornmunity, love of self love of God, waiting on God, reassurance, 

reconciliation, and forgiveness. These too were checked to detennine their impact upon 

the client's spkituality and mood. The analysis of the biblical themes was one part of the 

coduig of the audio tapes, process notes, and the client's journais. The impact upon the 

client's spirituality and mood was also tested quantitatively using the Beck Depression 

Inventory(BD1) and the Spiritual Experience Index - Revised(SE1-R). 

There was also group themes, such as relationships in the group and group 

cohesiveness, which were somewhat hidden, but equdy important as they impacted upon 

the feelings of the clients. These themes also rose to the surface through the review of the 

audio tapes, process notes, and the client's joumais. The clients ability to change or be 

changed is crucial in the treatment of depression and therefore leaming themes, specifically 

transfomative leaming, that considered how the clients leamed, were important in this 

d y s i s .  Again the coding of the process notes, the audio tapes, and the joumals 

identified the experiences of the clients as they lemed and grew through transfomative 

leaming, as they practiced reflection on their experience in the group spiritual direction 

program. 

Because the overall treatment approach was group spiritual direction to impact 

positively upon depression, it was crucial to focus on the personai themes of the clients 

who claimed the second half or the group spiritual direction portion of each session. 

There were some of the personal themes that were evident in more than one client, which 



indicates the overail importance of these more comrnon themes in the healing process for 

depressed persons. Also in regards to personal thernes the impact was both direct upon 

the client who chose to be the directee, and also upon the others who were impacted 

indirectly by leanhg nom the stniggie of the directee in regard to the specific theme. 

This indirect 1-g through observing and waching another client in her issue became 

evident through the review of the client's j o u d s .  The combination of these various 

themes identified fiom the clients make up the wre material for the qualitative anaiysis of 

this research project. 

The completion of the report of the analysis requires a fùrther support for the 

qualitative analysis in this project. This is provided by quantitative anaiysis. This is sunilar 

to the structural tests in the bridge inspection process. This quantitative analysis, as 

previously mentioned, includes the tests adrninistered to the treatment group and to the 

wait-list ciients, the checklist used to record nine depression related characteristics of each 

client after each session, and the compilation of the results of the program evaluation 

completed by the clients after the completion of the group spiritual direction program. 

This analysis is presented in graphs in order to illustrate the cornparison of the results 

between the treatment group and the waiting-list, the representation of the mood changes 

experienced by the clients and the client's impressions of the program. 

The themes identified in the coding process arose primarily fiom five categories: 

the depression checklist, Bibiical topics, personal feelings, the concept of God and 

relationship with God, and program and group experiences. These identified themes 



provide the intncate infktmcture of this research anaiysis, that i s  the matenal tha: is 

woven together to make up the conclusive results in the qualitative anaiysis. 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSE BY CLIENTS AND SESSIONS 

Group spiritual direction is equivalent to one of the major components of the 

bridge construction. Therefore the evaluation of the effeztiveness of the group spiritual 

direction program using qualitative analysis is of great importance to the proving of my 

thesis. 

The group spiritual direction experience involved havhg a group member, in this 

case a client, who volunteered to receive spintual guidance from the remainder of the 

group members. This client becarne the diectee for part of or the total session which 

lasted for about forty-five minutes. The other clients and the researcher or group spiritual 

direction facilitator becarne the spiritual directon. In any one session therefore the 

participants were receiving spiritual direction either directly or indirectly. The indirect 

spiritual direction becarne evident as I listeneci to the audio tapes and 1 observed the clients 

connecting the directee's expenences to their own, and was also evident in the client's 

joumals as the clients reflected upon their experience and recognized how they were 

leamhg f?om the other client's experiences. 

The qualitative analysis is f h t  approached from a client perspective, followed by a 

thematic and chronological perspective, reporting on the specifïc clients who becarne the 

directees in the respective group spiritual direction sessions. The clients are identifid by 



pseudonyms to protect their identity and insure codidentiality. The personal issues or 

themes of the respective clients and the group issues or themes are bolded for easier 

identification. This was a new process for the clients as no one had ever experienced 

formal spiritual direction, neither onesn-one nor the group spirituai duection. Therefore 

they had to leam a process in which they would identify their intention to be the directee, 

and, at the same tirne, to create the group standards or n o m  in order for the group to 

firnction in its role of spintual direction. The fiequency of the client's attendance is 

recordeci in the Client Checklist, (see Appendix Fourteen). 

Anaiysis of the Respective Clients 

"Denise" As was previously stated, this client is a thirty-six year old female, marrieci, 

with four sons, all living at home. She has had two significant losses over the past five 

years: one being the loss of employrnent because of a disability, and the second being the 

death of her sister who had cancer. She has been receivïng treatment for moderate 

depression, panic disorder, and fibromyalgia. The therapy has included both drug therapy 

and individuai psychotherapy by her psychiatrist. The prescription dmgs she was on for 

the period of this study included: 1. zoIoft(200mg; 2. Vday); 3. xanax(0.5rng 4/day); and 

4. restoril(30mg at night as needed). The only one of these that would have had a direct 

effect upon her depressed mood was the zoloft. She had ody t h e  psychotherapy 

sessions during the twelve week period. The stresson she encountered in this period 

included a motor vehicle accident, the suicide of her fiiend's son, a conflict with her 

neighbor, and the experience of having her husband on strike for two weeks. Comments 

in the clinical chart indicated that she felt the spintual direction group helped 



tremendously, that she thinks of her deceased sister, that she feels more capable of dealing 

with her problems, and that she is coping weii. 

Denise clairneci Session Four, and parts of Sessions Two, Six, Eight, Nme, Ten, as 

well as sharing in the closure in Sessions Eleven and Twelve. In the early sessions Denise 

focused on her themes of separation and los, as weil as a negative understanding of God, 

Le. she had been punished by God. The opportunity to face up to her dering brought on 

by her multiple losses, gave her the opportunity to gain strength and to see her situation in 

a different perspective. The group helped Denise by listening and by refUting her claims 

that her misfortunes had been punishment by God. She was helped to think more 

positively, to face her fears, and to let go of that which weighed her dom.  AU of these 

changes contributed to her management of stress and prevented her £tom allowing 

situations to bring her back d o m  into depression. For instance, instead of perceiving God 

as condemning her, she now perceived God as assisting her in her struggles. The facing of 

her fea. of cancer in Session Eight was facilitated by Linda's sharing about how her faith 

had helped her through her bought of cancer. Sharing her feeiings that she was scared 

brought her relief and codort, giving her a sense of peace. In Session Nine, Denise 

indicated how she now recognized how God supponed her. This positive attitude enabled 

her to feel accepted and loved by God on the second anniversary of her sister's death, a 

day she ordinarily would have been very bitter. A sign of her more hopefbl attitude and 

improved mood was that she identifieci recent stniggies she had encountered, and that she 

had not allowed them to drag her down as far as usuai. The oppomullty to claim 

emotional progress and a renewed faith, with a group she knew cared for her was a further 



inspiration towards feeling more courageous in ternis of facing her struggies and 

chalienging her old negative patterns. 

Denise's improved mood identified by her improved attitude and ~ e ~ e s t e e m  was 

attributable to the group spimual direction program The identified stresson could have 

negatively affected her mood causing a deterioration, which situation should have required 

an increase in her medication. Instead of a deterioration, there was an improvement, 

although the dmg therapy and the one-on-one psychotherapy remaineci constant over the 

twelve week period. The drug therapy and the psychotherapy were expected to have 

contributed to an improvement of her depression, but not to this extent considering the 

major stressors she encountered. 

aHilda" As was previously stated, this client is a forty year old, single, woman who is 

presently living in downtown St. John's. She has been seeing a counselor at LeMarchant 

House, a mental health clinic and her diagnosis is depression and asthma. The clinical 

chart indicated that she had completed step ten of the twelve aep program and that she 

was working on CO-dependency issues. Hilda saw her counselor seven times during the 

group spiritual direction program. She has attended a women's employment group, an 

assertiveness group, and a swimming program. Her long term goal is to train to be a 

nursing assistant, in preparation for which she attended and completed an employrnent 

preparation course. The prescription dmgs she was taking during this program was paxil 

(20mg, oncdday), and ventilin(as required for asthma), of which paxil would be the only 

one to have affecteci her mood as t is an anti-depressant. She was back with her boy 



niend at the beginning of the program, but separateci shortly aflerward. She had no 

further contact with him. The chart noted that she was bright, cheemil and positive. 

Hiida ciaimed the first part of Sessions S i .  and Nie, as well as being the first to 

share in the fïrst closure session, Session Eleven. The mere two part sessions claimed by 

Hiida reflects the role Hilda had in this process, that is, the roie of catalyst for others to 

share. She reguiarly encouraged and inspired others to have faith through her sharing of 

her own story of survival. Her stories hcluded themes such as grief, loneliness, separation, 

inferiority, and low self-esteem. The opportunity to Gare for others and for herseif gave 

her strength and made a dBerence in her mood, as she felt more loved and connected to 

the group, to f d y  and to God. The improvement in her mood is partiaiiy attributable to 

the group spirituai direction experience, since her drug therapy was constant and her 

experience of separating fkom her boy fnend would have been expected to have had a 

negative impact on her mood. 

"Ruth" As previously noted, this client is a woman in her forties who was married for 

about twenty years and is now divorced. She continues to have her two daughters living 

with her in St. John's. She is employed as a child-care worker, taking care of one small 

child in the daytime. She attended Al-anon, and has attended groups as weii as seeing a 

counselor at LeMarchant House for depression. The clinical chart indicated she had 

agreed to work on the issues of drug abuse and the recovery of mernories. She is a 

s u ~ v o r  of childhood sexual abuse and is now referred to a survivor's group. The 

prescription dnigs she took while in the group spiritual direction program were as follows: 



1. apo-zopiclone(7Srng, once at bedtime); 2. paxil (20mg, once in AM and one haif at 

bedtime); 3. and apo-buspirone (IOrng,  twice/day), of which paxil is the only one that 

would have &ected her mood. The most significant ment for Ruth during the tirne of 

this program was a positive one. Ruth took a Christmas vacation of about three weeks 

and visited one of her sons who is married with one child and living in Edmonton. 

Ruth clairned part of Sessions Six and Eight, as weli as sharing her conclusions 

about the group expenence in Session Eleven and Twelve. She, like Hilda, used her own 

story to help others. Ruth s h e d  her story of loss, abandonment, troubled childhood, 

shame, hopelessness, abuse, and powerlessness to encourage others to have hope and 

courage. In Session Six she brought her feelings of anger towards her ex-husband and 

was helped to recognized how she was being drawn back into old scenarios by a chance 

meeting with his brother. The group reminded her that she had a choice and that she 

could view the situation £tom another perspective. This was enough to stop the 

downward trend and to inspire her faith in herse& in her daughter, and in God. In Session 

Eight Ruth was honest with her feelings of guilt and looked to the group for support in 

regard to a decision that she had made to say "no" to a New Year's Eve date with a male 

whose wife had recently died. The group supported her and helped her to see that she 

was practicing seif-care or love of self, and that this was essentiai in order to refiain from 

reverting to a victim position. In the fist of the two closure sessions Ruth indicated a new 

found strength in her relationship with Go4 i.e. a mutual relationship, or in her words on 

"an even keel." In the second closure session, Session Twelve, the close relationship with 

God was evident in the discussion about her ability to pray spontaneously. The relaxed 



nature of the Ruth's expression in prayer to ûod, the ultimate authority, was an indication 

of her improved selfconfidence. This improvement in her self-confidence was exceptional 

considering the emotiond damage people ordinarily expenence as a result of chiidhood 

and adult abuse experiend by Ruth. The t h e  spent planning for her vacation and the 

time taken for her holiday obviously improved her mood. In addition addressing some of 

her unresolved issues such as guilt and low seIf-esteem through the group spiritual 

direction program mua have also made a dEerence in her mood conside~g the relative 

consistency of the other therapies she received. 

"Linda" As was previousiy mentioned in Chapter Four, this client is a woman in her mid- 

forties who was marrieci and whose husband died about ten years ago. She has had multi- 

losses over the past ten years, but especiaiiy the past three years. The losses included loss 

of work because of disability, the death of her father, the death of her sister, and the loss 

of a breast to cancer. She has a diagnosis of major depression. She has been receiving 

both drug therapy and psychotherapy for the past few years. The prescription drug she 

has been taking during the duration of the group spiritual direction prognun was prozac 

(IOmg, oncdday), which is an anti-depressant. The clinical chart indicates that she was 

pleased to deal with spintual issues that have constantly plagued her. The significance of 

this cornmitment to facing these spiritual issues was evïdent by the consistency of her 

attendance at the sessions. She attended every session including the one that had to be 

canceled because she was the only one who attended. The sigiuficant events that Linda 

had to face dunng the group spirituai direction program were the on-gohg recovery fiom 

cancer and being alone at Christmas. 



Linda was very intentional about what she wanted in this program. She had 

decided to tmst the group after the First Session. As a result she claimed Session Two, 

and latter claimed Sessions Seven, part of Session Eight, and Ten, as weil as sharing in the 

closure session, Session Eleven and Tweive. The trust that was generated in Session One 

seemed to give Linda the confidence to be honest with the group about her harsh 

upbringing her legalistic perspective of a punishing Go& and her low self-esteem. This 

nsk-taking paid off as she gahed the respect and appreciation of the other clients. 

Because of her loneliness and lack of seif-confidence she may have expected to be rejected 

by the group. She wasn't rejected, but to the contrary began a process of drawing closer 

to the others, inspiring them by her depth of sharing. During the ensuing weeks she 

listened intently and obviously formulated a new concept of a lovïng God. In Session 

Seven she worked hard at her issues of unresolved grief, of loving herself, and of being 

loved by God. This stepping out in faith required Linda to accept her losses, and to put 

aside her tendencies of self-blame, guilt tnps, self-judgments, as well as concepts of a 

punishing and condemning God. In Session Eight Linda claimed the feeling of having 

expenenced a miracle in which she had felt her fear disappear and a new feeling of the 

"glow of God." The growth in her ~e~confidence and her spiritual growth culminated in 

the closure when she shared her feelings of contentment and peace, as well as her new 

concept of a loving God who fostered her love of herself instead of seif-hate. She was no 

longer muddled and confused but rather was now able to practice self-care and to allow 

herself to feel connected, since she now recognized that she belonged in this group, in her 

church, and in her fady .  A dream she had complimented her experience and she could 



now recognize God as more than an authontanan oId man, but rather as "gift" and as 

"Me-giving energy." These experiences made her feel ovenvhelmed and she was arnazed 

that she had reached a new plateau in her spiritual Me. As in the case of the previous 

clients, Linda's meds remained the same and her one-on-one psychotherapy was dso 

constant fiom weii before the beginning of the group spiritual direction program. In 

addition there was no additional major stress* yet her rnood improved. This is attributable 

to the effkct of the group spintual direction program, considering her diagnosis was one of 

major depression and ail other treatrnents remained constant. 

"Bentrice* As stated in Chapter Four, this client is a forty-seven year old femaie who is 

the mother of two adult daughters, one of whom lives at home. She has been divorced 

£kom her husband for many years. She has a diagnosis of major depression. During the 

group spiritual direction program she encountered a set back when she leamed her boy- 

friend had lied to her about his health, and had led her to believe he was dying. This 

stressed her to the point that she had to be hospitalized for the period November 12th to 

December IOth, approximately four weeks because of suicida1 ideation. The meds 

Beatnce received during this twelve week period varied because of the change in her 

condition. At the beginning of the program she was on the following drugs: 1. dalrnane 

(30mg at Nght); and 2. prozac (30mg oncdday), of which prozac is the anti-depressant. 

When she was adrnitted the prozac was increased to 40mg, oncdday, and she also 

received nozinan (SOmg, at Nght), which is a neuroleptic, anti-psychotic, used to support 

the anti-depressant. The meds she was on at discharge included the following drugs: 1. 

luvox (SOmg, once in AM, and 1 OOmg, at night); 2. clonazepam (OSmg, thredday, and 



Img, at night); 3. imovane (7.5mg at night when necessary), and 4. rhinocort (spray, two 

puffs), of which luvox is the only anti-depressant. A couple of weeks after discharge the 

clhical chart indicated that the lwox had improved her depression and that rivotril 

(OSmg, thredday and at night) was prescnied. In addition to her four weeks of 

hospitaijzation, Beatrice saw her psychiatnst on four occasions for psychotherapy, and 

was also seing a psychologist for individual therapy. The clinical note on November 12th 

indicated that she found the group spiritual direction prograrn depressing because of the 

M y  problems in the group. However in the note of January 8th it was indicated that the 

group spiritual direction program had helped her a lot. A note was made that she was 

beginning dance classes and that she was working on crafts, which reflected the 

improvement in her depression. 

Beatrice claimeci Session Five, and part of Session Ten, as weN as participating in 

one of the closure sessions, Session Eleven. Beatrice experienced a major set-back early 

in the prograrn when she Iearned that her boy friend had lied to her. This worsened her 

depression, as was evident by her quietness in the group. She shared all of the typical 

feelings of one who was suiFering fiom a major depression: indecision, guilt, anger, 

vuinerability, Iow self-esteem, despair, lonehess, griec abuse, betrayal and worry. The 

acknowledgment and letting go of these feelings helped Beatrice gain strength and hope. 

Also the group members affinneci Beatrice and reinforced that she was not a failure, but 

that there had been some good corne from her reiationship with her boy friend. Beatrice 

also acknowledged that she felt she had been prayed for. The importance of prayer and 

the reference in Session Ten to her feeling C O M ~ C ~ ~  to people at the Waterford Chape1 



helped her to feel that she belonged and that she was valued. This emphasizes the need 

for Beatrice to continue to value herseif and to gain seIf'konfidence. Her own initiative to 

take control was to let God into her life and to practice journaling as her prayer. This 

meant letting go of a childhood betief that God cared for others and had forgotten her. 

The group helped Beatrice feel more connecteci by visiting her while she was in hospital, 

and praying for her throughout this program, and she appreciated their concem. The 

concem of the group and the efforts to make her feel that she belonged were the evidence 

that she was loved by the group. Love and co~ectedness were comforting to Beatrice in 

her depression and seemed to help her feel, in her words, fifty percent better than she had 

felt when she started the program. 

The actuai improvement in her mood supports my thesis that the group spirituai 

direction program helps in the healing of depression. The clear distinction of the actual 

affect of the group spirituai direction program is difficult because of the complexity of the 

drug therapy and the trauma of her difnculty with her boy fnend. The regularity of her 

attendance and her positive evaluation is surely a clear indication of how much she felt the 

program contributed to her irnproved mood. 

"Ida" As stated earher, this client is a forty-four year old woman, mother of two. Her 

daughter is married with one child, and her son is young man who has recently finished 

high schooi. Ida is a divorcee and a s u ~ v o r  of abuse, having been married to a violent 

husband. Ida's diagnosis is depression, anxiety disorder, and obsessive compulsive 

disorder. Early in the group spiritual direction program the dinical chart indicated the on- 



set of Eunily problerns as it was reported that her teenage son was taunting her about her 

mental iiiness. This d a t e d  and she had to have the police remove him from her home 

because of his verbal abuse. She then enjoyed her solitude, but was bothered by guilty 

feelings for having to have her son removed nom the home, and was also womed about 

his weLfkre. During the period of the group spirituai direction program Ida saw her 

psychiatria on six occasions for psychotherapy, and also received drug therapy. The 

prescription dmgs she was on changed because of the famiiy problems she encountered. 

In late October she was on the foliowing dmgs: 1. ativan (lmg, thredday); and 2. zolofl 

(SOmg, oncdday), of which zoloft is the antidepressant. In November the zoloft was 

Uicreased to 100mg. In December the zoloft was increased to 150mg, and the ativan was 

increased to lmg, three timedday. The chart dso indicated that she was plagued by 

feelings of fdure, indicating Iow self-esteem. However, it aiso said that she was coping 

weU. The note in early January indicated that she had had a rough Christmas, that her 

mood was depresseci, that she slept poorly, that she was anxious, and her appetite was 

poor. The note also indicated that she had managed to get through Christmas, that she 

was not fearful, and that she no longer felt guilty or bad, but that she was low and anxious 

regarding an upcoming event . 

Ida claimed Session Three, part of Session Nme, as weli as participating in both of 

the closure sessions, Sessions Eleven and Twelve. The primary issue that distressed Ida 

throughout this program was the loss of relationship with her son who she had to have 

removed from her home early in the program. This obviously trigger old feelings of failure 

and loss. The group endeavored to reassure Ida of their concem for her. In Session Nine 



Ida was especialiy upset, as she had just learned about her son's departuse for the 

mainland without having caiied her. This precipitated heightened feelings of anger and 

despair. The group persevered with their efforts to stress Ida's worth through all of the 

tragedies in her life. As Ida dredged up aii of her fdures, including her abusive marriage, 

her contemplation of an abortion, and her perceived failure regarding her children, the 

group affirmeci Ida's decisions, her detemination, and her emotional strength through the 

suffering, reminding her of the presence of God. Ida was helped to find coidort in P h  

Twenty-th.  and was encouraged to practice positive thinking in order to cope with this 

latest set-back. There was an indication that Ida was considering and practicing this SM 

to the positive. The indication was that she took control of negative thinking, as indicated 

when she compareci herseif to a grain of seed, indicating her recognition of her potentiai 

regardless of how far d o m  she felt. Throughout the depth of suBering Ida experienced 

during the twelve weeks of the program, a major theme was the acknowledgment of 

God's presence and the sense of feeling co~ected and affirmeci. Ida was able to thank 

God and gained a hopeful perspective on the future which helped her to cope with the 

immediate pain of separation and loneliness that were so paramount in the present. She 

indicated her reliance on Bible r d i n g  and meditation that worked hand in hand with the 

group support. Her knowledge of the value of concem for the spirituai dimension of life 

was reinforced through her participation and growth in this spirituai direction program. 

The piece she wrote for the final session refiected the depth of her feelings of appreciation 

for the program, including statements such as a positive influence, offered stability, 

nearness to God, a time of renewai, a fieshness and energy, a celebration of God's 



presence, and the desire to give back to others the benefits she has received. For one who 

was expenencing such despair and rejection, the experience of one positive aspect brought 

a glunmer of light in the rnidst of extreme darkness. 

The extent to which group spirihial direction contributed to her recovery fiom 

depression is, like Beatrice, more difficult compared to the other clients. The increase of 

her meds were as a direct result of her increased stress caused by her problems with her 

son. Her positive attitude towards the program and how it helped her must be 

acknowledged as some evidence towards the benefit of group spiritud direction in Ida's 

ixnproved mood. 

Group Facilitatod Researcher 

"Peter" The spiritual direction program reflected my philosophy that one may tind God 

and discover hope in the suffering. My strong desire to find even a flicker of light seemed 

to inspire the group to believe in the process and to discover hope and faith in their lives. 

1 don't believe in false hope and 1 don? feel that at any t h e  did the clients deny or ignore 

the seriousness of one another's ill-feelings. To the contrary, they worked with the sad 

feelings to look for and a f h n  God's presence as evident in th& concem for one another. 

1 tmly believe the group becarne a cohesive group that respected and loved one another, 

offering one another support and encouragement. 

The group spirituai direction of six, depressed wornen, some of whom were more 

depressed than 1 had asked for, was tmiy a chailenge. I soon learned that most of these 



women had had negative experiences with men and that 1 could be at a serious 

disadvantage being a male. Consequently 1 was aware of their vulnerabihy. 1 respecteci 

their fk@ity and set about to present a positive role model, secure in myseif and very 

aware of my professional bounciaries. The extensive preparations for this program, having 

had to meet the stringent research requirements of the Acadia Divinity College, the 

Hwnan Investigations Cornmittee, and the Health Care Corporation of St. John's, 

contniuted significantly to the quaiity of the program and my readiness to facilitate the 

group process. 1 was detemiined to mate  as d e  a space as possible. The spintual 

music, the circle of chairsy the flip-charts with the agenda and objectivesy the hand-outs on 

joumaling and group spiritual direction, and the candle buming at the beginning of each 

session emphasized the importance of respect and honor for the process and for the 

clients. 1 believed and communicated that 1 was an instrument of God, who sought God's 

direction throughout this process, and that 1 was prepared to wait and Iisten and l e m  

through the process. 

The group learned f?om my example of how to offer positive support and how to 

b ~ g  the spiritual dimension into the discussion. Denise especially incorporated my 

example of shifting the focus to the spiritual by asking questions that invited reflection on 

God's presence in the situation regardless of whether it was positive or negative. They 

aiso learned from the education sessions to acknowledge and appreciate God as a living, 

positive energy that makes a difference in their iives. Not only did they get to know 

themselves and one another at a deeper level, they also deepened their relationship with 

God so that the relationship becarne more significant. This was indicated by Ruth and 



Hilda who both expressed that they no longer felt alone when they were by themselves, 

because they felt close to God. This was an important leamhg for these two people who 

seemed to have been drawn into relationships with men who were abusive. They 

acknowledged that they were no longer desperate for relationships, but could feel secure 

while alone because they were aware of the spirit of God in their Iives. 

The group trust and confidence was built by my guidance of the process. 1 used 

to convey the meaning and purpose of the program. 1 starteci the storytelling by 

being honest and sincere. 1 was quiet when 1 had nothing to Say, which 1 feel ailowed the 

leadership in the group to grow. 1 believe they were empowered to help one another as 

weil as themselves. An indication of this was the group's initiative to show affection 

towards one another, by holding hands for the closing prayers, by comecting with one 

another between sessions, and by their spontaneous hugging in the last session. 

Group Spiritual Direction, Introductory Sessions, One and Two 

Sessions one and two introduced the pro- to the group members, so that they 

had the oppominity to get to know one another and become familiar with the program. 

Guidance was given on the basic rules for the group to follow, so that they maintaineci 

respect for one another and were made aware of the need to observe confidentiality. 

in Session One, the first storytelling session, six of the seven clients present had 

the oppominity to tell their stories after 1 had told them about myself. This laid the ground 

work for the future sessions, as they risked telling about themselves and built a mutual 



trust by their personal s h a ~ g .  The spintual direction in this session was pnmarily indirect 

in that the clients concludeci that they were not alone in their der ing,  but that others had 

similar expenences. The similar expenences specifically addressed the themes of 

IoneIiness and separation, both common characteristic feelings arnongst those who are 

depressed. The major theme of loss was obvious as five of the six clients shared their 

stories of broken relationships through divorce, and one client, Linda, shared her feelings 

regarding the loss of her husband. The remaining one client, Denise, also identitied with 

the theme of loss as  she identified her communication problems in mamage, her disability 

which keeps her fiom working, and the loss of a sister who died two years ago. Clients 

benefited fiom sharing their stories as this too is spirihial guidance through the practice of 

reflecthg on their experience. Sometimes storyteiling can be a cathartic experience as 

participants recognize sornething about themselves that they were previously not aware of. 

or as they share something they have possibly been keeping to themselves. 

The sharing in the first session touched on some potentiaily important themes that 

would emerge in the weeks to corne. One of the obvious themes was concern and worry 

for their children as five of the seven were mothers. They shared how they had ail 

accepted the responsibility for raising their children. Ida shared that she felt it was udaû 

that fathers divorce their children as well as their wives. This indicated a strong feeling of 

having been abaodoned, accentuating their feelings of anger and bitterness towards their 

ex-husbands. Another theme was the feeiing of being unloved. Because of the feeling of 

being unlovable the resulting damage to their personality is low self-esteem. Clients in 

their struggies and weaknesses seemed to accept the responsibility for their troubled lives 
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and therefore had a sense of failure, resulting in sdf-blame. 

In summary the first session was to facilitate group building through storytelling. 

This objective was accomplished as evident by the degree to which the clients entered into 

this expenence. They shared their feelings/thoughts at a rneaRingfù1 levei, as is indicated 

by the* willingness to trust each other with personal matters such as their family problems. 

In the second session the remaining one client Linda who in fact had resisted 

sharing in the first session because of fur of the process, both shared her story and then 

she volunteered to be the e s t  directe for the group spiritual direction session. She had 

reflected extensively upon the experience of the £kst  week and in her journal indicated 

that she realized that there are others worse off than herseK The recognition that she was 

not alone in her suffering obviously comforted her and inspired her to trust and to have 

confidence in the process of healing. As has been previously stated the theology of 

suffering includes the potential that through suffering a person can gain strength and cm 

draw closer to God through the experience. 

The context for the h a l  storytehg was fùrther set by the education half of the 

second session. 1 duected the group in a pided imagery exercise calied sharing 

mernories in which they were asked to imagine themselves at ten years of age and to 

recd one positive memory. In this experience Beatrice, Linda, and Ruth recded having 

had a troubled chiidhood. In addition Ruth remembered being made to feel infierior, 

indicating the beginnings of low self-esteem, which 1 attribute to the impairment to her 



personal development. The shame or hopeiessness indicated by the three who each had a 

troubled childhood seemed to worry the group, causing the group mood to be heavy. But 

it is as if the identification of the whole group with the t h e ,  Beatrice, Linda, and Ruth, 

facilitated the communication of the feeling of empathy, which undoubtedly helped the 

clients to build their group comectedness. 

The intensity of the group atmosphere dso conûibuted to the depth of the sharing 

as they recognized their need, in tum, to be the directee. The clients knew that the sharhg 

of their stories, including their recognition of their issues, was a spiritual experience. They 

iistened reverently, offering support and encouragement for support. Denise shared that 

she felt a closeness to Linda which was a further indication of the bonding that had begun 

in the group. Additional proof of the benefit of group support was when Ruth affirmed 

Linda by saying, "you're opening yourself up." 

Denise also claimed some tirne as directee as she shared that she hadn't spoken to 

her husband for two weeks, indicating a sense of isolation, consistent with the theme of 

separation, identifiai in session one. An indication of their efforts to keep the program 

focused on concrete spiritual issues was that Denise told the group that she always felt 

that she had to gain God's love and that when anything went wrong she would blame 

God. The theme that emerged here was again sepantion, that is, separation fiom God, 

and the image of a punishing God. The tendency to blarne others, specificdy God, for 

her suKering may also indicate the theme of unresolved grief and anger projected ont0 

God. Denise also shared that her faith kept going down since 1992, presumably when her 



chain of misfortunes began. This loss of fiiith rnay be interpreted as rejection of Gad, for 

having brought the many misfortunes upon her. Even though she named having lort faith, 

she continueci to engage God, referring to her joumaling as prayer, which indicated her 

indecision as regards her relationship with God. 

The directe who claimed the greatest arnount of tirne in this session was Linda 

who had been reluctant to share in the first session, but after hearing the other's stones 

reflected and learned tiom them. She claimed that she had begun to realize that talking to 

others helped her even though it was difficult for her. 1 consider this an example of 

transformative learning' previously definecl as the practice of critical self-reflection for 

the purpose of interpreting He's experiences. This is supported by a quotation in which 

she practiced leamhg through reflection taken fkom her journal: "So 1 tried to get pleasure 

out of what 1 could do rather than focus on what 1 couldn't do," in which she indicated 

her recognition that she needed to have a more positive attitude. She shared that she had 

corne from an abusive family, which she clairned contributes to her feeiings of 

hopelessness and uselessness. She indicated that when a person is depressed, the family 

forsakes you. This was her way of identifying that she felt she had been rejected or 

isolated by her family. Her religious beliefs were legalistic indicated by her perspective 

that people who did wrong went to hell and people who did right went to heaven. She 

recognized this as indicated in her journal of Oct. 28th when she wrote that the do's and 

don'ts learned as a child were too narrow. She even wondered why children are taught 

fdse teaching. This narrow or legalistic perspective seemed to have contributed to her self 

put-down or low self-esteem and her fesr of God because she said, "I've done ali the 



wrong things and I'm gohg to heli." The saving grace in al1 this was her staternent "so 

hopefùliy this week wili confort me and reassure me to show that I'm not the bad person 

that 1 am. That's fhny because 1 understand that God can forgive you." This indicated 

that she had some belief in forgiveness. And she went on to say, "I'm trying to change 

my thinking to look for the good things," which indicated her sense of hopefulness. 1 

contend that as Lida shared these deep hurts and was not rejected by the group, she was 

able to identify her own hopefùlness and began to forgive herself. This undoubtedly 

contributed to a rise in her selfeseem and subsequently improved her mood. 

The depth of the sharing by Linda seerned to have inspired others to deepen their 

sharing. Beatrice said very iittie but obviously listened intently to the others. Twice she 

shared, once to say in a low voice that she was angry, and once to indicate her sense of 

hopelessness when she said "1 don? feel anything." Her joumaling for this penod 

indicated that she felt apart of the group, or in her words, "not alone." She also indicated 

that she appreciated that she was being "prayed for", but that she wondered where God 

was or questioned God's presence in her suffering. She expressed her faith and hope 

when she said she h e w  these sessions would make her stronger. Ruth indicated that she 

too was from an abusive family and that her marriage was abusive. Her sense of being 

put down continued after she left her mamage because she was made to feel ashamed for 

having taken her family to a shelter. It was said that she had embarrassed her family. 

This kely triggered her low ~ e ~ e s t e e m  and fbrther enhancd her powerlessness, which 

reinforced her position as a victim. In her joumaling for this period she indicated she felt 

she had found a new farnily, making her feel connecteci, thus contnbuting to the 
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development of group cohesiveness. 

In summary, the purpose of this session was in fàct to continue the norytehg and 

to foster trust in order to build the group's cohesiveness. The indication of the 

willingness of the clients to be open and hoaest with one another, and that they supporteci 

one another was evidence in their cornmitment to this healing process. There was every 

indication that they believed the practice of supporting and encouraging one another 

through sharing their stories would help them fee1 better, and would contribute to their 

spiritual growth. 

Croup Spirihiil Direction, Session T h m  

The education portion of session three focused on clients knowing themselves 

through their sufferings. This began with clients picking up a piece of broken glass and 

sharing how this glas was k e  their own brokemess. This helped the clients to connea 

with their suffering, invithg them to acknowledge it as a part of themselves. Ida chose an 

irnrnediate situation t hat had recently happened involving separntion from her eighteen 

year old son. Beatrice shared that the glas reminded her of a close fnend's sickness, 

indicating her concern or worry about her fiiend. Hîida was reminded of her pending 

fortieth birthday and also of how she had missed her deceased mother who was abused by 

her dcoholic father. This indicated her unresolved grief and loneliness. Ruth recailed 

her abuse as a child, but added that the leaf on the glas  represented her new life, or the 

theme of hope. 



The group spiritual direction focused on Ida who was very 'distressed by the 

conflia with her eighteen year old son whom she had to have removed fkom her home by 

the police. Ida was able to share her pain includkig her questioning God's presence with 

cornrnents Like "sometimes 1 wonder if God is iistening," and questioning her future with 

"sometimes I wonder if there is a reason to begin again." This was consistent with the 

theme for the evening, "Knowing Self Through Personal Suffering." It provided the 

group with the challenge to support and encourage Ida in her immediate circumstance of 

suffering. 1 facilitated the response to Ida by inviting the group to share where they get 

their answers in the midst of their suffe~gs.  Asking for the groups support for Ida was a 

witness that 1 had faith that there were m e r s  that would help her find a way through 

the suiTering. The question also invited Ida to reflect and discover her own answen. It 

also invited the participants to acknowledge their expenence of having fàith, and that they 

received help to manage their lives through their experience of suffering. 

Ruth ernpathized with Ida by saying "1 know what you are going through." Ida 

felt comforted by the support as indicated in her journal note o f  November 4th in which 

she wrote that she was rhankful to God for acceptance and understanding in Group." 

Ruth firther supported her by sharing her fath and her confidence by quoting herself 

praying to God for help with her daughter when she had no strength left, "Dear God take 

her and hold onto her." She went on to offer renssurance "they corne around and realize 

what you have done for them." 1 too offered reassunnce by supporting her having caiied 

the police: "you had to take care of yourseK" and by pointing out that we were listening 



to her. Saiiy fbrther supporteci this effort with the comment to Ida: "you don't know what 

strength you have until you have to use it." The group continueci to identify with Ida by 

using their own examples, such as Hilda's referring to how she had been adrift from her 

family and how she had retumed. Ruth refend to the Ïsolation she felt from her oldest 

son when she left hirn with his M e r ,  but that he had come round to appreciate that she 

had to leave to survive. This seemed to connect with the theme of "abandonment", as 

Ruth was red£kming that Ida had to do this in order to take rare of herseif. 

Hilda recognized that she could support Ida because she has found streogth. This 

is reflected in her comment to Ida referring to the wild lifestyle she had as a teenager, "1 

had a mouth on me," which implied that she used fou1 language. She shared that she had 

haiIy realized she needed people and her family, and that it is never too late. The 

following comment is an indication that she believed Ida's son would someday find an 

expenence iike this group that would help him discover what he needed: 'Tm nearly forty 

before 1 could come to something k e  this." In Hilda's joumaling she recognized her pain 

and suffering in reference to her soon being forty and not having her mother to share with, 

but she recognized that her mother was now free fiom the abuse of her father and that 

Hilda was fret too. This seemed to have been the basis for the inspiration Hilda had in 

order to speak with confidence to remsure Ida that there is hope for her son. 

Beatnce was again quiet in the group, but her body language indicated her non- 

verbal support for Ida, as weii as the occasional question such as "is his father around?" 

One of the connections Beatrice made with a spiritual reading in reference to prayer being 



answered, was noted in her journal: "1 think someone prayed for me last Mght and God 

rewarded my tired body with a pefiect night's sleep." This is an indication of how she was 

feehg connecteci, that she belonged to the group and to God. To have had a perfect 

nights rest was significant for Beaûice who was more depressed than the others in the 

group. Since loneliness is a major contributor to depression, it's sigdicant that Beatrice 

felt she was connected and not aione in her der ing.  The rerninder that she belonged to 

someone or some group such as this group was a sign that there was help for her in her 

depression. 

In summaq, this session was an invitation to the clients to l e m  more about 

themselves through reflecting upon their suffierings or theu brokenness. The underlying 

theory was that ifthey Ieamed more about themselves in their experience of suffering, then 

they would be in a better position to refbte their negative self-image, characteristic of 

depressed penons. Based on cognitive therapy theury in which they learned to praaice 

positive taik to one another and to themselves they would be heiped to feel better about 

themselves. It was dficult in this session to tell if Ida was helped to feel better about 

herse& considering the severity of her problems and her depression. There was evidence, 

however, that the group was helped to enhance their feeling of group cohesiveness, 

indicated by the intensity of their care for one another. 

Group Spirituai Direction, Session Four 

The forth session was a continuation of the previous week's theme of "Knowing 

Self." This focused on "knowing self' in relation to knowing one's strengths and one's 



weaknesses. The education portion of the session first identifid that people are resistant 

to change, and this was iiiustrated with the use of beach rocks representing hardness or a 

closed attitude. They were asked to claim their strengths and to accept their weaknesses. 

The session chdenged clients to accept themselves for who they are at this tirne. 

One of the themes named in their strengths and weaknesses was forgiveness. In 

the case of Linda, she named her inability to forgive herseif as one of her weaknesses; 

whereas, Ruth named her ability to forgive herseif as one of her strengths. In the case of 

Denise, she narned her diniculty being understanding as one of her weaknesses. Denise 

and Linda were close in the naming of theû strengths, namllig concern for others and 

compassion respectfuily. A sign of their improved mood or mental heaith was that ali 

clients narned more arengths than weaknesses, indicating improved ~e~esteern. 

In the group spiritual direction portion of the session, Denise claimed the t h e  to 

be the directee. She took the tirne to share what she has suffered in her Iife since 1992, 

w o n d e ~ g  why God does this to her. This was her way of identifjing God as a harsh 

judge or a punkhing God. As this was being processed by Denise and the group she was 

helped to acknowledge how she had in fact found strength to survive the suffering. 

This was an example of the use of cognitive therapy, as the group chaiienged the 

assumptions that Denise had made. These assumptions were contributing to a negative 

seKconcept and a negative impression of God. In Denise journal she indicated how 

facing her fear of cancer by talkhg about it had given her strength. Throughout her 

joumaling she further indicated that she was aware of God's presence in spite of the feu 



she had experienced in the years of ninering. It's as if the discussions and the jounialing 

helped her to aclaiowledge and subsequently integrate the positive experience of God's 

presence as a new Ieaniing. This expenence is trandormative learning, as she became 

aware of havhg made connections and was helped to become aware of her own abilities 

and aware of a d ' s  caring presence. 

Through the experience of this group spirituai direction session, Linda was able to 

identify that she was leamhg that God loves her. This was a tremendous break through 

for Linda who previousiy had a poor ~e~concept ,  indicative of her depression. Another 

sign of an improved sesconcept was at the end of the session when both Ruth and Linda 

brought a reading to share with the group. This represented their pride in themselves that 

they had something to teach others. The teaching of others is also an indication that they, 

k e  Denise, were integrating what they were learning as they could now uinuence and 

encourage the client who had volunteered to be the directee, in this case Denise. 

In summary, this session enabled the clients to know themselves better through 

claiming their strengths and acknowledging their weaknessu. They stood together to defi 

my expectation that their ernphasis would be on their weaknesses. This assertive action 

was an Uidication of their determination to claim positive self-esteem and to rise out of 

their depressed mood. The group experience set in the context that afnrmed faith in a 

loving God seemed to enhance their persona1 healing as evident in the case of Linda. 



Group Spiribai Direction, Session Fie  

The nfth session began with readings tiom scripture, one fiom the Psalms, 

referrhg to God's children being a gîQ and the other nom the Gospel of John, the story 

of the woman at the weli and life giving water. These stories were meant to set the stage 

for the education session because both the scripture and the teaching were to convey the 

message that everyone has potential even when they have been hurt or victimized, or even 

when they have feit they hurt others. The Biblical introduction to the session followed up 

on the identifieci need to affum the clients, al1 of whom were expenencing some degree of 

low seIf-esteem due to their depressed feelings. The scripture was to help them recognize 

that they, like aU God's people, are speciai, and even if they had been hardened by their 

suffering, they too could change. They were asked to symbolically experience the letting 

go of theù hardened hearts or resistance to change by placing the beach rocks, received in 

session four, into water. 

The education session then explored the need for inner heaiing, referrkg 

specificaily to the hurts of the past. This connectecl with the theme of "knowing self' by 

focusing on the challenge to face one's hurts and weaknesses in order to experience inner 

healing. One of the seKhelp tools introduced in this session was cognitive therapy. 1 

encouraged the group to use it with one another and in their own self-tak. 1 betieve this 

set the stage for the in-depth sharing in the group spirituai diiection session. By 

encouraging the exploration of their past 1 was invithg them to spend time with their pain. 

This enabled them to embrace it rather than feeling alienated kom this important part of 

their lives. The ultirnate goal was to reconcile themselves with the hum of theû past, 
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which is the inner heaiing to which 1 have refierred. 

Beatrice, who had been hospitalized on November 12th with a diagnosis of major 

depression, claimed the session. Her voice was very low and it was obvious that it was 

difncult for her to be present, let aione ask for this time to focus on herseif The act of 

asking for spiritual direction was a clear request for support tiom people she trusteci. This 

action was in itselfa sign of growth in cornparison with her reserved nature in the previous 

sessions. Claiming the group spiritual direction session was an indication of her desire to 

nd herseif of her indecision as regards a boy fnend who had hurt her deeply by lying to 

her about his poor hdth. She reaüzed she had been used and that she did not want it to 

continue. This connecteci with grief carried over from previous relationships in which she 

had been used. The dilemma in her life involved a split between feeling "betrayed" and 

angry, and at the sarne tirne feeling guiïty that she was betraying her male fnend. One 

example of this was that she had accused him of lying to her and abusing her by taking 

money fiom her. At the same time she felt guilty for having hurt him by breaking her 

promise that she would never turn him down. However, she was able to share that she 

didn't trust hirn which was one indication of her acceptance of the tmth. This confusion 

and indecision was evidence of her vulnerabüity and low self-esteem as she was unable 

to clairn her self respect. In the depths of her despair and loneliness, which was a major 

part of her ihess, she had gotten involved emotionaily with a fellow client. She was 

unwilling to give over to her fiiend the fi111 responsibility for what he had done to her by 

lying about his health and causing her great grief and worry. The anger towards this 

f'riend was tumed in as she blamed herse& causing h h e r  pain and a worsening of her 
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depression. 

The group responded with empathy and concern. For example, Ruth afnrmed 

Beatrice for trying to help berself by getting out fiom under this problem with this male 

Wend, and by disputing that she was not betraying hVn. 1 pointed out how she was in fact 

hurting hersekfby blaming herself. Ruth followed up by encouraging her to love her self. 

Beatrice was helped by the group, prirnarily Ruth, who made comments fie, 'you 

feed you're betraying him," and Denise who said, "so you feel a lot for him," in order to 

help Beatrice to "identifL her feelings''. As has been previously stated she felt betrayed, 

womed, guilty, and abused. She also felt sad because she couid no longer trust her 

fnend. The goal of the group was to help Beatrice feel better about herself by liaenhg 

and responding to her so as to ease her guiit and her feelings of having been betrayed. At 

one point Denise tried to raise Beatrïce's spirit by encouraging her with the words, 

"she(referring to Beatrice) is the one who is being beaten down. Not anymore, hey 

Beatrice?' In addition Beatrice identified how she was helping herself spirituaiiy when she 

referred to a book she was reading that was helping her to identify her fear and that was 

giWig her hope. She felt the book was written especially for her. This gave her 

encouragement to feel better about herself and this she felt her strength. There was a 

time when her voice got Iouder and more confident in response to my saying that she was 

womed sick, and Ruth's statement that she was trying to make a decision and that she 

was working towards resolving the issue. Beatnce's response was: "that's nght. It's so 

bard. 1 don't know what to do." The opportunity to hear the reality of the inner confiict 



fkom concemecl persons reinforcing that she was not done, seems to have helped her 

shift her feelings fiom that of %mer turmoii" to the strength of knowing that she could 

indeed resohe this situation. She was receMng a vote of confidence fiom the group that 

she could indeed overcome this temporary set-back and in fact leam from the experience. 

Denise summarized this when she said, "they say you take if accept if and you move 

ahead. Like more or less let it go." She was encouragiog" Beatrice to process this 

situation or work it through to a reasonable conclusion. She also encouraged Beatrice to 

have faïth which would overcome her fear of failure. Ida who is also experiencing major 

depression offered codort when she quoted fiom the Bible, specincally the passage, "1 

wili not leave you comfortless, 1 will send you a cornforter." 

The group began the session with aflhative statements about prayer. Denise was 

especially positive and cornmenteci in regard to the previous week that she had never felt 

so good. This was an indication of the positive energy that was evident arnongst three of 

the clients in the group. The strength was also evident in their abiiity to laugh together on 

a couple of occasions throughout the session. Hïida was very honest in her sharing that as 

a chiid she had not felt that God heard her, which possibly contnbuted to and was in 

keeping with her Iow seIf-esteem and feelings of UiferioRty. 

In conclusion, the group "afnrmed" the positive dimension of Beatrice's 

relationship with her Wend. This seemed to be important as it discourageci her from 

thinking in absolutes such as that this relationship had been al1 bad. This m e d  

Beatrice's ability to love and be loved, which was difi'icult for Beatnce to accept 



considering her low self-eonfidence. 1 was encouraging her to consider the positive by 

pointhg out that the relationship had been a blessing in a time when she was very aione 

and hopeless. Beatrice confinned this a h a t i o n  by acknowledging the support and 

confidence she felt &er having s h d  her burden in this session. 

This session was the final one in the senes of "Knowing Self." To summarize, the 

session was to move the clients to an even greater depth of sharing than the previous four 

sessions. That is why the specific topic was " b e r  healing." It was significant that one of 

the clients who was severely depressed claimed this session to receive spinrual direction, 

since she was one of the ones in most need ofinner heaiing. 

Group Spirituai Direction, Session S u  

The sixth session began with scnpture that focused on the new overali theme of 

"Knowing God." The Bible passage that was used specificdy made reference to 

Emmanuel, meaning God with us. The passage also made reference to the need for the 

Iewish people to return to Galilee, which represented the need to return to the ordinary 

experiences in which they encountered God. Mer using this scripture and trying to start 

discussion 1 realized it was too abstract. 1 consequently changed my plan to emphasize 

their need to retum to God, and instead had them brainstorm what they understood to be 

their ordinary experiences of God or the their identincation of God's presence. In 

response to this Hilda identifieci her feelings of unresolved grief by naming that today was 

the birthday of her deceased mother and that she identifiai that God's blessing or presence 

was that she felt close to her mother. The feeling of closeness had inspireci her to go out 



and buy a gift for herse@ symboiic of her growth to higher self-esteem and of the good 

memory she had of her mother. Denise shared that she had experienced a shift and that 

she felt that this was evidence of the presence of Cod. The situation was that she had 

been involved in a conflict and also had attended the wake for her fnend's son who had 

suicided, but that she had not allowed these potentidy aggravating events to cause her 

stress. Neither did she find herself blaming Cod which was her usual practice. Instead 

she was able to identify that "God is present" in the new ways she was rnanaging her 

conflict and pain. 1 attribute this to a new dimension to her relationship with God. 

Ida made reference to a reading on a prayer tiom Kahiil Gibran's, The Prophet. 

To illustrate the meaning of the reading she spoke of how she experienced Cod in nature, 

specifically in the waving branches, as she walked in the park. Ruth identifid her anger 

towards her ex-husband who had been spreading mmors about her that directly impacted 

upon her meen year old daughter who was present in the room at the tirne. It was 

obviously necessary for Ruth to get this off her chest before she could begin to consider 

how God was present in this situation. The positive aspect of the ordeal was that she 

could recognize that she and her daughter trust and love one another. She realized the 

presence of God in the reality that their mother-daughter love for one another is far 

greater than any destructive rumors spread by her ex-husband. Linda concluded this 

sharing by referring to a near accident she had had the previous week. This was especidy 

significant because of the importance of car accidents in her We. She had had three major 

accidents which had contnbuted to her having been laid off fiom work with a disability 

pension. She felt that God had intewened and saved her fiom this accident. For the £irst 



t h e  in her life she identifieci Cod's  positive influence, God's presence, in an event as it 

was happening. This meant that she felt connected to God in a meaningfÙl way, or loved 

by God, and that she was speciai. I believe this contniuted to her improved seIf-esteem, 

which undoubtedly would contribute to an irnprovernent in her feelings and her mood. 

The first person to take some tune in group spiritual direction in this sixth session 

was Hilda She continued to speak about her mother and that today was her mother's 

birthday. She was asked by Ida if she was close to her siblings, and indicated that she is 

not very close, but that she does visit her sister sometirnes. She indicated that she is more 

connected to her niece, her sister's daughter, because she is only a couple of years 

younger than Hilda. It was also important that she shared she had bought a birthday 

present, as she was used to doing when her mother was alive. In this case she kept it for 

herse& indicating her self-love, which is significant for a person who has been depressed. 

This is an indication that she is practicing selfare, which undoubtedly assists in the 

irnprovernent of her self-esteem. 

The group spintuai direction session was then clairned by Ruth, who continued 

with her exploration of the dficulty she was having with an offensive comment made by 

her ex-husband. It is interesting that she was able to bring this to the group for guidance. 

She knew she needd assistance to corne to tenns with her anger towards her ex-husband. 

She also seemed to know that she was being drawn back into old patterns which would 

have seen her in direct conflict with her husband and with her daughter in the middle. In 

her words she said, "1 could rave on and on, on and on, and bitch about it, and everything 



else, but 1 was there for a nice meal. God was present there. Cause before 1 would have 

cut someone's throat." The group had in FdCt imited her to consider God pment in the 

situation, which was the theme for this session. She agreed that the group had helped her 

to recognize that God is present in her faith, in her daughter, and in herself. And that the 

focus on love and faith had helped her to manage this conflict diierently, in a more 

peaceful and selfkaring way. She had nsen above the former victim stance to a position 

of power over the temptation to react and be drawn into a conflict that she did not want 

to be involveci in. Ruth went on to share that she had avoided another potential conflict 

situation with an ex-sister-in-law, who inferreci that she was not being fair to her daughters 

and son who live in Newfoundland, when she was planning to go off to visit her son in 

Alberta for Christmas. The new way of coping was to change the subject. She shared 

that she felt annoyed, but that she was not going to let her "stlliking thinking" take control 

of her and be drawn into a conflict in which she would be guaranteed to feel bad. Instead 

she chose to talk it out objectively in group. She realized she thought a lot about her 

children and that is why she was going to visit the one who would have been away fkom 

family for Christmas. This positive self-talk is evidence of how she has learned to care for 

herself more creatively or constructively, and has leamed to practice cognitive therapy 

in order to help her feel better. 

M e r  Ruth finished sharing Denise claimed the session and cmied on with the 

theme of positive thinking, and letting go so as to avoid being drawn into no-win 

situations. The major theme in Denise's case was self-are as she not only avoided 

escalatïng conflict with a neighbor, but also was aware of her own grief as she set limits in 



relation to how she supported her Wend whose son comrnitted suicide. In her words she 

said, "she's my fiend, yes, but it didn't happen to me. It was her son. Yes I'm sad over it 

but 1 can't take it on, you know 1 mean the burden of it." In sumrnary she clairned that 

being aware of God's presence, rather than focusing on the absence of God, seems to 

have helped her to cope with the stress she was experiencing. In reference to the neighbor 

with whom she was in conflict she said, "we're stronger than him. Rat's the way 1 look 

at it. One tirne I'd probably sit in the corner and cry. It's al1 over you know. I'd go 

hysterical. But not no more. But God is there, really present, right? So it's good to get 

that off my chest. Really good." Here she acknowledged the value of the group support, 

and how she had made good use of being able to share her stniggies at this time. She 

went on to say, "you're not alone either. You're not the only one in this world who is 

going through it." This is confirmation that she feels connected, in her words that she is 

not alone. 

As previously noted Beatrice was in hospitai for this session. Beatrice's journal 

refiects the depth of her depression. On November 7th her entry, "We seems so 

worthless ... lie down and die," indicated suicida1 ideation, and the feeling of hopelessness. 

On the sarne date she recorded that she felt that God was far away, and she wished 

someone could help her, indicating her feeling of separation from God and people. The 

next entry was November 30th. which refiected a signincant change in her mood. She 

wrote the following: "last meeting (referring to November 18th) when we prayed I felt 

such strength go through me. 1 was light-hearted. I know God was there." This is an 

indication that she had become more hopeful and that she could feel and that she valued 



God's prtsence. A further sign of her füth at f i s  time was her entry, "I've been praying 

and 1 know God answers sorne of my prayers." This was a significant SM nom her 

despondency evident on November 7th which resulted in her admission to hospital on 

November 12th. Also on November 30th there was a prayer that indicated her fmr, but 

also her t rus t  in God. The prayer was as foiiows: "Don't let my girls end up Wce me." 

The journal and prayer seems to have provideci a means for Beatrice to aay comected. 

In addition myseif and some of the group visited her while she was in hospital, which 

helped to maintain Beauice's conneetion with the group. 

Ida's depressed feelings were also evident in her journal entnes for November 

27th. Her desire to be connected in the group is reflected in her intention to c d  Ruth and 

to be her friend. The feling reflected in the entry was both hopeful and hopeless. She 

shared that she was feeling like a toW failure and that she questioned why God ever put 

her on earth. In the same entry she wrote that if'she ever becomes weii she will retum to 

university, indicating some sense of hopc 

In addition 1 told the group that Sdy had decided to withdraw, which was 

understandable considering that she had missed the past three sessions. Ida seemed to be 

the one most impacted by Saiiy's decision not to come back. The entry in Ida's journal of 

November 27th was as foiiows: "sorry to hear Sally not coming back to group," indicating 

her sense of grief or loss. 

I recognize, in this session, the codon  level of the group with one another 



becarne evident, with the indication of how the individuals had connected with one 

another outside of the sessions. One example of this was that Linda connecteci with 

Beavice while she was in hospital. In addition the group initiated holding hands for a 

closing prayer. This was evidence to me of the development of group cohesiveness. 

Group Spiritual Direction, Session Seven 

This seventh session carried on with the second major theme of "knowing God." 

The change fiom session six was that it had focused on recogniting God's presence in our 

lives, whereas this session focused on appreciating God's spint in Me. 1 faciiitated this 

theme by using an exercise 1 called "recalling your book of life." In this 1 asked the 

participants to identify special events or chapters of their lives, and fiom these to share the 

most important one with the group. The purpose of this was to encourage the recalling of 

positive experiences and to have them affirm one another's experience so as to enhance 

their self-esteem. The spiritual dimension was significant because not only did they feel 

valued by one another, but also were helped to feel valued and loved by their God. 

The atmosphere was relaxed and light as Ruth savored the thought of going to 

Edmonton for Christmas. This was a major undertaking for her because she had never 

gone that far nor had she ever flown before. Her important chapter in her book of iife was 

the time she made cookies with her mother on Saturday evenhgs in preparation for 

Sunday dinner, and savoring her conneetion with her nine siblings. She also used to look 

fonvard to Sunday Mass and singing in the choir, a sign of how spesial she used to feel as 

a child. 



Hilda followed with a similar memoxy of having made cookies with her mother and 

going to church on Sundays which further reiterated her strong conneetion with her 

mother. Beatnce then shared that her signifiant chapter was the birth of her first child. 

Her face seemed to beam as she told the group about her birthing experience, indicating 

her pride in herseif as a mother. In her sharing she aiso said that she was afraid she 

might drop her daughter, and that she wanted the child to have been a boy rather than a 

girl. The latter has continuai to be a contentious issue as she has experienced unresolved 

guiit for having wanted her k s t  chiid to have been a boy. 

This exercise seems to have been important to Linda as she joyfuily identifieci the 

importance of having been helped to forgive her father who had emotionaily and physicaiiy 

abused her. There was a sense of relief for Linda to have forgiven her father prior to his 

death. This represented resolution and reconciiiation, which were very significant 

themes in Linda's healing process, addressing specincally the unresolved pain of her 

chiidhood. She went on to share that she now identifies the presence of God in her We, 

but that she is not ready to see God in her past. This was meaningful because of the 

honesty of the sharing, a tme indication of how Linda trusted the group and trusted the 

process. 

There was a momentum established for Linda as she continued by claiming the 

spiritual direction session. She used the time to address her unresolved grief in regard to 

the loss of her father and her sister. It was significant that she could now clairn that she 



feels loved by God, which is an indication that she has begun to value and love hendf. 

Her depression seems to be strongly grounded in the pain of her past, which was projected 

on to God as she felt that God was aiways there for others, but never there to support her. 

In fact she felt she was being punished by God, especially through her illnesses. She was 

helped to see that she punishes herself through self-blame for her inadquacies such as 

judging herself for not havhg spent enough tirne with her sister as she was dying. In 

reality she spent as much t h e  as possible considering the need for her to maintain her own 

mental health. She admitted that she bocks herself for every linle thing. Linda shared 

that when she feels either bit good she then feels a guilt trip corne on, as she said, "üke 

I'm not suppose to feel good." In response to this Ruth said, "oh, you're hard on 

yourseK" and Lhda agreed. She recognizes that if she knew of anyone of us who had 

gone through what she has gone through this past couple of years she would pat them on 

the back, but she cannot pat herself on the back. She went on to descnbe it as being 

stuck But she also recognizes that her counsehg and her group therapy has helped her 

to practice being a more positive thinker. For instance, when she began to feel down she 

went and said a prayer such as, "oh Lord lead me." She agreed this was new because she 

would never have relied on God before now, previousiy she felt she was judged harshly 

and condemned by God. Her harsh self-judgment seems to be rooted in her childhood 

where she was criticized ifshe left one peck of dirt on the floor after she scrubbed it on a 

Saturday aftemoon. Linda figures that her parents thought she was perfea and they did 

not want her to be so good, in other words they were jealous of her abilities. She recaiied 

that if her father caught her studying instead of weediing in the garden he would say, 



"where is that God damn nun? She's up saying the Rosary again, 1 suppose." This was 

said to get at her mother as weU as Linda since her mother had been Roman Cathotic, 

whereas her father was Salvation Army. There is no doubt that Lin& was a childhood 

victim of abuse, which Linda figures has held her back fkom achieving or being who she 

could have been. This is an indication of the sense of loss that Linda feels in her lie, 

fûrther indication of unresolved grief. 

The biggest loss in Linda's Hie seerns to be the love from her parents and M y  

that she never got. She shared that love is ail she ever wanted fiom anybody. To hear 

Linda share this seemed to heip Beatrice who was able to say, ''1 was going to say the 

sarne thing. Something (love) 1 never got in my Me." This indicated the willingness to 

share their pain with one another and the depth of their sharing. 

This concern of the group for one another is a strong indication of the group 

cohesiveness. This was evident in this session when Hilda offered Linda encouragement 

when she said, "it's hard to change, but you will. I changed it." Hilda went on to tell the 

group how she had changed with the help of counseling and support at the Catherine 

Booth House. She had previously felt very aîone, but after her experience there said, "1 

never felt alone again." Hiida realized she needed to irnprove her self-esteem. One thing 

she could do was to ask for help, and she recognized she needed Gd's help and the help 

of the counselon at LeMarchant House. Linda's response to this encouragement was to 

share that since beginning this program she now sees that everyone's story is difEerent, 

"but when it ali boils down, they' re d the same." 



The group dso showed Lin& empathy and understanding. Ruth encouraged 

Linda to cry and said it was al1 right to cry over what she had lost because her parents had 

discouraged her fiom getting more education. 1 encouraged her to forgive herself for 

having condemned herself. Hiida said to her, "but you are a good girl," in response to 

Linda's staternent that she, "got to work at being a good girl for me to get to heaven," so 

that she would see her mother again. Hilda went ont0 offer fbrther affirmation by saying, 

"you're a great penon, you got a great personality." Beaîrice, who was very quiet in this 

session, joined in the aflirmation of Linda by saying, "so glad that 1 met you. You're a 

great person." Ruth further aRirmed Linda by saying,  ou reaiiy touched me what you 

said, that you got a chance to tell your Mom that you love her." This inspired Ruth to 

share at Iength about her mother's inability to give and receive hugs. In response to this 

Linda shared with confidence how she has helped her f d y  to learn to hug, saying, "at 

least they aren't p u h g  away," and "1 make the effort (to hug), even if they don't return 

it, 1 don? feeI bad." 

Linda was also inspired to share her hope and her self-confidence in speaking in 

support of Beatrice who shared that she felt no one loved her only her two daughters. 

Linda said, "And when 1 get down I'U try and reflect on something that you (refemng to 

me) said or something that the group said." In other words she practices cognitive 

therapy and positive self-talk to bring herself out of the pit of depression. The depth of 

her awareness that she is capable of coping with her ihess is reflected in the next 

statement, "Like 1 realized I'm always going to have my moments, right? But if you don't 



let them defeat you, take over." The o p p o d t y  to support another person who appears 

to be more depressed than Linda helped her to recognize and confirm her growth and her 

heaiing. 

There is no wonder that the resolution of some of the issues concemed with 

Linda's childhood, specifically in relation to her father and her farniiy, has aiiowed her to 

begin to love herseif. Towards the end of the session she shared, "but I've corne such a 

long way." She has begun to see her own beauty in the porcelain doll she bought for 

herselfout of some money her father left her in his will. 

There is a sense of puce as she shared that she no longer feels so lonely because 

she is aware that God is present with her, cornfortkg, supporting, and reassuring her of 

his love for her. One of the signs she sees as an indication of God's love for her is the 

awareness that she is making a dserence in her f d y  in that she now asks for hugs and 

gives her f d y  love. There is a strong sense in this sharing of the feeling of belonging, 

which Linda seems to have felt she had missed out on in her childhood. 

The value of the group process is evident in this session as they nskd  sharing theu 

feelings for one another. I also note how they practiced giving one another spiritual 

direction, both through their erre and encouragement for one another, and also in their 

guidance for one another. Hilda encouraged the group to read something in the Bible* 

"that would make you happy for that moment." This was said after she had said how 

much she was helped by the caring people at C a t h e ~ e  Booth House and by havhg been 



given a Bible there. Hilda went on to say that going to church, no matter what one wears, 

might not solve one's problems, but as she says, " t  sure helps us get through that path 

dong the way." 1 stresseci the need to raise theu seif-esteem by practicing loving 

themselves and loving others, as weU as loving their Cod. 1 also emphasized God's 

presence in the chapters of their book of He, and asked them regularly to reflect on how 

God is present in their lives. Linda shared how 1 had encouraged her to forgive her father 

before he died, which she said, "I think this is one of the most amazing things that there 

ever is." She went on to tell the group that afker he died there were a few dollars left to 

her fkom her father's estate. She did not need it and she said she could have given it to her 

sisters. Instead she took a hundred doUars and bought a china doIl and now sees herseif in 

that doU. This was her way of saying that she has experienced reconciiiation with her 

father, which 1 feel was only possible because she has been helped to Iearn to love herself. 

The sharing of this story has helped her. Now when she looks at the doll she remembers 

her father in a positive light. It is as  if she has intentionally replaced the negative 

memories with positive ones, and this makes her feel good and helps her self-esteem. 

In the journal entries following this session Hilda shared some deep feelings. On 

December 2nd, Hilda reflected on the need to give God space to get into Our lives, saying, 

"by sharing Our experience with God and others we can then realize how God is achially in 

Our lives." Further indication of her faith was evident in her entry of December 5th when 

she wrote, "it's a lot to keep up my self-esteem ... 1 know God will help me." Her 

happiness was evident in her entry of December 3rd when she referred to Ruth having 

given her a Christmas tree, "she made my evening with Christmas things she gave me." 



This was also evidence that Hilda is feeling very coanected as she shared how Ruth had 

given her a little Christmas tree, with some decorations, and a Santa. The positive mood 

that Hilda was fiirther indicatd in her sense of hope as she referred to her Me-tirne goal 

to work as a nurse. The thoughts of preparing for Christmas also caused her some wony 

as she felt lonely. The f e h g  of closeness to the group was present in her entry of 

December 7th "1 sure could use a group hug right now." She addressed her down feehg 

on December 8th with the use of positive sewtnlk, or cognitive therapy, "1 have no 

presents to give which b ~ g s  me down. 1 guess 1 have to give myselfas a present." 

The entries in Beatrice's journal again reflected her major depression or 

despondency. O n  December 2nd she indicated that she had finally cut her ties with her 

fiiend who had lied to her. This was not easy and her selfdoubt was present in her 

identification of her feeling of fear. This canied over in her entry of December 3rd when 

she indicated her confusion, On December 6th she shared that she had visited the 

cemetery, to see the grave of her sister-in-law, with whom she had been close. This was 

her effort to bnng closure to her unresolved grief. It was also signincant that she 

admitted to herseif that she tends to leave chapters of her iife open, unwüling to let go, 

and that she needs help dealing with losses. In her 1st entxy of December 6th she shared 

that Ruth had visited her which seems to have comforted her and helped her to feel 

connected, 

This focus of "knowing God," with emphasis on recognizing God's spirit in Life 

fitted perfectly with this session. I think specifcaüy of Linda who clairneci this session and 



how she used it to recognize her new awareness of God's love operative in her Iife. Her 

experience of feeling forgiven and loved has lifted her spirit and helped her to recognize 

that God is love. The positive witness of fâith in God by Hilda was a further indication of 

the Cod's spirit positively impacting this group experience. In this session andysis 1 have 

identifiecl ways that the clients helped one another spirihially, especiaiiy helping Linda, the 

directee for this session. 1 also acknowledge the group spirit of caring which was evident 

in the strong sense of positive energy in this session. 

Group Spiritual Direction, Session Eight 

This session was a fbrther development of the theme, "knowing God." The 

previous sessions have strongly emphasized the practice of recognizing the presence of 

God in our lives. This one focused specifically on prayer, representing response to God, 

such as recognizing God's gifts or the consolations of God. The presentation stressed the 

use of joumahg to record our thoughts about God, especially our response to God and 

Our resistance to recognizing God in the events of our lives. 1 used the Bible story of the 

woman at the well to help the group recognize that Jesus cared about women who had 

troubles. 

This session was claimed initiaiiy by Ruth who shared a struggle with the guilt she 

was feeling for h a h g  said "no" to a man who had asked her out for New Year's Eve. 

The group supported her decision to say "no" to him. Declining the invitation 

represented the practice of good self-are, since in the past she would have been inclineci 

to say "yes" because she would have been trying to please people. Another situation to 



which she refmed was when she was expected to move up the southem shore and take 

care of her sick parents. Again she had to say "non because she knew it would be too 

much for her and the three children she had at home. This was a further sign of her beIief 

in herseIf, a positive sign that she was no longer prepared to be a victim. 

This session was next taken by Linda who explorai a positive shift in her feeiings, 

claiming to have come a long way, saying, "1 know and like 1 say it's got to do with 

coming here (to group spiritual direction), and Listening." Initially she shared that she was 

muddlcd or confused in regard to making sense of her We. She is aware that she feels 

differently, but knows that she is a person who has to question and ultimately make sense 

of the change she has expenenced. Her negative thinking made her feel discouraged as 

she thought about the number of times she had climbed the mountain of life and then had 

been knocked down. This is why even though she recognized that she was doing well, she 

was also scared of behg knocked down. In response to an old fiiend who told her she 

looked the best she had seen her in years, she said that she now looks out for number one, 

that is, herself. A sign of her strength in the midst of her confusion was that she clairned 

that she is a miracle. She said, "for me to be feeling this well when I've just come 

through so much, like in this short a span." She went on to tell the group that we might 

never fully understand, but that she sees the benefit. She described herself as having the 

"glow of God," and having zest and spirit, refeming to her fiiend's statement that she 

Iooked better than she had in years. Linda identified that her friend was not r e f e h g  to 

her looks, but rather to how she was feeling inside, saying, "she could see the energy in 

me." One of the things to which she attributed this change was that she had learned to 



pray and ask for what she needed. The opportunity to claim a positive image 

undoubtedly greatly enhanced her self-esteern, and indicated a major shift in her concept 

of God, f?om a punishing God to a God of love. 

The group continued to practice encoumghg one another, especially in the 

spiritual direction session. There is a special bond between Linda and Denise, and it seems 

to be comected to the fact that they both have had a sister die recently of cancer. 

Evidence of Linda's improved self-confidence and her feeling of connectedness to 

Denise was when Lida asserted herself with Denise in this session. She told her that she 

had to take care of herself and watch out for breast cancer by havhg regular breast 

examinations. 1 referred to Linda as an exarnple of a person whose fiith development was 

impaired because of the lack of love received as a child in her family, emphasizing that she 

is now growing spirituaiiy as she addresses the suffering of her p u t .  

The final focus of the session was on Denise fear of cancer, that is, her fear of 

death. It seemed that because of the depth of Linda's sharing, Denise was inspired to share 

that ever since she tumed thirty-six years old she was reminded that her sister was first 

diagnosed with cancer at that same age thirty-six. She had been unable to share this fear 

with anyone, including her husband. Linda recognized that she might be an inspiration to 

Denise, so that she would make the effort to get a breast examination. Denise conciuded 

the session by sharing a prayer that she had brought dong, and the prayer spoke directly 

to the theme. This is further evidence of the responsibility the clients took for giving one 

another spiritual guidance that was an effort to enhance each other's lives in these spiritual 
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direction sessions. 

In Denise's journal entry for December 9th she wrote that she had taked about 

breast cancer. She identifieci that she had been scared to go for a marnmogram and that 

she had been unable to tak  about her f e ~ r  until that night. The note said that she felt a 

release after she shared ber feelings. This sharing in the group had brought her relief 

and comfort which contributeci to a sense of peace that inspireci her concluding prayer. 

The theme of "knowing God," through one's prayefil response to God, was lived 

out in this session. The depth of sbaring and the sense of intimacy with one another was 

an expression of their prayemil, God-centered, concem for one another. The interaction 

between Linda and Denise was sister-like, as they adopted one another to replace the one 

sister that each had lost because of death as a result of cancer. Their encouragement for 

one another fkom what they had leamed f?om their expenence of their own asuffering 

because of cancer was very intimate sharing. 1 believe the presence of God was evident 

in the inspiration that Linda and Denise had for one another, and was shared by the rest of 

the group. 

Croup Spiritual Direction, Session Nine 

This 1611th session was a continuation of the theme of "knowing God," and was 

meant to focus specifically on "acknowledging and celebrating God's presence." My 

education session was put side as the group jumped into group spintual direction when 

they had to address the needs of one of the clients, Ida. She had just learned that her 



eighteen year old son had gone away to live, without h a h g  contacted her to say he was 

rnoving away. Denise, who had told Ida this news, tried especidy hard to console her. 

Ida bhmed herself and was very criticai of herself. The initial part of the session was 

like crisis tare? because Ida was deeply into herself, and she had diculty listening to the 

concern expressed for her by the group. We were successful at convincing her that it was 

better to stay for this session than to go home to be alone. This critical situation 

connecteci directly to the theme, providing a real five example of the effort to acknowledge 

God's presence in the midst of their brokemess. The spiritual resources of the group 

were called upon to speak supportively to Ida's situation and she responded by staying for 

the whole session. 

At the beginning of the group spintuai direction session, Hilda shared her good 

news that she was to get a job. She referred to this as an answer to prnyer. Needless to 

say, she was celebrating and she felt she had been rewarded for having given of her tirne 

to be a volunteer. She laughed as she spoke with energy and with joy as she described 

how she had gone screaming down the Street &er getting the news of the job. 

The session moved fiom the joy and celebration expressed by Hilda to the anger 

and despair expressed by Ida. In her words she described her feelings towards Me as 

"tough to suMve in this world," and "the meek s h d  get shat upon." She continued to 

claim the session sharing her hopelessness, her despair, her anxiety, and ai i  the while the 

group was exnpathizing and shaMg her expenence by connecting with their own 

expenences. For example, Hilda shared that she used to get ovenvhehed, which she felt 
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made her more upset. 

There was then a shift from the present to Ida's past life as she shared how she 

was physicaiiy abused in her marriage and how she had struggled with whether she 

should keep her second child or have an abortion. Through this sharing she was remindeci 

of the prayer said at the t h e  of her decision regarding the abortion, and the subsequent 

p a c e  she felt after her decision. 1 suggested she recall the peace she felt and to hold ont0 

it as a reminder of one tirne that she had felt the presence of God, as it seemed important 

to recaii it in the midst of this present suffering. 1 afEkmed her for choosing life, when 

she had faced death, a death that she said would have given her greater emotiond grief. 

Denise afirmed Ida for having gotten out of the mariage and away fi-om the abuse. Ida 

shared that she recites the Serenity Prayer for comfort in times tike the one she was 

experiencing. 

Kilda tried to comfort Ida by sharing how she had had a struggle with her mother 

when she was a young person. She told of how her mother had pictures of her 

everywhere, and that she had felt smothered by her mother. Hilda was helped to 

recognize that she probably signified the rnost important aspect of her mother's Be, 

recognizing her mother's life was miserable because of Hilda's father's alcoholism. This 

was shared after Ida had spoken about how she had done her best for her son, Sam, but 

that it seemed Iike it was ail in vain now that he had lefi. Hilda told Ida, "you're a nice 

person," as an effort to restore Ida's self-worth. Denise, who knows Ida's famiy, 

assured her that Sam would be fine, and that she had raised two good kids. And Linda 
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a s s u d  Ida that Sam wiM eventudy realùe how hard Ida has worked to care for him. 

M e r  the intense sharing by Ida and Hilda, there was a shift towards what this 

spirituality group process was doing for them. 1 consider this to have been a move 

towards integration of their leaming and a preparation for closure. This is consistent with 

hansformative learning as they have been practicing reflection and now the integration 

of the leamhg they have experienced. 1 had invited them to share any awareness they felt 

they were gaining through this or other sessions. Hilda shared that she felt respected and 

listened to. She expressed this in her words, "it's nice to know you can speak to 

somebody, they don't answer you back and they don't give you a hard the."  She went 

on to emphasize how she now looks at the positive, iilustrating how she uses cognitive 

therapy to help herself out of the rut she sometimes gets herself into, and how she rads 

the Bible to fïnd "some kind of cornfort within it." Further illustration of Hilda's 

guidance to others is found in the foiiowing quotation where she expressed how much 

faith plays apart in her coping with depression and suffering : "He(God) accepts us for not 

either bit of change that happens within us just the way we are. So we've got to l e m  to 

accept us and others that way. That's the way 1 saw all this." 

Hilda seemed to have inspired Denise to share that she had received strength and 

courage f?om this group process. This helped her connect with the f a a  that her sister had 

been dead two years. She went on to speak about an instance with her niece, her deceased 

sister's young daughter, at a Christmas party where Denise was remindeci of her sister. 

Denise prayed silently that God would help her and she remernbered my words, "Where's 



God?" which made her aware of God's presence at that moment, aware of Gd's 

support for her. Subsequently Hilda was reminded of God's acceptance and God's 

unconditional love, Hilda was also reminded of the fact this date was the seventeenth 

annivenary of her mother's death. The session had begun with Psalm Twenty-three, 

which reminded the group of God's presence through hell, through suffering as well as in 

heaven. Hilda shared, "that's the way 1 felt about my mother's death. 1 said at least, no 

matter where 1 go, where 1 live, what 1 do, she's always with me. And that was the only 

cmnfiort 1 ever got." This support and inspiration for one another is evidence of their 

having learned to give each other spirihiai direction, which they also recognized was 

applicable in their relationships outside the group. 

One example of the client's ability to help others was when Linda afnmied 

Denise's change in attitude towards her brother-in-law since first having come to this 

group. Denise agreed and said, ''tthis group has done(a lot), even my husband said to me 

that I'm a dinerent person since 1 started coming here." Denise fùrther summarized how 

she thinks differently, "so you have to let go of a lot of things, and put God in that 

situation and put it on the sheifand let it go. That's what 1 have learned from this group. 

Like 1 can't go back and change the past, the Me 1 had. 1 can't change the fact that 1 had a 

nervous breakdown. 1 can't change the fact that 1 have arthritis, you know I'm leaming to 

deal with it. Yes, God is there cause he has made me stronger, both mentally and 

physicdy, He has made me stronger." This is further reflected in her statement to Ida, 

"stop and look at the positive things. instead of the negative. You might feel ten times 

better, you know. It will corne in time, and as Peter says, 'find God there. ' 'Put God in 



the situation.'" This is evidence of how Denise has used cognitive therapy to change her 

thinking which has helped to change her feelings, and which is reflected in her words. 

The joumaling that followed this session indicated the sense of connectedness feit 

by the clients in the group, which was especidy important conside~g the closeness of 

Christmas. Hilda for instance wrote, "God is ail around us unknowingly." She was 

especidy appreciative of God's pmence on December 17th the anniversary of her 

mother's death. She acknowledged her sadness and that she missed her mother, but she 

was also aware that she was not alone, £indomg cordort in knowing Cod was with her and 

also feeling her mother's presence. On a similar theme of grief, Denise wrote in her 

joumai on December 19th that it was the second anniversary of her sister's death and that 

it was a hard day. m e r  acknowledging the difnculty of that day, she was able to 

acknowledge that God was giving her strength to deal with her sister's death, that is, 

working through her unresolved grief. 

As Christmas drew near the joumaling moved to issues related to coping with 

Christmas. Because Denise is m&ed with four children, the tone of her joumaling was 

recognizing God's presence in the excitement and the peaceful feelings of Christmas. 

Hilda was uncertain how she was going to be feeling over Christmas. In response to her 

uncertainty she read her Bible for support. She used self-talk, cognitive therapy, to 

avoid feeling down or unloveci. Then on December 20th she did volunteer work, and 

much to her surprise was offered a job. She felt this was an answer to prayer. Her faith 

was expressed in her entry on December 21st, "1 thought about Him(God) and the 



comfort He gives me. On Christmas Eve she shared that she felt at perce. Because of 

having been able to spend time with f d y  and an old fnend she felt connected. In her 

words, "God presemt by showing how much I'm loved by aü." 

The tone of Ida's journal reflected her struggle that was evident in this session. 

She identified that Christmas would be lonely. However, she shifted her thinking by 

recognizing how much she loves to rad, and that reading would divert her attention away 

from her problems and that God was with her. Christmas Eve was especiallj. !cdy as 

she rnissed her children, thinking of past Christmases when they were younger. On 

Christmas Day she cried and noted that she was sad and lonely. Then she thanked God 

for her niend who had invited her to join them for Christmas dinner. In the midst of her 

despair she continueci to find some hope, an indication of the spiritual direction practiced 

in the group sessions. 

The overall theme for the this session was the continuation of "knowing God," 

with the special emphasis on being thankfûl for God's presence amongst us. By this time, 

the ninth session, the group was sharing at a very in-depth level. sharing their hum, their 

fears, their joy and their hopes. The recognition of theû s u f f e ~ g  was especiaiiy evident at 

the beginning of this session when the group helped bear Ida's sorrow caused by her son's 

leaving town. The group seems to have developed an ability to recognize the value of 

s u E e ~ g ,  which enableci them to process their feelings of suffering and to move on. This 

was evident in that they were able to move out of their empathy for Ida in her 

hopelessness into sharing a thnoKu1 attitude, sharing Hilda's joy for having been offered 



a job. The group showed that in both their joy and their sorrow they were now able to 

recognize the presence of God, or as  the theme says, their ability of "knowing God." 

Group Spiritual Direction, Session Ten 

This was the fuial session on the themes of "knowing Self" and "knowing God." 

This exploration began with scripture, Isaiah 49: 1 5b - 16, which 1 used to reinforce that 

everyone is loved by God and that God does not forget us. 1 followed this with an 

exercise caiied "collatio" in which the scripture is read three tirnes, foliowed each time by 

instruction to recail a word, how it speaks to each person, and a prayer response. The 

passage was to convey the message that God cares for us. After the Grst reading both 

Denise and Beatnce shared that the word that stuck out to them was "worry." Beatnce 

shared that she womes a lot but that she feels a new inner feeling this past two weeks. 

Denise shared that she was womed about the bills in the new year, but that she felt 

reassured that things would be al1 right. Linda indicated that she used to worry herseif 

siliy thinking about what rnight come in the future. Linda shared that she now tives today 

and recognizes this as real progress of which she is very proud. She was able to recognize 

that the worry was making her feel depressed and that if she thought less about what could 

happen and concentrate on what was happening she would feel better. This sharing was 

very positive and indicated their good feelings about their progress. 

The conclusion of the education part was a guided imagery in which 1 helped them 

to return to a time in which they felt Loved. This was again to connect them to a positive 

experience that they could recail when necessary for the purpose of helping them feel 
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good about themselves. 

The sharing in the first part of the session seemed to lead into the spintual 

direction session, in which they each taiked about how they f e l  they have grown 

spintually. The comrnon voice of appreciation for spirituai growth was an indication of 

the group's sense of cohesiveaess especidy in the role of spiritual directors for one 

another, evident by the way they had helped each other grow spiritually. The sharing in 

the group spiritual direction sessions seems to have given them opportunity to be an 

inspiration to one another. For example, Denise shared that there was a thne recently 

that she felt she was reassured by God that he was watching out for her and that she can 

shan her Ioad of stni Jes with God, illustrated by her statement, "the last couple of 

days yes I have fden back into the barrel, but I didn't f d  back as far as I was when 1 

started. 1 wasn't at the bottorn anyrnore, 1 was kind of halfway. So then tonight with this 

scnpture it just brought me up that linle bit more. 1 can almost see out of the barre1 now. 

Just a Little bit and I'U climb out." She now sees that she has the ability to climb out of her 

barrel or pit, that she is not alone, that she is bopeful. This was a comfort to her since 

she thought previously that she was alone and hopeless, in fact that she had to fight God. 

Denise is committed to continuing this growth as indicated by her intention in the new 

year to once again volunteer to be a eucharistie muiister in her parish. 

The group spiritual direction continued with Beatrice having recognized that she 

felt very done, and that she had let God into her Iife in order to help her through her 

depression. She identified that she rnissed worship at the Waterf'ord Chapel, and that 



being with people at the chapel gave her a feeling of being coanected to a community, the 

feeling of bdonging. The need for B e h c e  to feel she belongs is evident in the foiiowing 

quotation: "When 1 was in the Waterford there were times when I felt SQ sick that I'd 

never wish myself back from the dead, but 1 found on Sunday morning 1 miss chapel. 1 

r d y  do. 1 don? go to church the same. It's a cornmitment.. it's so strange.. . -1 guess it's 

alrnoa iike a family. Such a smd group, and 1 felt r&y comfortable there ... and I felt so 

much apart of it. 1 don? feel that comfortable in church. Out here more like I'rn a 

stranger." 

Linda's spiritual awareness also focused on cornrnunity and a sense of belonging. 

She shared that she too had been feeling that she was connected to a faith community, 

evident in the fact that she had been welcomed back by people at her church afker her 

surgery and treatment for cancer. Linda shared that she used to feel Wre "the one loa 

soui" that was in the church. In reference to Beatrice's sense of aioneness in the church, 

Linda said, "1 can see where she is coming from ... whereas you go in that big church and 

you're just one person. Make no wonder that people feel angry and su." Linda went on 

to share that a church member had stoppeci her in the mall recently and inviteci her to drop 

by on New Year's Eve, which contirmed her feeling of connectedness to the church 

cornrnunity. In summary the theme of needing to feel conneeted in a faith comrnunity 

became evident in al1 three, Denise, Linda and Beatrke, who were present. 

This session had a sense of togethemess to it as the clients shared with honesty 

how they felt and shared Iaughter together. Denise was able to tell Linda how she had 



perceived her when she was first in the group, ''the person inside of you waiting to get 

out." Denise affïrxned how Linda had grown through these sessions, "al of a sudden you 

started to open up, you started to change. You s d e  a lot more, and it looks so good." 

Denise also comphented Linda as  she describeci her as a 'good hearted person, good- 

natured." Linda was able to laugh about having told her doctor what the group had said 

about her. She dso laughed as she admitteci that it was hard to get through to her because 

she feels it takes a while for people to get to know her. She also laughed when she shared 

she had had every intention to have all her hair shaved off pnor to her chemotherapy 

treatments for cancer. The ability to laugh at herser was an indication of her comfort 

level in the group and her sense of self-confidence. 

At the very end of the session the clients talked about the need for affection and 

how important it is to give and receive hugs. Denise commented that it was strange that 

we were taking about this when she had recently had thought about her feelings about her 

sons, aged thirteen, eleven, nine, and four, and how she appreciates hugging them. She 

had asked God why she had not hugged and been hugged years ago, and felt that God had 

answered her with the awareness that she had not been ready for it. She said, "it was Wte 

God was telhg me that 1 wasn't ready untii now. Now is the time for it." This was a 

powerful spiritual moment for Denise, and it was signincant that she felt confident to 

share it with the group, offering it as inspiration to the others. 

The spintual significance of the group to the clients continued in the journal 

keeping for this week. This included entnes by Beatrice that indicated her loneliness, 



refiected in the continuation of the pain of separation fiom her niend and the grief she 

experienced. However, in the midst of this she was able to have hope and faith, as she 

expressed her desire to be reoewed and to find her way back to God. In her reflection 

on how the group had helped her feel better, she wrote, "each tirne 1 went 1 felt a linle 

stronger. F i d y  1 could feel the presence of God through our prayer." She indicated 

that she found the group piving each other spiritual guidance to be most helpful, as she felt 

she was being challenged to have faith in God. A summary she wrote of the group 

interaction included, "feel our inner most feelings, and each person helping by giving their 

herirt." This was an indication of the depth of the impact of the experience on Beatrice. 

In Ida's journal entry for December 30th she tbanked Cod for the beauty of the 

millions of ice crystals. Then on December 3 1st she wrote down a reading she found in 

the newspaper. As she reflected on the reading she compared herself to Prince Rama, and 

claimed that she, like him, needed to be able to laugh. These entries indicate a sense of 

hopefulness in the midst of her major depression. 

Denise wrote in her joumai on December 3 1st that she felt Cod's presence, and 

that she believed that her faith was stronger than her fear. This was important in light of 

the confîict that she was having with her neighbor. She indicated the importance of being 

with niends, of being connected, which helped her think positive thoughts or enjoy 

herself on New Year's Eve. She felt that God had helped her to cope with her anger at 

the neighbor for his harassment, because she tolerated it rather than having been drawn 

into the dispute and engaging in a battle in which there could be no winners. Eventually 



her entry on January 3rd indicated her confidence in herself and her faith in God when 

she made a decision to register a cornplaint with the housing authority. 

These entries indicate the client's abiiity to process their thoughts, practicing 

cognitive therapy which helped them feel more hopeful and confident. This was evident 

in Hilda's entry for December 30th in which she indicated that she was feehg Ionely. Her 

response to this was to remind herseif that she was not done, that God was with her, and 

that she looked around and saw aii the good people and the things that she had going on. 

Her final entry on January 2nd said that she had dimer with fnends which made her reaiize 

that she was loved and that God loved her. This was another indication of her feeling 

coonected and a p a t e r  sense of self-worth. 

The final session of the themes, "knowing seif" and "knowing God," focused on 

the sub-theme of love. The group needed to express their love for one another and their 

feelings of being loved by Cod. This was especially significant for these clients, since 

they like aii depressed persons often feel insecure, rejected and unloved. The program 

achieved what it had set out to do. The group spiritual direction program created a 

caring atmosphere that raised their self-esteem and facilitated love for one another, while 

helping them to acknowledge that they were also loved by God. The group's expenence 

of feeling loved by God helped to rnake the experience long-lasting because it comected 

this positive expenence of feeling cared for by a cornmunity of people with a desire to 

have faith in God. The comection of love in cornmunity and love by God was made in 

this expenence. 



Group Spintuai Direction, Session Eleven 

The eleventh session was the first of two sessions that focused on closure. The 

objective was to faditate the group in the review of the previous ten session and to 

maximize the best possible individual and collective leamhg from this experience of group 

spirituai direction. 

The entire group was present for this session. 1 began the session with a reflection 

on the Bible passage, John's gospel, chapter four, the story of the woman at the weU. 1 

used it to illustrate how the woman had approached Jesus with a load of persona1 baggage 

and that Jesus had taken it fiom her by listening to her stoiy, and had given her new life in 

the fom of life giving water. This was used to help the group to recognize what they 

had let go of in this group, and what they had taken on that was life-giving. They had 

previously stated that the stories were important to their leaming and therefore it seemed 

important to use a story that had been previously used and with which they were familiar. 

In the education portion of the session 1 reviewed the prograrn touching on the 

various themes for the purpose of helping their recali. 1 wanted them to ident* how they 

had experienced shifts or changes in their understandings and feelings. Their tendency 

was to speak in generalities, as aii indicated that the prograrn had made a difference in 

their iives. 1 wanted them to be specific for my benefit of evaiuation, but also for the 

potential impact they could have on one another's spiritual direction. The session was to 

help them claim their growth and development, to chensh thek experience, and to bring 
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the process to an appropnate conclusion or closure. 

Both Hilda and Ruth indicated that they now felt connected to God, that they 

could feel the presence of God. They both felt that they no longer needed to feel alone, 

since they could now feel the presence of God. Hilda shared that she no longer felt 

empty and alone, but that she now felt lovd. This also indicated a new-found sense of 

self-reliance as indicated in this quote: "1 don't have anybody what you call in relationship 

wise in my Me. 1 always felt Wce before 1 needed that other person to fùlnll me7 whereas 

now I don't." In direct reference to Gd, Hilda indicated that she now expenenced God 

as a forgiving God This awareness was important to Hilda because she previously saw 

herseif as a bad person with low seE=esteem. She was now able to say, 'Tm a good 

person." 1 believe it was the influence of cognitive therapy and spiritual direction that 

helped her to understand the need for a forgiving God. The following quote supports the 

change Hilda has expenenced: "Hey, he's(refemng to God) here to forgive us and maybe 

you rnighten al1 that bad actions that we are taking, but we were reacting to the thing at 

that moment." n i e  meaning of this is that she now understood that no matter even when 

she is bad she is reacting to something at the time rather than intentionally hurting 

someone, and that God understands this and forgives her. This represents empowerment 

as she previously was drawn into serabuse and blame that was destructive and 

contnbuted to her depression. She surnmarized her experience by saying, "it made me feel 

more fulfiùed, les empty," and "1 feel nght difFerent, 1 don't know fulfilled 1 guess is the 

word." 



Ruth agreed with Hilda, ' Tm like Hiida that I'rn not alone anymore, whereas 1 

used to before 1 had a cornpanion to £il the void. Now 1 have God to fiil the void. .. I say 

God you're in control you're in the pilot seat." And in reference to her trip to Edmonton 

and the fear of flying for the kst time she said, '9 didn't ask him(ûod), 1 said you get me 

there," indicating a new sense of assertiveness with Go4 a new mutuality to the 

relationship. This muhiality is reflected in these words, "For me persondy I think .A's 

getting to know God on a level with us instead of above or beiow us. 1 always thought 

he(God) was up there above us ... in school that is. Now 1 find he's on an even keel with 

me." 1 would go so fir as to say there is a new intimacy with God in the sense of trust, 

respect and appreciation. She referred to her change as an awakening. Ruth also shared 

that the change she feels was confirmed by people who have seen a difference in her: 

"people say to me, 'what are you into, what are you dohg now that's making you so joiiy 

and so dive?'" The impact of this awakening on her tendency towards worry and 

depression is reflected in the following quote regarding her house having been broken into 

and her car havhg been stolen when she was away in Edmonton: "And 1 know for a fact 

when 1 found out my car was gone, and the girls were al1 nght, 1 said the hell with it as 

long as the girls were OK. But I needed to have my car back. Corne on, I pray to you 

God and 1 let it go. Eüght there and then 1 just let it go. 1 enjoyed my hoiiday, 1 didn't 

worry about the girls ... God any other year I'd be there, '1 have to be here, 1 have to be 

there, al1 over the place, and where am I? Too tired to be got.'" Here she indicated her 

new way of coping was by using self-talk, the teacbings of cognitive therapy, and 

drawing on her persona1 faith which had been inspired through this group spintual 



direction experience. 

Ida's depression was more severe than some of the others, and her ability to have 

coped through a very Ionely Christmas was commendable. She shared that through this 

expenence she has idenrified with the mustard seed in scripture and that she sees that she 

has potential to grow. The foiiowing quote is an indication of the change she felt she 

expenenced: "1 think I've changed my outlook too because I always felt that 1 was always 

kind of a 'non-person.' Like 1 didn't have any kind of concept of self sort of thing you 

know. And now I realize that this may mean I'm worth something. Maybe 1 am, you 

know iike the seed, iike you(referring to me) say the mustard seed. The grain has been 

planted there, d o m  through these sessions. 1 think. 1 can fed that that it 's been planted 

there now.. .it will grow." This is an indication of her hopefulness, and her confidence in 

herself. Ida shared that she had felt comforted by my calls over Christmas to see how she 

was doing. She then commended the group, "That's.. we're about in this group, it's so 

comforting, solace, that's what I'm think of" The themes of cornfort, God's presence, 

and the reassurance of God's support for humanity, were all included in a refiective 

reading based on b h n  13: 18, that Ida brought and read to the group at the end of this 

session. 

Ida surnmarized the impact of the program by saying, "it(referring to her loneliness 

over Christmas) was bad, but it, you know what I mean. Having corne here 1 feel sort of 

connectedness. Now 1 believe now that, I've always kind of believed that, God is in aü of 

us, as well. You know 1 mean God works through us ali in ..." Her testimony of how she 



got through Christmas is as follows: "And ah it was heu, (snitnes) and then 1 have a girl 

fiend, Sue, and so I got through it with the help of God, and with the hetp of some o f  

my friends and every thing. I got through it and you know 1 thank God 1 did and every 

thing and it was, anyway it's di in my notes." Ida's appreciation for the group spiritual 

direction program was further reflected in her statement at the end of the discussion on her 

Ionely Christmas: "I've come to reaiize how important spiritu al... is. I've always kind of 

sensed it, but now it's struck home, you know how important it is to me. (snitnes) It's 

like an integrai part of you know, and 1 think this has done it." 

Beatrice continued to be quiet as in most previous sessions, an indication of the 

depth of her depression. Beatnce like Ida was more severely depressed than the others. 

The impact of this program on Beatrice has been greatly reflected in her journal keeping. 

She did share in this session how she felt she had been helped to change. Even though she 

didn't say much, nevertheless she felt connected to the group, especialiy through prayer. 

Beatrice spoke quietly and there are gaps in the foilowing quote that supports her feelings 

about how she had changed through this group spirituai direction program: "1 feel I should 

say because I'm come a long way since this started. When 1 came here first 1 thought to 

myself I didn't b o w  God .... 1 knew he was there somewhere, but it's Like 1 had been 

forgotten ..... Somewhere dong the way I took strength ... and 1 just, 1 feel tif@ percent 

better, and 1 can't explain it." The sense of feeling she was forgotten by God was 

consistent with her low self-esteem and her loneliness, a strong indication of the depth of 

her severe depression. The change in her feelings towards God are attributable to her 

having had the oppor&unity to iisten to others' experiences of God and the support the 



group offered her. Members of the group visited Beatnce when she was in hospitd and 

Linda had gone and signed her out on a couple of occasions so that she could attend the 

group session. This undoubtedly contibuted to her feeling of belonging to the group, 

and made her feel loved. 

Linda had also been severely depressed. She uniike Beatrice and Ida didn't 

experience anything traumatic through the twelve weeks of this prograrn, which may have 

helped her to attend all the sessions and to make f b U  use of the program. In the discussion 

about Christmas, Linda said that she was thanlcful that she was as well as she was, and 

especially that she was above ground and not below it, referring to the possibifity that she 

could have been dead because of her cancer. She said that it was her choice to have spent 

Christmas Day alone, and that she had felt peace and contentment. Linda expressed 

great pide when she shared about her celebration of New Year's Eve: "The first New 

Year's I've celebnited since 85-86." Hilda and Denise responded to this significant 

statement by atnmung how Linda had changed since she had begun this prograrn. Kilda 

said, "I'd say(meaning she couldn't believe) believe the changes fiorn the start," followed 

by Denise, who said, "it's arnazing what you can learn." 

Denise had previously expressed her appreciation for this prograrn and in this 

session she shared that she now looked at things dflerently, as indicated in the following 

quote: "It's always a stmggle which way you turn. Then again it's how you deal with it 

too. And coming to these meetings, I've learned how to deal with it. You know 1 don't 

get so hystencal anyrnore ..... I'm giad that I came and found ail these things to look at 



things in a different way then 1 did before .... 1 would never look at anything positively." 

The affirmation of herself and her ability to cope with things Herently helped her heai her 

depression, as indicated by her more positive attitude about herse& her maniage, and her 

Me in generai. The impact of positive thinking was fiirt-ier enhanced by the change in 

Denise's perception of God. She recognized that she now tries to find God everywhere; 

that God hasn't abandoned her. This is especiaily sigdicant in Denise's Life because of 

her need to have a strong retigious faith. The negative impression of God may very weil 

have been contributhg to her depression, because of the sense of dienation she was 

feeling fiom this significant spirit in her Me. Denise surnmarized it in the foUowing quote: 

'This group has helped me to find my faith again, cause 1 certainly had lost it. And Iike I 

said earlier one time 1 would give up so quick on something and I'd go to bed and say to 

heu with it. Now 1 don? give up. 1 fight it back. And it's a good feeling, really good. 

The strength of her new-found fath inspires Denise to have determination to persevere in 

the face of adversity. 

This session focused on the benefit of the program for the individuais, but also 

touched on the collective good that they felt in this group. The clients were proud and 

thankf'ul for having been chosen to be in this first group spiritual direction program. 

Ruth expressed heneif in the following quote: "1 feel iïke one of the chosen few to be in 

this group, because 1 mean there is so many people I've tdked to, 'how did you get into 

that? I want to get into that. How do you go about it?'" Denise also felt chosen and 

reiterated what Ruth had said with this comment in reference to herself having been 

chosen for this program, "one of the blessed ones." Denise went on to emphasize the 
, 



cohesiveness of this group: "1 feel too that we were dl chosen for this group in partiailar 

like ali of us for a real reason. Because there is a conoection between us ail. There is 

something there to share with each other." Hdda felt it was the "caring" that existed 

within the group. Hilda expresseci her pride in the group as follows: "we're going to look 

back at this and say we were the fint jgoup, Peter's group, nght? We were the 

beginning . " 

The group also emphasized the value of prayer in this program, as one of the 

ways they facilitated the depth of their connectedness. Ruth mentioned that she had 

prayed for the group while she was away, emphasizing that she would have prayed harder 

had she known what Ida was going through with her son. Denise also shared how much 

she valued being prayed for, "it's so nice to know that somebody else has prayed for you. 

That it's not just you praying to God for yourself, somebody else is doing it for you and 

it's .... freely." Hilda said that it made her feel 'complete" to be prayed for. In ternis of 

non-verbal contact it was the context of prayer that facilitated the first expression of touch 

within this group when they requested that we hold hands for our closing prayer. 

This was a closure session and it was important for the group to look fonvard as 

weii as to look back in order to gain an objective appreciation for what they had 

accomplished together. One of the ways they looked fonvard was to see themselves as 

ones who would outreach to others. Mer  they had talked about themselves feeling they 

were the chosen ones for having been apart of this group, Ruth said, "1 mean God sent the 

help to the least." Hilda commented on this in tenns of feeling a c d ,  "maybe that's why 



we were sent we were the first. To spread the news," and went on to say, "maybe we're 

d apostles." This is an indication of the depth of the integration of their personal learning 

as weU as their learning to give spintual direction to others. They felt equipped to share 

what they had Iearned with others in order to help others grow spiritudy. Their learning 

has also inspired them with a sense of spirit that has empowered them to want to outreach 

to others in need. Hilda gave an exceilent example when her neighbor asked her what she 

was doing with a piece of broken glas on her window siIi: "So 1 explained it to her. 1 said 

1 was broken, now I'm not. I'm better. I'm all ked." She spoke with confidence and 

understanding in order to help her neighbor appreciate how she has grown, which surely 

indicates her positive mood. 

The group as a whole spoke with confidence about their determination to make a 

dserence in their lives, using what they had learned from this experience. Ida spoke 

about the detennination of going forward instead of lying down or giving up, referring to 

a quote she once read she said, "he became a little bit assertive and he called it to go 

fonward in 'holy boldness.' ... in a positive, and sacred, positive sense, holy." This fùnher 

reiterated how the group valued the spiritual dimension of this group experience. 

In surnrnary the ambiance of the eleventh session was very positive, as they 

a£bned their experience of being with one another. Hiida summed it up when she spoke 

about how this group was a culmination of the groups she had done, and referred to it as 

the "king on the cake." The positive, light hearted, good-natured atmosphere was felt in 

Denise's comment on Hilda's illustration: 'kas it a good cake?" The group joined in the 



ftn with joyous laughter. 

Group Spirituai Direction, Session Twelve 

This final session was for closure. 1 had invited the group to consider how they 

might ritualùe the closure. The group responded by bringing gifts for each other and a 

lunch, which indicated to me that they were taking responsibility for the closure, a sure 

sign of group maturity and group cohesiveness. The leadership had certainly shifted to the 

clients taking responsibility for their own direction. ïhe  gift that Linda brought for 

everyone was a hand made white cross. She explaineci that the cross no longer 

represented ferir and suffering for her, but that because of this group experience she now 

saw the cross as a sign of hope, and she wanted to share this hope she felt with the group. 

Denise presented each person with a card and a lape1 pin, each one specially selected to 

suite the person she presented it to. Some others brought a lunch as a sign that they 

wanted to celebrate hahg  been apart of the group expenence. M e r  they shared their 

gifts and 1 passed out a cornmernorative bulletin 1 read Isaiah 6 1, making reference to how 

they as a group of depressed persons were iike the Israelites who had been oppressed. 1 

spoke of how God praised the Israelites for their determination to survive and to move out 

of bondage, and that God praised this group for their determination to survive depression. 

1 invited the group to again share any closing thoughts of their experience in this 

group spintual direction program. Ruth was the first to respond and she shared how she 

feels a closeness to the people in this group, afEming how the group had shared with 

one another and trusted one another. She said she was especidy appreciative of the 



scripture readings, refeffing spdcal ly  to my reference to Joseph. In this reference, Ruth 

indicated that she was proud that she too has carrieci her cross: "and it's nice to know that 

through d the suRering, like you said about Joseph, it's r d y  Nce to know that we are 

more or less u n y i n g  our cross, as everybody has to." 

Ida followed Ruth and shared what she had written in response to the questions 1 

had passed out as a guide for discussion in the £inal session. The impact of this reading 

was two-fold, an atnrmation of the group and the process, and an indication of Ida's 

literary abilities. Ida said that this group experience was has had a positive influence on 

her me. One of the positive iduences Ida referred to was that the group represented 

stabiiity during a t h e  of Ida's We that has been turbulent. Another positive influence 

was that through the spirituai experience she felt a nearness to Cod, for which she will 

dways be thankfiil. It was beautifid the way she summarized how this experience had a 

profound impact upon her: "A testament to God's benevolence and love. In years to 

corne as a 1 reflect back 1 wiii hopefilly see this group experience as a renewal that has 

bestowed on us all the capacity to experience a fmhness and energy that will sustain us 

throughout old age. We have celebrated Bis presence together." She seemed to have 

captured how the group was feeling, as they were highiy cornendatory of Ida's 

statement, and they shed Ida's contribution to the group. In spite of the depth of Ida's 

suffering through this experience of severe depression she still looked to the needs of 

others. As an expression of her gratitude for her Me, she shared how she hopes to give 

back by helping others do literacy skiiis or teaching. Again the group anirmed Ida's 

goal to get weli and to upgrade her education to achieve her goal to be a tacher again. 



She recognized that there are times when she is tempted to give up, and to deal with that 

she needs to have a change of attitude, one that is more positive and accepting of herseif 

The next to share was Linda who was the oniy one to have attended ali the 

sessions. Linda used the expenence of having had a drearn this past week to share the 

impact this program has had on her weil being. The sharing of the dream was a risk- 

taking, since Linda identifieci herseif as a private person. She comected the dream with 

the guided imagery 1 had done in Session Eleven that used the Bible stoiy of "the woman 

at the well." In the dream she could see the water and there was a maze she felt she had 

to go through. Upon reflection she identitied that the maze represented her experience of 

life, and the water was indeed living water which she felt represented God. The 

profound impact of this dream and the subsequent connections she was able to make are 

expressed in this quote: "that's the way that 1 when 1 talked about it that water was what 

1 didn't see before, before I came here, was God. Like 1 always thought God was that 

person way out there, but when you talked about that water and God, that was a my there 

corning and drinkïng of the living water. right? I haiiy come full circle to be able to see 

Cod." She was moved to tears and shared she felt she had h d y  experienced the depth 

of her own soul, and that she had been overwhelmed by the experience. She was so 

amazed she said, "1 thought this day would never come." Her conclusion from this 

experience was, "you know how come God, 1 felt God was there for everybody else but 1 

never see him there for me. But now 1 can, right?,, The group thanked and commended 

Linda for her sharing. Denise referred to Linda as, "a whole new person," and said, "she's 

come such a long ways, excellent." Ruth also commended her, "she's got so much out of 
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it." 

Liida continueci to share as she spoke about an experience she had when she was 

sick, that she felt the presence of her deceased sister. She said, "like 1 knew she was 

there." This too was a profound experience because it Uustrates her new-found ability to 

accept the spinhiai. In Linda's words: "1 was so afrnid al1 my life and this is the root of 

the problem." She went onto say, "1 had this barrier around me, 1 mean like don't 

approach me," and she felt she had no one in her life that she could trust. After she was 

helped by this group experience to realize that in order to love God she had to love 

herse& she said, "And I want to love God, so 1 got to love myself-" Loving oneself is a 

new record that Linda thinks everyone in the group should be playing in their heads in 

essence reflecting back the teaching of cognitive therapy. The experience of fear had 

prevented her fiom risking, and especially from loving herseif and God. This work she 

concluded was work on herseK on her seKimage. The self-work, such as forgiviog 

herself, undoubtedly has improved her self-esteem as evident in the brightness in her eyes, 

as referenced by Denise who said, "she has a special sparkle in her eyes, too." Even her 

f k l y  doctor has noticed a change in Linda and said, "but you've come with such a 

positive attitude," when previously the doctor had hated to have Linda calling her. 1 

encouraged her by referring to these experiences as gift, and that God is gift, in order to 

help her to take pride in her progress. 

Denise was quieter in this session than in previous sessions. She said, "I'm lost for 

words. It's only the second time in my Me I'm lost for words." 1 attribute this to the 



sadness she felt because this was the last session in this program, since she said, "there is 

no way you can just sum it up." 1 started her off by reminding her about an earlier 

reference she made to the change in her mamage, and she reiterated, "oh quite a 

dserence in my marriage ... things go a lot easier now with us(referring to she and her 

husband), we're a lot closer, and even with the kids iike a different atrnosphere." The 

leaming that helped Denise the moa was the value of positive self-talk She referred to 

negative situations, when normally she would blarne someone or God, she now reminds 

herself of something positive that 1 said or one of the group said, and then as she said, "1 

just go for it." She felt she had leamed quite a bit fkom the group. An example of her 

Iearning is that she is not as easily discourageci and she is more detennined, as expressed in 

her words, "you know 1 don't, 1 don't give up as easy as 1 used to." The impact has been 

significant, so much so that she has tried to tell her mother the things she learned from the 

group, and she now switches the conversation to the positive whenever anyone says 

anything negative towards her. She was thankfil for the experience of group spintual 

direction. She has contended that it has been good for her, and has supported this by a 

quote £iom her husband who showed his appreciation for the change in Denise by saying, 

"what a difference." 

The improvement in Denise's attitude is consistent with her SM in faith. She had 

previously tried to forget God, blocking him out because she had had so much suffering in 

recent years, and she had viewed God as a punbhing God. Denise recognizes that God 

had in fact helped her through her pain and suffering. She now feels she has felt God's 

positive intervention in her life, referring specifically to the coincidence that her sister, I, 



had a dream about her deceased sister, and two days later happened by chance to be 

offierd the house next door to the deceased sister's family. She is now comforted by 

feeling her deceased sister's presence, when previously she would have blarned someone 

or blamed God for driving her crazy. Denise shared that she had felt oppressed as a child 

because they had not been dowed to see God as a loving God, but rather was taught that 

God was a punishing God. In reference to those who taught her religion she said, "1 

don? think they dowed us to be ready. That's how 1 felt because it was like God wili get 

you, God is watching you." Denise surnmarized her feelings by saying, "1 thank God that 

1 found my faith again." 

The group aflEirmed one another and a b e d  the group experience. The positive 

nature of the group is reflected in their new understanding of prayer. Ruth shared that 

prayer had become so easy, so spontaneous, and she no longer feels guilty when she is too 

tued to say her formal prayers, but inaead throws God a kiss. Linda described prayer as 

freeing, expressed in this example of prayer, "one night 1 just said, '1 love you."' Denise 

took the description of prayer even further by saying the day will corne when, "there won? 

be a need for words." These clients were always prayemtl people. but the shift in their 

understanding of prayer, combined with the development of their understanding of God, 

they now have a positive skill that is used to help them cope differently with their 

depression. Their final expression of gratitude to one another, after sharing in fellowship, 

was to hug one another and then to initiate a group hug. 



Quaiitative Aoaiysis by Themes 

The tests done on the completed bridge prior to its being approved for use by the 

public requires testing the major components. The andysis thus fm has arnounted to a 

review of the actual cornmittee work, verification of the thoroughness of the work done 

by the numerous teams involved in the construction of the bridge. The review of the 

clients and the review of the twelve sessions has amounted to a guarantee that the teams 

were capable of quaiity work and that d is now ready for the check of the major 

components prior to the structural tests, or the quantitative andysis. 

The tests of the major components would be to check such things as the quality of 

the materials used in the components. The finai section of this qualitative andysis is the 

testing of the major components in this thesis. This is a summary of the client's themes 

that are related to the five areas that were identified as important for this study: spiritual 

direction themes, Biblicai and theologicai themes. group themes, depression themes. and 

leamhg themes. These themes were identified frorn the twelve sessions and a record was 

kept of the number of times the themes reoccurred. The themes that were most fiequent 

are designated as major themes or those of most importance in this spdc study. 

Spirituil Direction Themes 

The group leamed the method of group spiritual direction, which amounted to 

being helped to identify issues that impacted upon their spirituality. I taught the clients, 

primarily by modeling for thern, the practice of listening, respecting, reflecting back, 

focusing on the directee, empathizhg, and recognizing God's love and presence. The 



most important client themes identined in the group spiritual direction process were 

"hopettiness7' and "recogniring God's presence." These were the ones the clients 

mentioned the most which indicated to me that they were identifjhg these as the ones 

most important to their spintuai growth. ï h e  fact that hopefulness and recognizing God's 

presence were the most important is a strong indication of the client's need or desire to 

trust and to have faith in powers beyond themselves, which in essence is the definition of 

spirïhiality. The other major themes that were identified and worked with included the 

following: unresolved griec a punishing God, being prayed for, love of seK Bible reading, 

and inspiration. These client themes indicate a willingness to revisit issues that had 

obviously been left unresoIved. This fiirther reflects that they wanted to confkont their 

images of God that were hurting or not helping them, that they wanted to nurture one 

another in prayer, concern, and encouragement, that they wanted to practice personal 

spirihial reflection, and that they intended to inspire one another to have fiith and trust. 

ûther interesting spiritual themes that were significant in facing their spiritual ill-health 

included addressing issues Ote loa faith, legalism, fear of God, forgiving themselves and 

others, and addressing faith questions. Through the facing of these issues and the care of 

one another they also helped each other by praying for each other, reading prayers, 

presenting a forgiving and loving God, and encouraging mutual respect and sharing with 

each other and with God. The experience became one that cleansed them and built a new 

spintual foundation and maturity for their fùture. 



BibücaVïùeologicai Themes 

In addition to the spiritual direction themes the opening devotions or "transfer-in," 

the education sessions, and the group sharing also presented various Biblical and 

theological themes that assisted with the spiritual direction emphasis. The most signifïcant 

themes were fiith, hope. strength in adversity. trust, comected to Go& loved by God, 

peace. and prayer. both the practice of praying for others and feeling prayers were 

answered. In essence the practice of group spirituai direction aiso encouraged the group 

to reflect on God active in their lives. The connection is that the clients were encouraged 

to understand the situation of the directee, to reflect on the situation objectively, and then 

to consider how God was present and could be present in the healing of the situation. In 

addition 1 used Bible passages such as the story of the woman at the well and the story of 

the people of Israel to emphasize that people with depression who suffer are loved by 

God, and that there is hope for renewal and spiritual health. Through the group process 

they identified and worked through themes such as community. forgïveness. to love and be 

loved, God in nature, God's intervention, acknowledging burdens, reconciliation, God' s 

help, God is love, miracles, the glow or spirit of God, joy. choosing We, God's 

reassurance, thanking God. spiritual awakening, Cod as living water and God as gift. This 

was an intensive review of Biblical and theological themes that spoke to where the clients 

were at in their depression. The addressing of these themes provided an oppominity to 

resolve their misunderstandings and their need to grow spirituaiiy, so as to allow God to 

enhance their iives through the experience. 



Group Themes 

One of the thwria that infiuenced the choice of the use of group work in this 

research project was Irvin Yalom's Curative Factors. As was previously quoted, eight of 

the Curative Factors are specincdy spiritual in nature. I believed the group process 

would foster spintual development in such areas as instillllig hope in the clients. The mere 

sharhg of common problems was to help these depressed clients to realize that they 

weren't alone. In Session Two, Linda shared that she had been inspired to share her story 

when she became aware that her story was basicaily the same as those of the other clients. 

This basic human awareness is vexy important to depressed clients who d e r  fiom . 

loneliness and low ~e~es teem,  two of the comrnon indicators of depression. 

In facilitating this group spirituai direction program 1 was very aware of the 

importance of fostering group cohesiveness so that the clients would encourage one 

another to reflect and grow. 1 was also familiar with the stages of group development 

which enabled me to trust the process and d1ow the group to grow together and form 

itself into a cohesive unit. Because of this need for group cohesiveness and my awareness 

of the required process, 1 was able to offer a structured program at the beginning, and 

then to trust the process so as to foster leadership and initiative amongst the clients. This 

was essential in order to encourage the clients to increase their depth of sharing, and in 

order to encourage more acceptance of responsibility for providing spiritual direction for 

one another. This giving over of responsibility dso addressed their need to irnprove their 

sense of self-worth as they became instruments of healing for one another. 



The major theme in terms of the group process was the sense of comectedness 

which addresseci the issue of the clients feeling alone. The need to fed connecteci spoke 

directiy to the fostering of group whesiveness, since without a sense of bonding the 

clients cou!d not be expected to help one another in their spiritual growth and 

development. Also without honesty and openness the clients could not be expected to 

l e m  their value in relation to the others in the group and in relation to their value in their 

comrnunities, and in society in general. 

The other major themes in relation to the facilitation of group process focused on 

effective communication. These major themes included the fostering of ma, deep 

sharing, honesty, support, encouragement, empathy, cornfort, concern, laughter, positive 

energy, f d y  comections coping, relief, and a thadfi11 attitude. The group was 

encouraged to engage one another, and to sit back and reflect individually using joumaling 

and prayer. The combination of these practices encouraged effective communication for 

the purpose of fostering the group process in order to be of assistance in the healing of 

depression of the clients involved in this group experience. This quality communication 

helped them to believe in one another and undoubtedly fostered their own self-confidence 

because they felt cared for and loved by the others. 

ûther themes that 1 have identified in the group process that were relevant to 

encouragement of effective and healthy group dynamics included the following practices 

both in the planned program and in the group participation: storytelling, decision making, 

taiking-out problems, listening, understanding, and prayer. The group experience also 



fostered the following: compassion, seif-love, confidence building, trust in the process and 

group stability, emotional expression includiig sharing hugs and tears, respect for each 

another, outreach to one another, love for each other, and a positive influence on one 

another. 1 observeci the group share the foilowing that also contributed to the group 

process: good mernories and good news, each other's pain, a sense of belonging, 

happiness, awareness of God's spirit, and concem for one another. The positive group 

experience, as indicated by this varied and in-depth experience, had a positive influence on 

the client's attitude and contributed to the easing of their depression because of the change 

from the typicai negative perspective of a depressed person to the positive perspective. 

Depression Themes 

The focus now shifts to the analysis of the themes comeaed with the diagnosis of 

the clients, depression. In this anaiysis 1 have identified themes that were addressed that 

identifieci characteristics of depressed persons and also positive attributes identified in the 

group experience that help to alleviate depression. 

The major themes characteristic of depressed persons that were evident in the 

group experience included the following: loneliness, separation, abandonment, anger, 

unloved, low self-esteem, failure, self-blarne, hopelessness and despair, abuse or 

victùnization, powerlessness, fear or scared, isolation, grief, guilt, confusion, sadness, 

conflia, pain, judgment, and worry. Other depression themes that were identified as 

experienced by the clients through this study included the following: bittemess, rejection, 

resistance, distressed, indecision, betrayed, wlnerability, inferiority, thinking in absolutes, 



low seffkontidence, burdened, stuck, selfsoubt, unwillingness to let go, discourageci, 

d e r i n g ,  ~e~criticism, tolerated, non-person, alienated from Go4 and overwhelrned. 

These feelings were addressed objectively in order to foaer the clients to face their 

der ing and to encourage healing. 

The second focus in this section is the positive attniutes that I have identifiecl in 

the group process as contnbutors to the heaiïng of depression in this group process. The 

major ones are as follows: affirmation, positive attitude and thinking, reassurance, 

expressing love and receiving love, and self-confidence. The other positive attributes 

experienced by the clients inciuded the following: self-forgiveness, understanding, self- 

care, self-understanding, imer heahg, self-love, control, letting go, assertiveness, 

courage, ~e~reliance,  fùlfillment, seW-worth, contentment, and nsk-taking. This program 

encouraged the ciients to experience positive feelings and to accept thern as possible in 

their Mie experience. 

Learning Themes 

In this group spiritual direction experience the clients were helped to learn in a 

varie9 of ways. This section identifies the various ways I observed leaming taking place. 

The recognition of the leamhg experiences is an important dimension of understanding 

group spitual direction in the heahg process. The primary leamhg theme that 1 have 

identïfied was cognitive therapy and the praaice of seKtalk. The clients were encouraged 

to share their stories, to face and resolve their issues, to challenge their assumptions, to 

process their thoughts, and then to expenence a shift in their feelings. This change in 



thinkuig is considered to be most important in the treatment of depressed perwns because 

it contriibutes to a change in their feelings. The positive feedback to each other in the 

group and the positive se6talk were meant to complement one another in the group 

process. 

The group also helped each other to idente their feelings and to a fhn  them as 

acceptable considering their respective situations, especially through acknowledging their 

su f f e~g  as an integral part of their past. The group experience empowered the clients to 

feel better about themselves for having acknowledged these experiences to others, for 

having recognized the beauty in their lives, and for having reaiized that they aren't alone 

in their suffering. This fostered a greater sense of self-acceptance for who they are in their 

woundedness. In addition the group encouraged each other to let go of their fear and 

their inchation to resist change. Depressed persons need to feel cared for in order to be 

secure enough to make changes, and the cornmunity atmosphere of this group experience 

contributed to their improved feelings. 

The clients were encouraged to learn individually in the group experience, but also 

in the time between group sessions through the practice of reflection. 1 facilitatecl journal 

keeping as a medium to encourage the practice of reflection. This method of leamhg 

seemed to be especially important to those who were most depressed, narnely Ida and 

Beatnce. Journaling for some of the clients becarne an expression of their prayer Me, as 

they felt that they were writing their reflections to God. 



In the education sessions use was made of the practice of guided irnagery to help 

the clients move deeper into their feelings. The reason for this was to acknowledge that in 

the case of depression the negative thinking can sometimes be a severe barrier to positive 

feelings about themselves. The use of guided imagery dowed the clients to experience 

positive feehgs about themselves which fbrther contributed to their better sense of a 

positive seKimage. Also in an education session the clients were asked to idente their 

strengths and their weaknesses. This assisted them in accepting the whole of themselves 

as valuable. Another tool used to help with the leamhg in the group process was to have 

the clients recall their life experiences as chapters of their book of Iiie, focusing on the one 

they identified as the most important chapter. This was a way of affirming their 

expenence and helping them to feel good about themselves. 

Quantitative Analysis 

ResuIts 

The intention of the quantitative analysis using the Beck Depression Inventory 

(BDI) and the Spintual Experience Index - Revised (SEI-R), including both sections, the 

SEI-R Support and the SEI-R Opemess, was to compare the Treatment and Control 

Groups at the pre and post intervals. 

The mean BDI scores for the Treatment Group at the Pre-Test, Mid-Test, and 

Post-Test assessment intervals was 28.27, 18.17, and 7.17 respectively. The mean BDI 

scores for the Control Group at the same intervals were 26.29, 18.57, and 14.29. See 



Table 1. At post test the Treatment Group showed a lower mean BDI score which was 

the ody datapoint in the above group which was in the non-depressed range (below the 10 

point cut-off). See Figure 1. 

A t-test was carriecl out on pre-test scores that showed the treatment and control 

groups did not d se r  significantly on the BDI scores (t( 1 1)=0.28, PX.05. See Table 2. 

The post-test treatment BDI scores were lower than the control BDI scores. Although the 

scores were difEerent the result was not significmt (t(ll)=- 1-09, P>O.OS). As previously 

stated the treatment post-test score was the only datapoint that was not in the clinical 

range. Even though the statistical analysis on the BDI was not signincant the pattern 

revealed that the results moved in the direction towards a significant result. It's therefore 

likely that statistical significance could have been achieved with a greater nurnber of 

subjects tested. 



Table 1 : Mean Beck De~ression lnventorv Scores 



not sig nificant 

(P>.OS) 

Table 2: T-Test Summarv for Beck Deoression lnventow @DI) Scores 





The mean Spirituai Experience Index-Revised (Support) ratings for the Treatment 

Group over the Pre/MidlPost-Tests were 2.99, 3.1, and 3.3 5 respectively. The mean SEI- 

R (Support) ratings for the Control Group for the sarne intervals were 3.3 1, 3 -22, and 

3.16. See Table 3. See Figure 2 which illustrates how the mean rating for the Treatment 

Group, SEI-R (Support), increased, whereas there was linle change or a decrease for the 

Control Group. 

A t-test was carried out on pre-test scores that showed the treatment and control 

groups did not dfler significantly on the SEI-R (Support) scores (t(11)=-0.89, PXl05.  

See Table 4. The post-test treatment SEI-R (Support) scores were lower than the control 

SEI-R (Support) scores. Although the scores were dierent the result was not significant 

(t(11)=0.76, P>0.05). As with the BDI the statistical analysis on the SEI-R (Support) was 

not significant, but the pattern revealed that the results moved Ui the direction towards a 

signincant result. An increase in the number of clients would iikely have provided a result 

that would be statistically significant. 



Table 3 : Mean S~iritual Experience Index-Revised (Su~port) Scores 



Treatment vs. Control 

t-test 

not significant 

(P'-OS) 

not significant 

(P>.OS) 

Table 4: T-Test Summan, for S~intual Exmnence Index - Revised Su~ooCf) Scores 



Fipure 2: Spirihial Exoenence Index - Revised (Support) 

+ Treatme 
Group 
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The mean Spiritual Expenence Index-Revised (Openness) ratings for the 

Treatment Group over the Pre/Mid/Post-Tests were 2.92, 3.0, and 3.22 respectively. The 

mean SEI-R (Opemess) ratings for the Control Group for the same intervais were 2.84, 

2.93, and 2.84. See Table 5. See Figure 3 which illustrates how the mean rating for the 

Treatment Group SEI-R (Opemess) increased, whereas there was iittle change with the 

Control Group. 

A t-test was carrieci out on pre-test scores that showed the treatment and control 

groups did not m e r  significantly on the SEI-R (Openness) scores (t(11)=-0.62, PX.05). 

See Table 6. The fact that the t-test is not significant indicates that the two groups of 

clients were similar when the pre-test was conducted. The post-test treatment SEI-R 

(Openness) scores, however, were higher than the control SEI-R (Openness) scores. In 

this case the t-test result was in fact significant (t(11)= 1.9,P<0.05), indicating the spintual 

maturity as relates to openness to other fiiths was significantly irnproved in the treatment 

group clients. 



Table 5: Mean Spiritual Experience Index (O~enness) Scores 



Source 

sig nificant 

(Pe.05) 

Table 6: T-Test Summaw for Spiritual Experience Index - Revised (Ownness) Scores 



Firiure 3: Spiritual Experience Index - Revised (Omnnessl 
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Table 7 shows the mean ratings for both parts of the SEM; for both Treatment 

and Control Groups over the three assesment intervals. This pattern is üiustrated in 

Figure 4. 

SEI* : Support 

Table 7: Mean Spintual Exwrience I ndex-Revised Scores 



Figure 4: Mean Spintual Experience Index-Revised Ratings 
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Appendk 13 shows the collective data for the Group Spirihial Program 

Evaiuation; an evaluatim administered at the end of the 1st Treatment Group Session. 

Appendix 14 shows the recorded clinical impressions by mysee the group leader, 

of participants f?om session to session on selected characteristics of depressed persons, as 

previously referenced in Appendix 9 , the Checklist. 

This completes the quantitative adysis, which has been used to support the more 

extensive qualitative analysis. The conclusion that is to follow draws together the 

qualitative and quantitative anaiysis making connections that support the intended 

objective of this thesis. 



CHAPTER SEVEN TEE BRIDGE STRONG AND S O D :  

CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY AND RECOMMENIDATIONS 

The bridge anaiogy continues to be applicable at the conclusion of this thesis 

project. While the analysis itself is complete, ail that remains is to ceremonialize the 

accompiishrnent, to connect together the remaining loose ends prior to the bridge officiai 

opening. This is the stage at which 1 proclairn the thesis project's beauty and soundness. 

The bridge is a very important structure that depends on thorough d e t y  inspections so as 

to prevent unnecessary accidents. Similarly the conclusions drawn together in this last 

chapter are of equal importance to its final approval. This chapter is very important 

because the depth and thoroughness of these conclusions both reflects the quality of the 

work that has gone into this project, and also lays the ground work for fùture research 

into the area of spirituaiity and mental health. This chapter endeavors to do justice to this 

important topic of study and to proclaim the potential for fùture research and holistic 

treatment of mental illness, including the spirituai component of care and treatment. 

Conclusions 

My purpose here is to connect the analysis found in Chapter Six, together with the 

theory presented in Chapter Two. The conclusion addresses the main topics that have 

consistently been addressed in this study: theologicaUBiblica.1, spirituality, spiritual 

direction, depression, group process, and leaming/iintegration. 

The fist of the theologicai themes desenring of attention is the person of God. 

The specific topic is to address the question of who was and who is God for people with 



depression. The scriptural references refer to a loving, caring God, who shows deep 

regard for those who are marginalited, such as the Israelites of the Old Testament, and 

people iike the woman at the weli in the New Testament. In the early sessions of the 

group spintual direction program some of the clients refmed to a punishing God, whom 

they blarned for their miserable lives. Their anger towards God and others was tumed in 

on thernselves by denying any potentiai for feeling that God or anyone r d y  cared for 

them. 

The group experience of spiritual direction refuted this negative image of the 

person of God. The program was a process that remindeci the group of their own 

blessings and evidence of a loving God, using the sessions that focused on "knowing se&'' 

and "knowing God." The drawing together of theory and personai experience enabled 

the clients to support one another in their faith development. They consequently 

experienced a shift f?om the concept of a "punishing God" to acknowledging and feeling 

the presence of a 'cloving God." This is supported by the qualitative analysis, specificaily 

in reference to Denise and Linda who both blamed God for their losses, and gradudy 

grew to acknowledge a "loving God." In the results of the quantitative analysis, 

specificdy the results of the SE1-R tables 3 and 5, and figures 2 and 3, there is a 

difference that demonstrates that the people in the Treatment Group grew more spiritual 

at a better rate than the clients on the waiting-List. The growth in spiritual maturity on the 

part of the Treatment Group clients represents the resolution of unresolved childhood 

issues and an important aspect of their personal growth and maturity. 



The second significant theme, a grorip process theme and a spintuai direction 

theme, that is used to prove this thesis is the therne of community, and related to it, 

group cohesion. The theory has shown that loneliness and isolation are characteristics of 

depression. This thesis project addresseci this by endeavoring to build a cohesive group 

and the sense of belonging to a caring community. The theme of community is consistent 

with giving and receiving love, or loving and being loved. The group experienced growth 

together which resulted in a cohesiveness that helped them to feel that they were 

connected together, that they belonged to a community that cared for one another. The 

qualitative andysis showed how the group, especially those who were divorced, and 

specincally Ida, moved from feelings of abandonment and isolation to feelings of 

co~ection and love. This was further supporteci in the improvement in their mood as 

illustrated in the BDI results table 1 and figure 1, and in the checklist reports, Appendk 

14. The results of the BDI for the Treatment Group compared to the waiting-list, 

dthough not a sigdcant difference as found in table 2, does illustrate that if there had 

been a greater number of clients tested that the dserence may have been significant. The 

change in the mood of the clients in the Treatment Group is undoubtedly partiaily 

attributable to the impact of the group spiritual direction because of the arguments put 

forward in the qualitative analysis. 

The group spintual direction experience provided the positive reinforcement that 

each person is desewing of love regardless of the negative messages they had previously 

received. Again the Biblical messages refùted their negative self images which made them 



think they were not entitled to love because their parents a d o r  their ex-husbands had 

never loved them or never had said they loved them. And the theological refle-ction 

practiced in the group experience challengeci them to consider the question, "does God 

love you?" The combination of the affirmation they gave one another and the positive 

image of God loving them contributed to the formation of community, and contributed to 

their feeling comected to one another, thus subsequently impacting their mood positively. 

Related to the theme of community is the theme group cohaion. The 

effkctiveness of a group is measured by the degree that they were of assistance to the 

individuais in the group. The positive results in both the qualitative anaiysis and the 

quantitative anaiysis demonstrates the effeaiveness of the group experience for the clients 

in the group spiritual direction program. The analysis of the Tweifth Session is an 

illustration of the high degree of regard the group had for one another, indicated by the 

speciaiiy chosen and specidy crafted gifts they gave one another. The Opemess Sub- 

scaie of the SEI-R showed significant improvement for the Treatment Group, which 

indicates an improvement in acceptance and appreciation for other group members. The 

BDI results for the treatment aiso showed some improvement for the Treatment Group, 

and this at least partially is attributable to the quality of the group experience. 

The focus of this group was on the spirituality of the clients. The effective spiritual 

direction offered in the group resulted in significant merence as indicated in the SEI-R 

(Opemess) results, and the trend towards a significant difference in the SEI-R (Support). 

The group provided effective spiritual direction for one another, which also indicates there 



was a positive group experience and a high quality of group cohesion, because of the 

positive results. 

A spiritudity theme as identifieci in a previous reference in Chapter One to 

Kelsey's seven stages of spiritual development, is the fact that people who are in stage 

five, "Mid-We Crisis," are prone to depression. Kelsey says that it is important for 

depressed people in mid-Me to discover meaning. Stone says the use of spintual direction 

with depressed persons ailows clients to develop and extend their relationship to God so 

as to focus on what is ultirnate or beyond themselves." This is felt to be of great 

importance because it is the inclination of depressed persons to be very self absorbed. n i e  

clients in the Treatment Group, all needed coaching or spirihial direction to find new 

meaning and purpose in their iives. For instance Ida struggled to find meaning after her 

children had left home. Beatrice stmggled to h d  a new direction after the break-up with 

her boy fiend. Linda and Denise struggled with life after their multiple losses includiig 

for Linda her mastectomy and cancer treatrnents, and for Denise the death of her sister. 

Ruth and Hiida both struggied with Life without having to be dependent upon male 

cornpanions to have meaning and purpose. The qualitative analysis has shown that each of 

these clients faced their "Mid-life Crisis" and have grown through it to be less depressed. 

This is consistent with the theology of suEering mentioned in Chapter One, because it 

represents hope and significant change corning out of the suffering. 

81 Stone, 443. 



A depression theme d e s e ~ n g  of attention in this conclusion is the theme of "self- 

image? One of the primary characteristics of depressed persons is low selfksteem. The 

theory, as referenced in Chapter Two, says that building up of self-esteem engenders hope 

in depressed persons. This prograrn endeavored to irnprove the quality of M e  for 

depressed persons so that they have hope to face the hture. VandeCreek et al. claim that 

bolstering self-esteem and giving attention to depressive symptoms encourages 

hopefulness.* This improvement in mood and spiritual strength created a spintually 

reinforceci foundation on which the clients may now approach the remainder of their lives. 

The clients in this program had low self-esteem and were typical of depressed persons at 

the beginning of the program. Ida and Beatrice were especially down on themselves, 

represent ing t hemselves as undeserving, non-persons, and as fdures. The grou p ' s 

practice of using cognitive therapy, positive talk, and encouragement for each other as 

group members to practice positive seif-talk. helped them to slowly replace the negative 

feelings with more positive ones, and to slowly gain hope for themselves. This is 

supported in the qualitative analysis in the evidence that the clients were empowered to 

take better care of themselves. 1 think specifically of Ruth and Hilda, who both indicated 

that they were content with being alone with themselves, and Linda, who chose to spend 

Christmas Day alone and said she felt at peace. Beatrke persevered and s u ~ v e d  the 

separation from her boy niend, and at the end said she felt fi@ percent better. The 

quantitative analysis indicated that according to the BDI there was an improvement in the 

clients' moods representing an improvement in their self-image. This irnprovement in the 

" VandeCreek, et al.. 5 1. 



Treatrnent Group clients is attributable to the group spiritual direction program since the 

same improvernent was not as great for the waiting-lia clients. 

Ruth and Hilda, in particular, stresseci to the others the necessity that they love 

themselves and learn to say "no," in order to praaice good self-are. T'lis too was 

supported theologicaily, as consistent with God's wiU for humanity. The total group 

spiritual direction experience was gentle and positive, and encouraged the clients to 

knprove the impression they had of themselves. The gentleness was in contradiction to 

the violence most had experienced, especially in relationships with men. The 

encouragement to be positive was also in contradiction to the negative impression that had 

been instilied in them since birth. 

Another depression theme that deserves attention is the place of depression in the 

mahiration process. As previously referenced to Kegan in Chapter Two, anger and loss 

are viewed as deveiopmental phases within depression itself As the clients vented their 

hostility towards God, and shared their losses, especially as regards their childhood and 

their maniages, they began to gain a new perspective. This illustrates how they processed 

their feelings and began to experience an improvement in their mood. This supports the 

need that some of them had to have the oppottunity to express their anger at God. The 

spiritual emphasis of this program encouraged this expression and therefore brought 

resolution to the angry feelings. 

The next theme to be addressed in this conclusion is a spiritual direction theme. 



The shift in the appreciation for God and for themselves refiects the positive change in 

their spinniaiity. This shift is a direct result of the quality of the spiritual direction that 

each of the clients avaiied of in the group expenence. The shift aiso indicates the quality 

of the spiritual direction provided by each of the clients in the group experience. The 

clients had a variety of ways of individdy processing that experience, some choosing to 

talk out their feelings and faith expenence in the group, for example Denise and Linda; 

others choosing to practice reflection and joumaling between sessions, for example 

Beatrice and Ida. 

The quality of the spirituai direction experienced by the group is further supported 

by the positive results of the SEI-R. The improvement in both the Support Sub-scale and 

the Openness Sub-scde, indicates an irnprovement in the spiritual matunty of the clients in 

the Treatment Group. In the group spintuai direction program the owness is on the 

clients to provide spiritual direction for one another. The positive results are attributable 

to the clients ability to support and encourage one another in the spirituai direction 

experience. 

The leaming/integration theme is best addresseci by looking at the two major 

themes of "lcnowing se&" and "knowing God." These were specificdy chosen because of 

the inherent lack of self-esteem in clients with depression, and because of the impression 

of feeling unloved and alienated by God that is evident in depressed clients. The sub- 

themes of the two major themes moved through a senes of topics that focused the clients 

attention on their experience and their needs in their experience of group spintuai 



diiection. Sub-themes, like "inner healing," indicated the need to resolve hurts of the past 

such as loss issues and guilt. Attention was given in this experience to spintuai themes 

that previously had gone unattended in the lives of these clients. Education in methods of 

leaniing and therapies provided opportunities to integrate their leamhg through the 

practice of reflection and through supporthg and encouraging one another. The positive 

results indicated in the analysis indicates the clients experience transformation of their 

mood and their spiritual maturity, indicating a positive result in transformative leaming. 

In addition to addressing the important core themes of this study it is aiso 

important to recall the original goal and objective of this thesis project. A review of the 

goal and objectives, (see Appendu Eleven), presents further proof of the success of this 

group spiritual direction program. The goal of this program was as foliows: To enhance 

the clients' awareness of their spiritual strengths and to provide them with an 

understanding of theu God or higher power operative in their life in order to improve their 

weii being. This goal was operationahed and measured in the degree of success of the 

objectives. 

The first objective was to enhance theù well being by improving their mood or 

reducing their depression. As indicated in the quantitative d y s i s ,  the BDI provided 

positive results for the Treatment Group in cornparison to the control group. Even though 

the difTerence was not significant, accordig to statistical analysis using the t-test, the goal 

of improving their mood was achieved. There were other treatments that also affected the 

client's potential for improved mood, including the drug therapy and the individual 



psychotherapy, which undoubtedly contniuted to the improved mood of the control group 

as weU as the Treatment Group clients. However, the Treatment Gmup did show greater 

irnprovement in mood than the control group, and accordiig to the quantitative d y s i s  

this difference would have been signûicant had the number of subjects tested been 

greater. The improvement in mood of the treatment group demonstrates the positive 

effect the group spintual direction experience had on them as other therapies had remained 

constant for al the subjects, both those in the Treatment Group and the Control Group. 

The second objective focused on spiritual development. The results of coding of 

the twelve sessions is a List of the themes in chronologicai order found in columns one and 

two of the Program Themes, entitled Spintual Direction and BiblicaVTheological, (see 

Appendix Twelve). A close look at the themes, comparing the ones at the top of the 

columns to the ones farther down indicate that the clients showed a greater appreciation 

or reliance upon their fath in God towards the end of the program. One example in 

column one was the cornparison of "punishing God," at the top compared to "forgiving 

God," towards the end of the column, illustrahg the change fkom fear of God to faith in 

God. Also "lest fath" and "legalistic" towards the top of the colurnn, compared to 

"prayer as fieeing," and "mutuality," at the end, iilustrating the change from a narrow 

perspective on spintuality to a broader, more open perspective. This change indicates that 

the clients grew into having a greater cornfort with accepting themselves their confidence 

in thei judgrnent, and their confidence and faith in God as a person in whom they could 

now trust for support in theu darkest tirnes. 



The third objective referred to the benefit of the group experience using Irvin 

Ydom's curative factors as a check. Eariier in the conc~usions mention was made of the 

value of the group having gained cohesiveness, which according to Yalom is the key 

curative factor to successfui group work? Evidence of the practice of sharing 

"unconditional positive regard" in this group experience is one further indication of the 

group cohesiveness. Another curative factor is the "instillation of hope," and this has been 

mentioned in the qualitative analysis, Chapter Six, as one of the primary spintual themes of 

this group experience. The curative factor of "universalit-y." arose early in the program 

and continued to be evident as an important characteristic of this group. 1 refer to a quote 

fiom Linda in the qualitative analysis in which she shared that she was inspired to share 

after she had realized her story was in essence the same as everyone else's. The curative 

factor, "imparting of information," was also evident in the group sharing and in the 

education sessions. The group leamed to liaen attentively, practicing holy, reverend 

Listening, and giving afnrming and challenging feedback to one another. The clients 

continually re fe rd  to previous sessions and the leaniing they were experiencing. Hilda in 

particular referred to her appreciation for having lemed cognitive therapy; and Denise 

often asked others the theological reflection question of "how was God present in that 

situation?" The next curative factor, "altruism," refers to the importance of how weli the 

clients performed as spiritual directors for the others in the group. The effectiveness of 

the group in the practice of group spirituai direction is evidence of the successfil 



development of the clients as spintual directors. They continually called each other to 

have faith, including f ~ t h  in themseIves, askuig facilitative questions of one another and 

supporting the questions that 1 addressed to them. Another curative factor is 

"interpersonal leaming," refemng to the exposure of clients to a review of their past in 

order to gain insight and appreciation of themselves for themselves. 1 think of the use 1 

made of the theme of brokeness, using pieces of broken giass as an illustration. The group 

successfully shared their brokemess and gained a greater appreciation for who they were 

and what they had corne through in order to be who they are today. HÏlda was one 

exarnple who told a finend about her piece of glas and how it represented her suffering 

and her healing. "Catharsis," refers to the sharing of feelings in the group. Again the 

group becarne very expressive of their feelings, through expressions of concem and of 

touch. The £inal curative factor to which 1 refer is "existential factors," referrhg 

specificaiiy to how this group helped one another to find new meaning and purpose in 

their lives. This was especiaily well expressed by Denise who shared that she no longer 

had to blarne God. but could now tum to God in her su f fe~g  for support and 

encouragement. She spoke of how the changes she had experienced were helping her in 

her communication especialiy in regard to the way she would handle connict, indicating an 

improvement in the quaiity of her Me. This review of some of Yalom's curative factors 

that are specificaiiy relevant to this thesis project, supports the benefit and the quality of 

the group experience for the clients in this group spiritual direction program. 

The fourth objective looked specificdy for personal and relational growth of the 

clients in this group expenence. The Qualitative Analysis By Clients and Sessions, 



Chapter S& presented evidence of the proof of this using themes corn the twelve 

sessions. This was further supported in the quantitative analysis, Chapter S& where it 

was shown that the Treatment Group expenenced improvement in spiritual maturity, 

according to the SEI-k and improvement in mood, according to the BDI. 

These four objectives were met, supporthg the success of the stated goal for this 

group spiritual direction program, and fiirther proving the thesis project that group 

spiritual direction in fact improves the mood of clients with rnild to moderate depression. 

Summary 

1 have compared the development of this thesis project to the construction of a 

bridge. 1 did this to illustrate that the project development has been a process that has 

unfolded gradually. The culmination of the project is found in the conclusions that have 

represented the completion of the whole pichire, and the proof of the thesis. 

The basis of the thesis project was represented in the planning for the bridge 

construction. This planning phase is comparable to an introduction such as in St. John's 

Gospel: "And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the 

glory as of a father's only son, fuii of grace and tnith."" Just as the foundation of the 

whole Gospel is here, so too out of the sound foundation of theory and practice came a 

program that was to breathe new life into clients who were depressed. The planned 

NRSV, John 1: 14. 



program had energy that was iwpired by a wide variety of secular and religious literature, 

and the expertise of a support group, my rninistry supervisor, Acadia Divinity Coliege 

Fadty,  and the Human Investigation Cornmittee. I believe the foundation was a "sure 

foundation," and not a "foundation of sand," as referenced in Matthew 7:26. As Jesus 

saw the vastness of the world nom his desert-temptation experience, so I believe 1 had a 

glimpse of an unknown that 1 approached from a faith perspective. My fàith perspective 

was based on belief in my God, Jesus Christ, that this project would unfold with God's 

guidance. This was done with the awareness that God would work through my family, my 

colieagues, the clients, and myself to enable this thesis project to unfold in a way that 

would prove that effective group spintual direction affects a positive change in the mood 

of depressed persons. 

The first phase inspired me to begin the construction £kom an infonned 

perspective. The foundation was represented in building blocks made up of the various 

segments of the treatment that 1 believed would assist with the healing of depression, 

focusing specitically on spintuality in conjunction with various therapies. The building 

blocks united together in a sure foundation were to represent a complete foundation 

because the foundation included the spintual focus. 

The emphasis on the importance of spintuaiity in this thesis project was best 

represented by refemng to the theologicai perspective of the thesis project as the mortar. 

Just as 1 believed the project went fonvard in faith, so 1 beiieved the essential ingredient in 

the program that would make a dflerence in the lives of the depressed clients was the 



As the foundation was secureci and subsequently afiirmed by outside agencies, 

including the colleagues who made referrals to the program, I fhcilitated the project to 

move into the next phase. 1 cailed this next phase, using the analogy of bridge 

construction, the "Bridge to New Life: The Group Spiritual Direction Program." The 

reference to 'Wew Life," is an indication of my faith in this project. 1 tmly believed this 

spintual direction program could make a dierence in the lives of depressed persons and 

be for thern a 'Wew LXe" experience. 

A study of this complexïty as with the case of major bridge construction required 

in-depth and recognized testing in order to be acceptable to the various stakeholden. 

These stakeholders included first and foremost the clients, as well as the acadernic, 

scientific, medical, psychologicai, and theologicai cornmunities. The study had to bridge 

or speak to a wide variety of people in order for it to have a significant impact, 

considering the relatively low number of pastoral care research projects. The testing as 

reported in the qualitative and quantitative anaiysis in Chapter Six, together with the 

conclusions at the beginning of this chapter, supports this thesis as originally identified in 

the Introduction, Chapter One. 

The real evidence of the success of this thesis project is found in the six clients of 

the Treatment Group, whom I intervieweci two months after the completion of the 

program. 1 met them to obtain their consent to the inclusion of specifics about them 



containeci in the qualitative analysis, Chapter Six. In my meeting with Linda 1 Iearned that 

she was gohg to Msit her oniy brother in Ontario, and to reconcile herself to him as she 

has held a grudge against him for twenty-seven years. She attributed this decision to the 

spiritual direction she received in the group spiritual direction program. Denise shared 

with me that she had followed through and had a marnrnogram. This decision to have the 

mammogram was a result ofher involvement in the group spiritual direction program, and 

a result of her havhg learned fkom the experience to face her fears instead of avoiding 

them. Ruth shared that she had met a beautiful man and was feeling veiy confident about 

this new relationship. The indication is that for the fit t h e  she has chosen a male 

cornpanion who is without the major problems her previous cornpanions have had. Again 

this is attributable to her improved attitude and pride she bas for herse& after indicating in 

the group that she no longer felt she had to 6nd a man to feel good about herself. Beatrice 

asked to be referred to a church community so that she could get herseif comected, which 

indicates the new found strength of character and Unprovernent in her mood. Ida is now 

working part-time and proud that she is getting out around and no longer dweliing on her 

problems. And Hilda is also working part-time and has bought herself her first new bed. 

This is an indication of her feehg of pride in herself and her positive attitude towards the 

fbture. The clients indicated that they had been co~ecting with one another and they 

reiterated their desire to meet together for mutual support on a monthiy basis. 

I have felt this study has been a valuable learning experience for me. 1 have stated 

previously that spiritual direction has been of interest to me for almost twenty-five years. 

At that time 1 was late adolescent age, and now I'm in mid-life, both of which are known 



to be the most critical times for spiritual development in the average person's We. 

Therefore some of my interest in spirituai direction, specifically group spiritual direction, is 

about my personal spinhial quest for understanding the meaning of Me and about the 

ben& of being apart of a spirituai cornmunity. 1 have been able to utilize my strong 

motivation or interest in this area of study to learn more about helping others in their 

spirituai development. 

In addition my own struggle with managing t h e  and energy has strongly 

Muenced my interest in helping othen who are depressed. As I have practiced prayer, 

participateci in support groups, and kept a journal, 1 have learned the vdue of being 

intentional about managing my Hie. 1 have become aware of emotional thresholds and 1 

have realized the importance of maintaining balance in my Me. This personal focus, dong 

with my keen professional interest in group spiritual direction and the spiritual treatment 

of depression, provided the motivation for this research project. 

In surnmary, 1 reiterate the potential there is to use group spiritual direction to 

assist with the care of depressed clients, to assist them in their recovery, and to help them 

find meaning and purpose in order to rec1ai.cn their life and grow to new levels of spintual 

maturity . 



Recommendations for Further Research in the Area of Spiritual Direction and 

Depression 

The bridge construction is completed and it's time to look towards the next 

project. Likewise the thesis project is completed and it is t h e  to look towards fkther 

research into spintual direction and depression, and how they may be irnproved based 

upon my expetience and what 1 have learned from having completed this research project. 

1. To use critical incident reports rather than journal keeping to facilitate the client's 

personal reflection. 

2. To insure that the group composition is no more than two severely depressed clients. 

3 .  To increase the number of sessions to fourteen. 

4. To increase the group size to ten. 

S. To offer the program at a tirne other than over Christmas. 

6. To continue to use the group spiritual direction program with depressed people. 



APPENDICES 

APPENDIX ONE SPIRITUAL DIRECIlON PROGRAM 

The ûutline of Program is as foiiows: 
Pre-Sessions: Participant's selection using screening process 

Pretest to measure depression (Beck Depression Inventory) and spiritual 
maturity (The Spiritual Expenence Index) 

Sessions (1 -2) ''Initial Sessions" 
Themes: 1. Getring acquainted 

2. Setting agenda 
3. Introduction of therapeutic rationaie 
4. Discuss individual client's concems 
5 .  Sharing client's personai stoiy and faith joumey 

Sessions (3 -5) "Knowing Self' 
Themes: 1. Recognizing one's brokemess 

2. Taking personal inventory of strengths and weaknesses 
3. Healing of memories (mer heahg) 

Mid-test to measure depression @DI) and spirituai maturity (SEI) 

Sessions (6-10) "Knowing God" 
Themes: 1. Individuai and group discernment (Jesus' brokenness) 

2. Appreciation for movement of Spirit in one's Me 
3. Experiencing consolations of God (God with us) 
4. Celebrating God's presence within and arnongst us 
5 .  Acknowledgrnent of the need to know oneseif and one's God 

Sessions ( 1 1 - 12) "Termination Sessions" 
Themes: 1. Discussion of progress 

2. Discussion of expectations regarding termination 
3. Evaluation 

Post-test to measure depression (BDI) and spiritual maturity (SEI) 

The format for each two hour session wiii keep to the same basic format, thereby 
fieeing the clients fiom needing to be concemed about the process. Each of the sessions 
will follow basicdy the same format, which will be the foliowing combination: 

1. meditation 
2. theme presentation 
3. group spiritual direction 
4. personal reflection 
5. prayer 



APPENDIX TWO: SAMPLE LETER 
ClUUcian 
Terrace Clinic or LeMarchant House 

Dear : Re: Spiritual Direction Program for depresseci clients 

1 write to reqzlest that you consider referruig clients to this new program. It is the first 
tirne this is king o f f i  and it is a rsearch project for my Doaor of Ministry Program at 
Acadia Divhity Coliege. This program is approved by the faailty at Acadia, by the Human 
Investigation Commiffee, and by the Cornrnunity Mental Health Assessment and Treatrnent 
Division of the Mental Heahh Program, HCCSJ. 

This program is meant to be in addition to the individual therapy they are presently 
r e k h g  or have received fiom you. It is specifidy designeci for clients who are d d l y  to 
moderately depressed. It wilI consist of tweive sessions, one night per weeks for twelve weeks 
comrnencing in the week of Sept. 22114 1997. 

1 am reaWting thirty clients, eight of whom I wdi assign to the prograrn group and 
eight to the wahg-list, control group. 1 am enclosing a copy of the criteria 1 wiU use when 
selecting the sixteen clients for the projezt. 

The program will use Group S p i .  Direction This experience wiil hopefÙlIy enrich 
the hes  of the ciients through the group experience and through the s p d c  attention to their 
spirituai issues. The prograrn wdi include some education using the Judeao-Christian Tradition 
to as& clients in ways they cm address their spirihüil issues and wül allow opportunities for 
thern to address these issues in the group setting. It wiii not include proseIytising neither wiii it 
Eivour any one religion. In fact it shouid be of assisfance to anyone regardles of their religious 
affüiation since it is meant to address spirihial issues. 

1 WU cal you within five days of your receipt of this request and wiU require the narnes 
and phone numben of the clients you wish to d e r  to the program. 

1 wodd be pleased to discuss this ftnher with you if you require additional 
information. 

Thank you for conside~g this request and 1 look forward to speaking with you. 

Rev. Peter Barnes 
Manager, Pastoral Care, Mental Health Program and the Waterford Site 

cc. Dr. Rick Singleton 
Ms. Judy Power 



APPENDIX THREE: CLLENT SErlFlCLlON CRWERIA 
1. client designation of d d  to moderately depressed according to the Beck 
Depression Inventory @DI) pretest. 
2. age range of twenty years and older so that they have the potential for spintual 
growth and with the ability to read and write. 
3. gender balance of equal numbers of male and female participants so as to avoid 
negative group dynamics that may be caused by gender imbalance. 
4. a wiliingness to commit to a contract to participate in the research project and 
to sign a research consent form. 
5.  preference w i l  be given to clients with a background in a Judeo-Christian 
tradition. 

APPENDIX FOUR: HANDOUTS 
Handout 1. INTRODUCTION TO GItOI.JP SPIRITUAL DIlRECTION 
Objective: 
to explore the impact of a group spirihial direction program on the mood of clients who 
are identifiesi to be mildly to moderately depressed 
to endeavor to improve the quality of life for the group participants so that they have 
realistic hope to face the future 
to foster good mental health by promoting a sense of purpose or meaning by f o s t e ~ g  
loving relationships, and by fostering a search for meaning in life 

Presentation Outiine: 
1. what is expected of the Treatment Group and the Wait-List Participants 
2. group Sessions Outline: meditation 

theme presentation 
group spiritual direction 
personal reflection 
prayer 

3. importance of Confidentiality and Explanation of Contract and Consent Forms 
4. explanation of Group Spiritual Direction 
5 .  the Benefit of the Group Expenence 
6. the Benefit of Spintual Direction 

Handout 2. STORY TELLING 
Rules: 
1. preserve a non-judgmental attitude 
2. refiain from giving advice and problem solving 
3. what is shared in group should stay within the group 

Story T e h g  Process: 
1. suggestions for points of entry into t e h g  your life story: 

a. the most important expenences of my life that best tell me who 1 am 
b. the key transitions or passages in my Life 
c. the most important images in my spiritual Life 



d. works of art or stories in which 1 tuid myseifor which capture moments of my 
Me for me 

2. the story of my relationship with God: 
a. what God once was for me 
b. what God is for me now 
c. what 1 hope for from God's fùture 

3. my story and cultural stories 
a how my stoiy relates to those groups and institutions to which 1 belong 

Handout 3, JOURNAL KEEPING NOTES 
Purposes 
1. first purpose is to record things so we don't forget them 
2. second is that it gives a concrete and creative way of talking to an unseen fkiend 
3. third is that it gives us a place in which the creative fancy can be let fiee 
4. fourth is that the blank sheet of paper may stimulate the imagination 
5. f%h is that the journal expresses Our inner being, so it is an opportunity to release our 

emotions and feelings 
6. skth is that it offers objectivity about our feelings, which may be ready to burst out of 

US 

7. seventh is that it gives us space to deal with Our inner tumoil, because it encourages us 
to express our sorrows and inner stmggles 

8. eighth is that it is one of the best tools and aids in the process of inner developrnent, in 
increasing inner development, in increasing self-knowledge and in spurring us on to 
fùffilling Our maximum potential 

9. Nnth is to deepen the one's relationship with the center of spirimal reality of which the 
great religions of hurnankind speak 

10. tenth is an opportunity to stop and reflect and then record the reflections 
The journal is a place for thinking and waiting upon the insights given by God, insights 
that show us how al1 these diverse aspects of our lives fit together. 

JOURNAL KEEPiNG QUESTIONS 
1. name the event or issue 
2. how does this make your feel or what do you think about 
3. what have your leamed fiom this event or issue 

Handout 4, Grou p Spiritual Direction 
Spiritual direction occurs when one person helps another be aware of the way God 

is moWig in hisnier life and in Wher prayer, and make choices that will lead closer to 
God rather than f&rther away. Although spiritual direction most often takes place between 
two individuals, another possibility is group spiritual direction. Here a person shares with 
the group some aspects of hidher life with God. Ail listen prayefilly and reverently. 
There is a tirne of silence. Then any who are moved to speak encouraging or helpful 
words to the person do so. Fiaiiy, the person reflects on what has been said, holding on 



to what seerns sound and helpful, and letting go of what does not help. 

Directees (the ones directeci) 
The directees rnay choose to share with the group: 
1. what is happening in their Me 
2. what inner movements they are experiencing in their life and in their 

prayer: joy, peace, anger, feaq sadness, excitement, and so forth 
3. what is happening in prayer 
4. spiritual experiences they have had 
5. how they feel led or where they feel confiised and need direction, or 

what decisions they need to make 
6. how God seems to them right now 
7. how is their work (inside and outside the home), how are their relationships, 

what spiritual disciplines are they inco rporating into t heu week 

Directon (everyone in the group) 
The director may respond in these ways: 
1. listen Reflect back what you heard. Ask for more clarification 
2. resonate with the feelings. Draw the feelings out more 
3. encourage the person to take the feelings to God in prayer and deal with 

God directly 
4. see if the person has a sense of what God may be cailing hirnher to do 
5 .  if the person's discernent sounds good, a f f h  it; if not, gently question 

it 
6. ifthe person has practicai questions (e-g., what time of day to pray), 

help them find their own answer 
7. once you understand their particular needs, offer a suggestion as to a 

way they may pray or how they may use the joumai or what they may 
read 

8. share your own experience when helpfùl 
Don'ts for the Director 
1. don? get hooked on problem-solving 
2. don? tell the person what to do 
3. don' t moralize (shoulds), judge, or preach 
4. don? impose your own experience. God works with each of us 

uniquely 
5. don? make light of what is said, or ,  on the other hand exaggerate its 

importance 

Handout S. Questions for Reflection Exercises and Faith Shanng Guide 
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION EXERCISES (Donna Lord, p.43 1) 

1. How can 1 understand the way God is rnoving in my life? 
2. How is God leading me, drawing me, calling me, and reassuring me? 
3. How do 1 deai with suffering in my lie? 
4. 1s it tirne for me to change my way of prayer, or how do 1 pray at this t h e  in my We? 



5.  How do 1 handle connia in relationships? 

FAITH S a A R I N G  GüIDE (Donna Lord, p. 436) 
You are asked to share your experiences simply and to receive the sharing of othen 
without judgment or without attempts to change the experience. 
1. Share experiences conceming your relationship with God. 
2. Share your awareness of a d ' s  Presence in the events of your Me. 
3. Share your stniggles to beiieve in God's Presence. 
4. Share the ways in which you have responded to or resisted God's Presence in your 
life. 
5.  Share the places of suffering, confusion, or joy that have been the entry point for your 
p rayer. 
Mer  the faith sharing by yourself or another person, there is usually a t h e  of quiet and 
then discussion in which the group helps you or the person who has shared further c lam 
his/her experiences. 
Towards the end of the hour there is t h e  for spontaneous prayer of petition, which is 
meant to broaden our awareness beyond ourselves and to remernber the needs of others of 
Our society and of the world. 

Handout 6. The Meaning of Suffering 
Session Three: November 4th 1997 

Helen Keller; 
"Although the World is full of suffering, it is full also of the overcoming of it." 
Buddhist saying: 
"Suffering is ciinging to that which changes". 
Mother Theresa: 
"Suffering, if it is accepteci together, borne together, is joy". 

Handout 7. GUIDELINES FOR GROUP SPIRITUAL DIRECTION 
November 12th 1997 

1. pray for others in the group between sessions in whatever way is right for you 

2. be consistent in whatever practice seerns best to reflect and honor your unique 
relationship with God at this tirne, perhaps joumaling about what you perceive, sense, or 
want conceming your attention to God and the way God seems to be dealmg with you in 
al1 facets of your life. It could be helpfûl to notice things such as: 
- your desire for Go4 your desire to desire God, 
- the persons and circumstances that seem to draw you to Godl connea you to God or to 
the meaning or the hope ffo your Me, 
- the way you sense God involved in your Me, your resistance to God or areas where you 
shut out God, etc. 

3. before coming to the group, spend tirne in prayer, reflecting on your prayer and your 
joumaling since the last meeting, asking for a sense of what is to be shared. Allow for the 



possiiility that something entirely different may show itseif'in the actual moment of your 
sharing. 

4. corne as early for the group as you wish, but be prepared to start on t he  

S. during the time of group spirituai direction session/discussion, continue in the prayerfid 
presence, shply  trying to be available to God in whatever way seems good for you. Try 
to be considerate of others in the group by confinhg your sharing to the ailotted time, 
about twenty-five minutes per person, including what you share about younelf and the 
group's response. Look upon your t h e  of sharing as a time for you to talk about your 
God-relationship as you are experiencing it in al1 areas of your Me. 

6. Hold in reverence and confidence what you hear in the group. 

7. If you know you are gouig to be absent, let someone in the group know. If it is 
possible and you are cornfortable doing so, send a note to one of the group desctibing as  
weii as you can what seemed to be going on between you and God d u ~ g  the past week. 
HopefUy this will ease your sharing at the next meeting; it may also give a focus for our 
tirne of prayer for you during the session and during the rest of the week. 
Note: It is well to remember that these are only guidelines to assist you in your comrnon 
purpose. The most important components of Group Spintual direction are our willingness 
to be intentional about Our spiritual joumeys in what ever way is most authentic for us 
now, our prayemil presencelopenness to God for one another, and Our wiliingness to 
share our spintual joumeys with one another. 

Handout 8. SPIRITUAL DIRECTION PROGRAM 
Session 4 
Prayer used with stone: 
"Lord God forgive Our faults. Take away my heart of stone and give me a new heart". 

A Parent's Prayer: 
My God, make my home a happy home, dedicated to You and founded on your phciples 
of unseffish love and sacrifice. 
Grant me prudence in judgment, perseverance in effort, and humility and strength in the 
performance of al1 my duties. 
Help me appreciate more fdly the importance of "etemal values" and the joy in accepting 
"Thy will be done". 
Give me courage to Say "No" to them when 1 should regardless of their pleadïng and 
temporary sadness. 
Increase my patience in correcthg misbehavior and settling quarrels calmiy and fairly. 
Thus, O Go4 let my children see in me some faint glimrner of Your Mme and goodness. 
May my conduct and speech inspire and encourage them in their steps toward You. 
And one day, in Your mercy and love, may al1 of my family be united in Your etemal 
home, to iive with You in perfect happiness and peace. 
Amen 



Session 5 
Rayer used with Stone placed in water: 
"1 mender  that which makes my heart strong". 
Ref idon on speaking to the Lord in prayer: 
The Lord knows what is in your heart and nothing is achieved by hiding it. On the 
contrary, a fi-ank expression of what you are feeling - even if you have to use bitter and 
hard words to express those feelings-will help to clear the atmosphere and will bring you 
closer to the Lord. It is wondemil that you should trust hirn so much, be so sure of his 
unconditional love for you that you can say hard things to hirn too! It is signincant that 
Job in his sufferings said some very hard things to the Lord while his scandaiized 
cornpanions chided him and urged him to blame hirnseif and not speak harshiy about the 
Lord; but when the Lord W y  appeared, he exonerated Job and expressed displeasure 
with his weU-meaning but insincere fnends! 

(Sabb-a by Anthony De Mello, p. 75) 



Handout 9 
EVENTS 

FAITH JOURNAL 
MY FEELINGS & THOUGHTS HOW GOD 1s PRESENT 



APPENDTX FIVE: PROGRAM AGENDA 
Introduetory Session, The Group Spirituai Direction Program - October ZOth, 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Introductions and purpose 
7:45 Spirihial Direction Activity 
8:OO Presentation and Consent Fonns 
8:30 Testing - Beck Depression Inventory 

- Spiritual Expenence Index 

Session One, Introduction to Group Spiritual Direction and Getting Acquainted: 
October 22nd, 1997 
Agenda 
7:OO Wetcome 
7:05 Transfer In 
7: 15 Purpose / Agenda 
7:20 Presentation 
7:45 Break 
8:OO Personal Story T e h g  
9:OO Closing Prayer 

Session Two, Progrnm Review and Community Building: 
October 28th, 1997 
Agenda 
7: O0 Music and scripture 

WeIcome - check in 
7:OS Transfer In - fantasy 
7: 15 Purpose and agenda 
7:20 Group Spiritual Direction 

Joumaling and Practice 
Faith Sharing - Reflection 

7:45 Break 
8:OO Group Spiritual Direction 
850 Reflection - Journalhg 
9: 10 Prayer and Conclusion 

Session Three, Knowing Self Througb Penonal SuRering: 
November 4th, 1997 
Agenda 
7:OO Music, Scripture, Prayer and Check In 
7: 10 Transfer In - Sharing hurts 
735 Agenda and Purpose 
7:20 Theme presentation "What is Suffe~g?" 
7:45 Break 
8:OO Group Spiritual Direction - "recogninng one's suSering" 
850 Reflection, Quiet The,  and Journahg 



9:05 Prayer and Music 
9: 10 Conclusion and next week 

Session Four, Knowing Self Through Persanai Strengths and Weaknesses: 
November 12th, 1997 
Aaenda 
7:30 Music, scripture and prayer - transfer in (name one strength, give thanks, 

and name one weakness, pray for blessing) 
7:40 Purpose of session and Agenda 
7145 Theme presentation - exploration of purpose in Me as related to personal 

strengths and weaknesses 
8: 15 Break 
8:30 Group Spintual Direction Session - strengths and weaknesses in relation to 

depression 
9: 15 R e f l d o n  and Joumaling 
9125 Prayer and music (ritual: rocks like stony heart) Ezekiel36:24-29 
9:30 Conclusion - outline for next week 

Session Fivc, Knowing Self Through Inner Eeaiing: November 18th, 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Music, scripture (Psalm 127:3; John 4) and prayer- transfer in (stones in 

water) 
7:40 Purpose of session and Agenda 
7145 Theme presentation - exploration of the need to acknowledge one's past 

and to bring resolution to b e r  conflict 
8: 15 Break 
8:30 Group Spiritual Direction Session - recognition of value of sharing our 

past in relation to sharing in reconciliation 
9: 15 Reflection and Ioumaling 
9:25 Prayer and music 
9:30 Conclusion - Iooking to next section: "Knowing God" 

Session Six, Knowing God Through Recopizing God in Life: November 25th, 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Music, scripture (retum to Galilee) and Frayer- transfer in (acknowledging 

God in the ordinary) 
7:40 Purpose of session and Agenda 
7:45 Theme presentation - noticing God (Sadhana p.46 and 70) 
8:15 Break 
8:30 Group Spiritual Direction Session - assisting one another to recognize 

God's presence even in the midst of depression 
9: 15 Reflection and Joumaling 
9:25 Prayer (autumn Rituals and Icebreakers p.69-70) and music 
9:30 Conchsion - outhe for next week 



Session Seven, Knowing God Through Appnciating God's Spirit in Life: 
December 2nd, 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer, scripture, and transfer - in 
7:40 Purpose and agenda 
7145 Presentation: "Knowing God: Recogniting God's Spirit'' 
8: 15 Break 
8:30 Spiritual Direction Session 
9: 15 Refledon 
9:25 Prayer 
9:30 ConcIusion 

Session Eight, Knowing God Through Prayer: Dec. 9th., 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer, Reading, Transfer In 

(naming a d ' s  Gifis in Our lives) 
7:40 Purpose and Agenda 
7:45 Theme Presentation: 

God' s Gifls in Joumaling 
God's Gift in Life Book 
Prayer - relationship with God 

8: 15 Break 
8:30 Spiritual Direction Group 
9 3  Reflection tirne 
9:25 Prayer 
9:30 Conchsion 

Session Nine, Knowing God Through Acknowledging and Celebrating God's 
Presence: Dec. 16th. 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer, Reading, Transfer In 

(naming God's Gifts in our lives) 
7:40 Purpose and Agenda 
7:45 Theme Presentation: 

God's Gifts in Joumaling 
God' s Gift in Life Book 
Prayer - relationship with God 

8:15 Break 
8:30 Spintual Direction Group 
9: 15 Reflection time 
9:25 Prayer 
9:30 Conclusion 



Session Ten, Knowing Seif and God Through Life LurPing: December 30th, 1997 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer / Scripture / T d e r  In 
7:40 Purpose and Agenda 
7:45 Presentation : "Loving Self and Loving God" 
8: 15 Break 
8:30 Group Spiritual Direction 

Discussion 
9:20 Reflection 
9:30 Conclusion 

Session Eleven, Review and Preparing for Closure: January 6th, 1998 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer / Scripture / Transfer In 
7:40 Purpose and Agenda 
7:45 Presentation: review of the themes and the process 
8: 15 Break 
8:30 Group Spiritual Direction Discussion 
9:20 Reflection 
9:30 Conclusion 

Session Twelve, Closure Through An Act of Thanksgiving: Januaiy 13th, 1998 
Agenda 
7:30 Prayer/ Scrip~re (Isaiah 6 1) 
7:45 Group sharing (syrnbol ancilor word) 
8: lS Closing fitual using broken glass 
8:30 Thanksgiving Prayer and Closing 
8:45 Feiiowship (food and drink) 
9:OO Post-test @DI and SEI-R) 



APPENDIX SIX: PROGRAM OUTLINE 
Pre-Sessions: Participants setection using screening process 

Pretest to measure Depression ushg the Beck Depression Inventory and 
Spiritual Experience using the Spirituai Experience Index - Revised (SEI-R) 

Sessions (1 -2) "Initial Sessions" 
Themes: 1. Getting acquainted 

2. SeM'ng agenda 
3. Introduction of therapeutic rationaie 
4. Discuss individuai client concerns 
5. Sharing client's personai story and faith joumey 

Sessions (3 -5) "Knowing Self" 
Themes: 1. Recognipng one's brokenness 

2. T a h g  personal inventory of strengths and weaknesses 
3. Healing of mernories (inner healing) 

Mid-test (6th Session) using BDI and SEI-R 

Sessions (6- 10) "'Knowing God" 
Themes: 1. Individual and group discernent (Jesus' brokenness) 

2. Appreciation for movement of Spirit in one's life 
3. Experiencing consolations of God (God with us) 
4. Celebrating God's presence within and arnongst us 
5 .  Acknowledgment of the need to know oneself and one's God 

Sessions (1 1 - 12) "Termination Sessions" 
Themes: 1 . Discussion of progress 

2. Discussion of expectations regadmg t e d a t i o n  
3. Evaluation 

Post-test(l2th Session) using BDI and SEI-R 

The format for each hvo hour session kept to the same basic format, thereby 
fieeing the clients fiom needing to be concerned about the process. Each of the sessions 
foilowed basicaily the same format, which was the followhg combination: 

1. meditation 
2. theme presentation 
3. group spiritual direction 
4. personal reflection 
5.  prayer 



APPENDIX SEVEN: BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY 
Name: 

Place chosen number into brackets. Example "A (2)" 

Date: 
A ( ) O 1 do not feel sad. 

1 1 feel Sad. 
2 I am sad al1 the time and 1 can't get out of it. 
3 1 am so sad or unhappy that 1 can't stand it. 

B ( ) O I am not particularly discouraged about the h r e  
1 1 6x1 discourageci about the haire. 
2 1 fée1 1 have nothing to look forward to. 
3 1 fée1 I am a cornph Mure as a person. 

C (  ) O IdonotfeelLikeafàilure 
1 1 f e l  1 have hded more than the average person. 
2 As 1 look back on my Me, di I can see is a lot of Mures. 
3 1 fée1 1 am a complete fâilure a person. 

D ( ) O 1 get as much saMadon out of things as 1 used to. 
1 1 don't enjoy things the way 1 used to. 
2 I don't get real satisfaction out of anythïng anymore. 
3 1 am dissatisfied or bored with everything- 

E ( ) O 1 don't feel particularly guilty . 
1 1 feel guilty a good part of the the .  
2 1 f e l  quite guilty most of the tirne. 
3 I feel guilty ail of the time. 

F ( ) O Idon'tfeel Iambeingpunished. 
1 1 feel 1 may be punished. 
2 1 expect to be punished 
3 1 feel 1 am being punished 

G ( ) O I don't feel disappointed in myself. 
1 1 am disappointed in myself. 
2 1 am disgusted with myself 
3 I hate myseif. 

H ( ) O 1 don't feel1 am any worse than anybody else. 
1 1 am critical of myseif for my weaknesses or mistakes. 
2 1 blame myself all the time for my h l t s  
3 1 blame myseif for everything bad that happens. 

1 ( ) O 1 don't have any thoughts of k i h g  myself 
1 1 have thoughîs of killing myself; but 1 would not cany thern out. 
2 I would iike to kili myself. 
3 1 would kiU myself i f 1  had the chance. 



J ( ) O 1 don't cry anymore than usual. 
1 IcrymorethanIusedto. 
2 I cry aii the time now. 
3 I used to be able to cry, but now 1 caa't cry even though 1 want to. 

K ( ) O 1 am no more imtated now than 1 ever am. 
1 1 get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to. 
2 I feel imtated al1 the tirne now. 
3 1 don't get initated a.. ail by the things thaî used to irritate me. 

L ( ) O 1 have not lost interest in other people. 
I 1 am less interested in other people than I used to be. 
2 1 have lost most of my interest in other people. 
3 1 have Iost all of my interest in other people. 

M ( ) O 1 make decisions about as weii as 1 ever could. 
1 I put off making decisioas more tban 1 used to. 
2 I have greater difnculty in making decisionsi than Mon. 
3 I can't make decisions at al1 anymore. 

N ( ) O I don't fèe1 I look any worse than I used to. 
1 1 am worried that 1 am looking old or unattractive . 
2 I fe1 that there are permanent changes in my appearance that makes me look 
unattractive. 
3 1 believe that 1 look ugly. 

O ( ) O I can work about as well as before. 
1 It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something. 
2 1 have to push myself very hard to do anytbg. 
3 I can't do any work at ail. 

P ( ) O 1 can sleep aswell as usud. 
1 1 don't sleep as weli as I used to. 
2 1 wake up 1-2 houn earlier than usuai and find it hard to get back to sleep. 
3 I wake up several hours eariier than 1 used to and c a ~ o t  get back to sleep. 

Q ( ) O 1 don't get more tired than usual. 
1 I get tired more easily thank 1 used to. 
2 1 get tired h m  dohg aimost anythulg. 
3 1 am too tired to do anything- 

R ( ) O My appetik is no worse than usual. 
1 My appetite is not as good as it used to be. 
2 My appetite is much wone now. 
3 1 have no appetite at aii anymore. 

S ( ) O 1 haven't lost much weight, ifany, lately. 
1 1 have lost more than 5 pounds. 



2 I have lost more than 10 pounds. 
3 1 have lost more than 15 pounds. 

T ( ) O 1 am no more worried about my health than usual. 
1 1 am wonied about physical problems such as aches and pains; or upset stomach; or 

constipation. 
2 1 am very womeù about phys id  problems and it's hard to think or much else. 
3 1 am so womed about my physical problems, t h  1 cannot think about anything else. 

U ( ) O 1 have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex. 
1 IamlessinterestedùisexthanIusedtobe. 
2 1 am much less interested in sex now. 
3 1 have lost interest in sex completely. 



DATE: 

1. I often feel strongly related to a power greater than 
myself. 

2. M y  f~th gives my life meaning and purpose. 

3. My fath is a way of Me. 

4. 1 ofien think about issues concerning my faith. 

5. My faith is an important part of my individual identity. 

6. My relationship to God is experienced as 
unconditional love. 

7 My faith helps me to codiont tragedy and suffering. 

8. 1 gain spiritual strength by trusting in a higher power. 

9. My faith is ofien a deeply emotional experience. 

10. 1 make a conscious effort to live in accordance with 
my spintual values. 

1 1 .  My faith enables me to experience forgiveness when 
I act against my moral conscience. 



12. Sharing my faith with others is important for my 
spiritual values. 

13. My ttiith guides my whole approach to Me. 

Spiritual ûpenness Sub-scale 

1. 1 believe that there is only one tme f3iith. 

2. Ideas from fiiiths difEerent from my own may increase 
my understanding of spintuai truth. 

3. One should not many someone of a diierent fath. 

4. 1 believe that the world is basicaily good. 

5 .  Learning about different faiths is an important 
part of my spiritual development. 

6. 1 feel a strong spiritual bond with ail of humankind. 

7. 1 never challenge the teachings of my fath. 

8. My spintual beliefs change as I encounter new 
ideas and expenences. 

9. Persons of different faiths share a cornmon spiritual 
bond. 

10. I believe that the world is basicaily evil. 



Hope 
Self-est eem 
Mood 
Interest 
Decision Making 
Tiredness 
Anxiety 
Attitude 
Resentment 

hopeles 1  2 3 4 5 
low 1 2 3 4 5  
sad 1 2 3 4 5  
low 1 2 3 4 5  
confùsed 1 2  3 4 5 
lethargic 1 2 3 4 5 
womed 1 2  3 4 5 
pessimistic 1 2 3  4  5 
Iow 1 2 3 4 5  

Narne: 
Date: 
hopefùl 
hi& 
happy 
high 
decisive 
active 
calrn 
optimistic 
hi& 

APPENDIX TEN: GROUP SPIRITUAL DlRECTION EVALUATION 

(circle the number you want indicating # 1 as least helpfil and #6 as most helpfùl) 

1. Evaluation each part of the weekly program: 
a. Openhg prayer, scripture, transfer-in 
b. Presentation on theme 
c. Break 
d. Group Spiritual Direction 
e. Silent Reflection T i e  
E Concluding Prayer 

2. Evaluate these items: 
a. Personal story telling 
b. Stones (e-g. woman who God forgave) 
c. Article: What we think affects how we feel 
d. Articles on Journal Keeping 
e. Article on Group Spiritual Direction 
E Guided imagery stones 
g. Reflection on scripture (Woman at Well) 
h. The atmosphere (candle, music, circle) 
1. Use of objects (stones, broken glas) 

3. Evaluate each week or session: 
Session 1. Getting acquaintedlgroup building 
Session 2. Story telling 
Session 3. Knowing Self: suffering (glas) 
Session 4. Knowing Self strengthdweaknesses 
Session 5. Knowing Self: i ~ e r  healing 
Session 6. Knowing God: recognizing God's presence 
Session 7. Knowing God: appreciation of a d ' s  Spirit 
Session 8. Knowing God: the consolations of God 



Session 9. Knowing God: celebrating God's presence 1.  2. 3. 4. 5 .  6. 
Session 10. Lovïng self and God's love 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.  6. 
Session 1 1.  Preparing for closing 1.  2. 3. 4. 5 .  6. 
Session 12. Conclusion: saying good buy 1.  2. 3.  4. 5 .  6.  

4. What would you recommend to be changed or added to the program? 

S .  Were you satisfied with the group leadership? 

6 .  Did the group have structure and direction? 

7. Were you happy with your participation? 

How could you have improved? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

8. Did you feel cared for by others in the group? Yes No 

9. Did you expenence fun and sharing? Y es 

10. Did these sessions helped your feelings about yourself, Yes 

How have you been helped? 



Yes Have these sessions helped your feelings about God? 

How have they helped you? 

1 1. Were you satisfied with the confidentiaiity in the group? Yes No 

12. Did you feel cared by others in the group? Yes No 

13. In your opinion was their trust developed in the group? Yes No 

PROBLEMS / ISSUES (please tick) 

14. What personal problems / issues were addressed for you? 
a. grief 
b. guilt 
c. loneliness 
d. fear 
e. love of God 
f. othen (please name) 

FUTURE PROGRAMS 

15. Would you recomrnend this program to others who are depressed? Yes No 



APPENDK ELEVEN GROUP SPIRITUAL DIRECTION PROGRAM 

GOAL AND OBJEXTIWS 

Goal: To enhance the clients' awareness of th& spiritual strengths and to provide them 

with an understandmg of their God or higher power operative in their Life in order to 

irnprove their weli being. 

Objectives: 

Mer completion of this program the client will 

1. Experience reduced depression as show by responses on the post-test in comparison to 

the pre-test using the Beck Depression Inventoiy(BD1). 

2. Demonstrate an understanding of spiritual development which wiU be refiected in the 

researcher's process notes using a checklist of spirituai direction themes and through a 

check for the spiritual themes in both the researcher's process notes and in the client's 

joumals. 

3. Receive support and feel a benefit fiom the group expenence as s h o w  by participation 

in the group which may be evaluated by reviewing the researcher's process notes using 

IrWi Yalom's curative factors as a checklist of group chara~teristics~ and client's 

participation as indicated in the researcher's process notes and in the client's personal 

journals. 

4. Have gahed knowledge of how to assist others as well as themselves in the 

identification of their personai and relational (self and God) needs, which may be evaiuated 

by reviewing the researcher's process notes as weli as the client's personal joumais for 

themes which reflect personai and relationai growth. 



Denise 
isolation 
selfaderstand 
fel t punished 
strength 3 
facing fear 2 
God's presenc5 
pos-thinking 3 
lettuig go 
selfcare 
grief 2 
sad 2 
burden 
coping 
Conflict 2 
relief 2 
cornecteci 4 
inspired 3 
reading prayer 
scared 
pea= 2 
courage 
God's UnCo lov 
God's accept 
cbanged attitud 
reading Bible 
cognitive thera 
prayer answere 
faith 3 
* O V  
reasmmd 
hopefirl 
affection 
tolerated 
confidence 
alienated fKod 
pos.seif-tak 

Hilda 
loss 
abandonment 
unresol grief 2 
Ionelines 
separation 
strength 
fiee 
hope 2 
unhear by God 
Menority 
low seif esteem 
good mernories 
comeaed2fa 2 
self love 
mgnit therapy 
alondonely 2 
reading Bible 2 
hith 2 
comected 2 gp 
happiness 
W O V  

good news 
prayer answere 
energy 
~ O Y  

feSpected 
Iistened to 
God's presence 
sad 
loved 2 
loved by God 
co~ectdt0God 
self-reiian t 
aforgiving God 
empowered 
m 1 e d  
complete 
prayed for 

Rittb 
Ioss 
abandonment 
trouble childho 
low seLf-esteem 
shame 
hopelessness 
abused 
powerlessness 
VictUn 2 
connected 
new Life 
m e  
empathized 
isolation 
anger 2 
mothe-dau Iove 
God's presenc2 
peaœw 
self-caring 2 
pwer 
CQping 
control 
semalic 2 
felt special 
gllilt 
supported 
self' 
seifanfidence 
connectdtoGod 
assertive withG 
awakening 
faith 
cognitive thera 

Linda 
1 0 s  
reSiStance(shar 
fear 
reflective leam 
wmforted 
inspireci 
trust 
confidence 4 
trouble chiidho 
shame 
hopelessness 
afhned 2 
more pos.attitu 
hopelessness 2 
uselessness 
rejection(fam) 
fear of God 
Iegaiistic 
Iow seLf&eern 
forgiveness 
not done 
abused 3 
forgive herseif 
God's intervent 
comectdtoGod 
loved by God 4 
improvd self-es 
resolution 
reconciliatio 2 
presenc of God 
unresolve grief 
self-love 2 
punishe byGod 
seif blame 
gudt 
mck 
condemne by G 
prayer 2 
self-judgment 
pain 
unloved 
emwhy 
understanding 
cried 
forgive self 
beau@ 
belonging 
self-love 
muddled/confU 

Beatrice 
Ioss 
abandonment 
trouble childho 
shame 
hopelessness 2 
concedworxy 
prayed for 
c0~eCted 5 
not alone 2 
m e d m  
indecision 
grief 4 
betrayed 
=#Y 
guiity2 
conhion 2 
Milnerable 
despair 
loneliness 4 
wony 2 
abused 
Sad 
hopdhopefiil3 
encouragement 
strength 2 
b e r  turmoil 
confidence 
dfimled by gP 
love & be love 
alone 
hopeless 
sep h G & p  
Gd's presenc3 
j oWpraye r  
fear 2 
tnrst 
birthing 
pnde 
afraid 
unioved 2 

healing 
self-doub t 
unwiiiin2let go 
comforted 
faith 
depth sharing 
PraYer 
low self-esteem 

Ida 
loss 
abandonment 2 
separation 
distressed 
amflicî 
Goà's presenc3 
comforted 3 
acceptance 
understandhg 
teassurance 3 
reading 
connecteci 2 
hopefut 4 
hope Iess 
mure 
grieuioss 
self-blame 
self criticism 
concem 
anger 
despair 
physical abuse 
peaœ 
Mering 
chose lik 
afiïxmed 2 
IoneIy 
Sad 
PraYer 
thanked God 
non-person 
self-worth 
confidence 
spiritualiiy 
StabiIity 



disawaged loved by gp 
scared 
selfare 

miracle 
gIow of God 
c o ~ e c t e d  2 
assertive 
growing spiritu 
dering 
thsnldiil 
pea- 
conten tmen t 
risk-taking 
living water 
overw helmed 
God is gift 
p w = r  as 
fieeing 

PROGRAM THEMES 
SPIRIT DIRECT 
punishing God -3 
unresolved grief 3 
lost faith - D 4 2  
journaiing prayerD 
legalistic L -S2 
fear of God 
hopefihess 6 
king prayed for 3 
God's presence 15 
faith questions S3 
love self 4 
reading 2 
forgive self 
reading Bible 3 
growing spiritually 
inspiration 5 
reading prayer 
a forgiving God 
assertive with God 
(mut'am) 
spifituality 
prayer as k i n g  

BIBLICAUTHE 
cornrnunity 
faith 7 
hope 5 
forgiveness 
strengt in advers 3 
love, be loved 
God in nahue 
God's intervention 
Comectd to God 3 
loved by God 6 
peacefui* 
burden 
trust3 
reconciliation 2 
G d ' s  help 
God is love 
miracle 
glow of God 
prayer 3 
prayer answered 2 
~ O Y  
chose Iife 
-byw 
thanked God 
awakening 
living water 
God is gift 

GROUP 
stoxytelling 
tnist2 
bonding - DS/LM 
depth sharing 2 
~ M e c t d n t  d o  1 2 
cohesiveness 2 
honesty 3 
support 4 
encouraging 3 
ernpaîhy 4 
comforted 4 
concem fo others 2 
compassion 
love self 
decision making 
confidence 
laughter 3 
positive energy 2 
sharing burdens 
sharin good memo 
~MeCted  t0 2 
coping 2 
talk it out 
relief 2 
gp cohesiveness 
trusîed process 
PraYer 
sharing pain 

DEPRESSION 
loneliness 6 
separation 3 
abandonment 5 
anger- 6 
bittemess-e-xhusba 
unloveci 3 
low selfésteem 6 
failure 2 
self-blame - 3 
affirmeci 5 
p.attitude 3 
rejeciion 
seif forgiveness 
hopeIessneddesp 6 
abuse 4 
powerless/pow 2 
victim 2 
f a  5 
resistance 
disvessed 
acceptance 
understanding 
reassurance 3 
isolation 2 
self-care 6 
~e~understanding 
imer healing 
indecision 

LEARNING 
refîective - 2 
guide imagery - S2 
acknowle suffering 
self-acceptance S4 
naming stre & wea 
challenge assumpt 
Iettin go resista S5 
cognitive therapy 7 
refiectin feelings 2 
self-talk 6 
joumaiing prayer 
recalhg bk-of Life 
resolutio of issue 2 
recognizîng beauty 
stones 
ernpowerment 2 

unde&ding grief 9 



betrayed 
guiit 5 
confiiselmuddled 2 
vulnerable 
love self 
sad 5 
inferiority 
thinking absolutes 
Iove & be loved 2 
Iow seIf-confidenc 
alone 3 
coaflict 3 
pain2 
control 
pos.thinking 2 
letting go 
burden self 
judgmeat 2 
stuck 
unioved 
wony 3 
self-dou b t 
unwüiing to let go 

self-confïdence 3 
discouraged 
scared2 
assertive 
S u n e ~ g  
self-cri ticism 
d e r i n g  
courage 
toierated 
self-reliant 
hilnlied 
non-person 
self-worth 
contentai 
alienatedfiom God 
ri&-taking 



APPENDIX TEIR'TEEN: SPIRlTUAL DIRECTION PROGRAM EVALUATION: 

SUMMARY 

Instructions given: (circle the number you want indicating ül as least helpful and #6 as most 
hel pful) 

number of patients endorsing each raüng 

1. Evaluate each part of the weekly program; 

a. Opening prayer, mipture, transfer in 

b. Presentation on theme 

c. Break 

d. Group spiritual Direction 

e. Silent Reflection Time 

f. Concluding Prayer. 

2. Evaluate these items; 

a. Personal story telling 

b, Stones (ex. woman who god forgave) 

c. Article: What we thinlc affeds how we feel 

d. Article on Journal Keeping 

e. Article on Group Spintual Direction 

f, Guided imagery stories 

g. Refledion on scripture (Woman at Well) 

h. The atmosphere (candle, music, circle) 

1. Use of objeds (stones, broken glass) 

3. Evaluate each week or session: 

1. Getting acquaintedlgroup building 

2. Story telling 

3. Knowing Self: suffering (glass) 

4. Knowing Self: strengthslweaknesses 

5. Knowing Self: inner healing 

6. Knowing God: rewgnizing God's presence 

7. Knowing God: the appreciation of God's Spirit 



8. Knowing God: the consolations of God 

9. Knowing God: celebrating God's presence 

1 O. Loving self and God's iove 

7 1. Preparing for dosing 

12. Condusion: saying good-bye 

4. What would you recommend to be added or changed to the program? 

- more time for talking to each other out loud 
Group Experience 

5. Were you satisfied with the group leadership? 

6. Did the gmup have çtnidure and diredion? 

7 Were you happy with your participation? 

How could you have improved? 

- rnissed meetings..felt depressed..should have gone 
- more joumaliing..attendancececece interading 

8.Did you feel cared for by other members in the 
group? 

9. Did you experience fun and sharing? 

1 O. Did these sessions heip your feelings about 
yourself? 
How have they been helped? 

- made me feel a part of the group. 
-cm now appreciate..God is not a punishing God..He loves me 
-knowing..l am loved..that God doesnY judge us 
-knowing that God and others really care about me. 
-see God as a close fnend..can talk to him more easily 
-mentally. spiritually more stronger..more happy days..feel closer to God. 

Have these sessions helped your 
about God? 

How have they helped you? 

-Know God is aiways there..not to shut him out or blame for misfortunes..place him in my life al1 the 
time. 

-God..talks to me in ways that I didnY realize before. 
-God doesn't ever abandon us. 
-came to realize God was a spirit..loving me just as I am. 



14. VVhat personal ~roblems/issues were addressed for you? 

Il. Were you satisfied with the wnfidentiality in the 
W0"P 

12. Did you feel cared for by others in the 
group? 
13. Was there trust developed in the group? 

a. grief 

b. guiit 

c. loneliness 

d. fear 

e. love of God 

f. others ( as below) 

- understanding life 

Yes: 

Yes: 

Yes: 

- jealousness 

- leamed that to be in "fear of the Lord" is to be in "aweU..not afraid 

6 

6 

6 

- going foward in my life 

No: 

No: 

No: 

15.-Would you recommend this program to others who are 
de presseci? 



Client "Beatnce" 

Client "Ida" 

Hopeful 

Se If-Esteem 

nhod (happy) 

interest (high) 

Decision Ma king (decisive) 

Tiredness (active) 

Dec. 
16 

Od. 
22 
3  

2  

2 

3 

3  

3 

Hopeful 

Self-Esteem 

Mood (happy) 

lnterest (high) 

Decision Ma king (deusive) 

Trredness (active) 

Anxiety ( d m )  

Attiiude (optimistic) 

Resentment (high) 

4  

4 

4  

4  

4  

4  

4 

Client "Ruth" 

Od. 
28 

-- 

3 

3 

Jan 
13 

Dec. 
30 

2 1 4 4  

3 1 5 5  

2 1 5 4  

3 

4 

Anxiety (calm) 

2 

2 

2 

5 

5  

5 

5 

5  

4  

5 

Jan 
6 

1 1 4 5  

1 1 4 4  

1 1 4 4  

3 2 5 5  

2  3 

Nov. 
4  
2 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

2  

3 3 2  

2 

3 

2 3 3  

3 

1 3 3  

2 2 2  

3 1 5 5  

4 2 1 1  

2 

3  

Nov, 
12 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4  

3 

2 

4 

3  

2 

2 

Dec, 
9 

--------- 

Nov. 
18 
3  

2 

3  

4  

3  

3  

3 

3 

2 

3  

3 

2  

2 

Nov. 
25 
3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Dec, 
2 



Attitude (O ptimistic) 1 
Resentment (high) 1 

Client "Linda" Od. 
22 

Hopeful 3  

Self-Esteem 3 

Interest (high) 2 

Decision Making (decisive) 1 
Tiredness (adive) 

Attitude (optimistic) 

Resentment (hig h) 

Client "HiIda" 

I I I 
Dec. 1 ~ e c .  1 Jan 1 Jan 

Client "Denise" 

5  

4  

5  

5 

5  

5 

5 

5 

1 

Hopeful 

Self-Esteem 

Mood (happy) 

l nterest (hig h) 

Decision Ma king (decisive) 

Tiredness (adive) 

Anxiety ( d m )  

Attitude (optimistic) 

4 5 5 5 5  

4 5 4 5 5  

5 5 5 5 5  

5 5 5 5 5  

4 5 5 5 5  

5 

5  

5 

5  

5 

5  

5  

5 

1 

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

3  

3  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

4  

3 

3 

Hopeful 

Self-Esteem 

l'mod (happy) 

lnterest (high) 

Decision Ma king (decisive) 

Resentment (hig h) 

3 

3 

3 

4  

3 

2 

2 

2 

3  

2 

4  

4 5 4 5 5  

4 4 5 5 5  

3 4 4  

4 4 4  

3 3 4  

4 4 4  

4 4 4  

1 

Rredness (active) 

Anxiety (calm) 

1 2 2  

4 4 5  

5 4 5  

4 3 5  

4 3 5  

4 4 5  

3 

4 4 4  

4 4 4  

4  

4 

2 

2 

5 

3 4 5  

3 4 2  



Attitude (optimisüc) 

Resentment (high) 

3 4 4  

3 2 1  

4 5 5 5 5 '  

2 1 1 1 1  

2 

3 

4 

3 
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